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Obituary.
Lois Rhodes Marshall was the daughter of
Charles L. Rhodes, deceased, of Cleveland,

BY THE

Ohio, formerly

manager and superintendent
the Cleveland aud Mahoning Railroad.
Her two sisters, Mrs. Palmer and Mrs.
Hough, still reside iu that city. Educated
at oue of the principal female seminaries in
Ohio, the Willoughby Female Seminary,
she was married in 1851) to Wm. C. Marshall
of this city and went to Racine,
Wisconsin,
to live. In 18G3 her husband returned to
Belfast and she has since resided hare. She
had three children, of whom two died in iufancy. Her son, Wm. R. Marshall, is in
business at Sioux Falls, South Dakota. She
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County

Grange.

unity Pomona Grange met April
Sebasticook Grange, Burnham.
Master was not present and the
•verseer, J. G. Harding, took the
and

tir

appointed

following

the

Stewards; Wm. Beckwith, GateAnnie
Mary Thompson, Ceres;
Pomona. The address of welby Mrs. Peter Barrows and the
Mabel Baeou, and both were
•!
Seven Granges responded to
• •1, as foil o w s
Hi si ug Sun, Knox ;
M"ou, Thorndike: Sandy Stream,

seven was

instructed

Remarks for the good
were made by Brothers Murray,
ding and Sister M. A. Saywood.

Cookson and Cora Evans,
the usual noon recess, the
it is the cause of the low
prices
diic»
was discussed by Orrin
‘rosby Fowler, Edward Evans, J.
B. F. Foster and M. E. Murray.
“What is Woman's Work on the
is
discussed by Sisters Fowler,

itrude
sing

Harding,
on

Gertrude

C<*okson

the organ and recitations

by Daisy Dodge, Lila Lowell
: declamation by Stephen
bug of two selections by Annie
Remarks on feeding ensilage were
Pros. Stewart, Foster, Fowler and
needy and others. The next meetwith Harvest Moon Grange,
May 2t»t.li, with the following
Opening exercises ; address of
Lulu Ward; response by Myra
port of Granges; conferring fifth
•marks for good of the order ; apof committee; recess; music;

pathetic entreaty to the God in whom
believed devoutly, that she might be
saved from such a fate. Called to endure a
most

heavy weight of mortal ills, she struggled
bravely until strength, health, reason, deserted her, and through much tribulation

be furnished

she

K

Estate.

transfers in real estate were
Waldo county Registry of Deeds

«*k ending April 29, 189t>:
Isaiah
Brooks, to Clias. F. Bessey, do.;
lackson. Annie E. Mower, South
to Mary C. Clement, Belfast; laud
bugs in Belfast. Everett M. Tri"irn, to Eva A. Roseland, Unity;
buildings in Unity. Elizabeth B.
*,•>, Auburn, to Eva A. Roseland;
'I buildings in Unity. J. C. Whitrndike, to Josephine J. Cox, Unity;
"i
buildings in Thorndike. Josephine
u Jane
Stevens, Unity; land and
m Thorndike.
Llewellyn Kenx, to W. P. Kenney, do.; land in
(Lesley R. Ingraham, Knox, to
ILL, do.; land in Knox. Geo. W.
M-iitville, to Geo. W. Choate, do.;
buildings in Montvitle. Islesboro
•! Improvement Co. to Samuel G.
ILihuielpbia; land in Islesboro (2
•lobn W. Mitchell, Freedom, to L.

J. M. L.

Daniel 11. Maddocks died at liis home
the Head of the Tide April 23d, aged 85
years. He was horn in Boothbay, Maine,
and is the last of a large family of children.
When about ten years of age he moved to
Freedom, where he spent the earlier portion
of his life and where he married Miss Mary
Tyler, who died a few years ago. About
sixty years ago he came to Belfast and engaged in the boot and shoe industry, employing several men, which business he continued until within a few years. He had a
Mr.

at

family

i;ulford, Mass.,

to

1

I and
buildings
ntworth, Knox,

in good repair and did conthe way of building and reconstructing old buildings. When the bell in the
church became cracked he solicited funds to
have it recast. He was possessed of musical
tastes and occasionally taught classes in singing. When the war broke out he joined the
Nineteenth Regiment Maine Infantry, aud
became its Drum Major. He was much interested in musical and military matters, and
within two years past has drummed for the
Grand Army Posts of different, places on
Memorial Day. He was an active member
of the Grand Army Post aud attended
its meetings whenever his health would
permit. The funeral was held Sunday
afternoon, and was very largely attended.
Services were held at the house by Rev. J.
M. Leighton, and the Grand Army Post held
the regular service at the cemetery.

neighborhood

George Tarbell,

iu

to

Knox.

‘•'•mam.

Mrs. J. L. Whitney sprained
-nikle quite
badly last Saturday and it
rv
painful-Frankie Hoxie is very
'db typhoid fever... .Mrs. B. A.
Berry
W. Shaw is in Boston
Rafter his hay business. He has been
quite a quantity this spring_E.

^‘proving-L.

liM*1 will move to

Newport, soon_C.
started for Montana Monday, to
Jter his
sheep business. He has large
treats there.
j.

Mrs*

He rep-

siderable in

1

in

whom,

him.

offices many times. He was always deeply
interested in keeping the buildings in the

Prospect. FreeJ. I. Watts, do.;
: 1 Knox.
Wm. C. Leonard, Knox, to
j.
1'"Hard, do.; land in Knox. R. J.
W
ff L Knox, to Fred A. Myrick, do.; land

‘Addings

of

resented his ward as alderman in the city
government two years and filled the local

"<1, Mass.; laud in Lincolnville. II.
«'vvood estate, Winterport, to F. B.
land in Winterport. Hayward
Frankfort, to J. M. McGee, Pros■

children, one
Ferguson, survives

of five

Jonas B.

Thorndike: land in Thorndike.
H. Say ward, Thorndike, to Frank
Km<x; land in Thorndike. Miran" ls,
Stockton Springs, to Matilda
N. I"-; land and buildings in Stockls.
John Di( key, Brooks, to Wal''
'Ley, do.; land in Monroe. Fannie
1

hath entered into rest.
"Ah yet, when all is thought and said,
The heart still overrules the head ;
Still what we hope we must believe,
And what is given us receive ;
Must still believe, for still we hope
That in a world of larger scope,
What here is faithfully begun
Will be completed, not undone.”

•-wing
ai

assisting at the prepaIfayford’s Hall
injured her spine; in

Ball in

she

farmers,

Moon Grange.

ansfers in Real

was

would appear that she had feared some such
result, for it was in the form of a prayer, a

mixed farming?’’ to be opened by
Topic, “What is women’s
he profits received from the farm?’’
ned by Sister M. A.Sayward.
The
<>f the programme to

Charity

a

a

Ward;

*t

she

rations for

premeditation. Apparently a paroxdisturbance, more dominating
than any before, had momentarily dethroned
her reason and controlled her will, and the
same strength of character that made her
strong to endure through all the years of
her physical suffering, enabled her to carry
out her insaue impulse with certainty and
decision. From a written fragment found
in her Bible, which was ever beside her, it

■

our

good work,

ysm of mental

Bacon

the best for

mem-

indicate

u

Winch is

was a

herself a burden. So
seemed valueless and her one prayer was
for rest. Of late her bodily health had slightly
improved, but she insisted that her head was
no better.
On the morning of Sunday she
seemed cheerful and in the afternoon urged
her husband to take his accustomed drive,
later sending her faithful maid to the postoffice with a letter for the morning’s mail.
When Mr. Marshall returned he found the
housekeeper very much disturbed over her
absence.
Search was quickly made and
soon the sad story was known, her lifeless
body being found hanging from a beam in
the carriage house.
Nothing was found to

appointed on time, place and
next meeting were, B. F.
Elliott, Joseph Gordon, and

»ud

She

life

for

i.arch

of others.

Episcopal church and ardently
it, but her spirit was broad and

sing others, become

ittee
Wm.

the

of

leave her home. Insomnia added its horand long, sleepless nights kept her a
prey to her saddened mind and pain-racked
body. At last she felt that her brain was
weakening under the -train, and when, as
she said, her thoughts became uncontrollable, her condition was piteous. Her great
fear was that she should become helpless
and a care. Having been all her life devoted
to others, to the extent of any sacrifice, it
pained her beyond endurance to think she
might lose that power and, instead of bles-

degree.

■ue

sorrows

ber

rors,

i-astieook, Burnham; Dirigo, Freebie, Waldo; Hi llside, Thorndike;
"U and
Albion Grange in Kenneaud Pittstield Grange in SomerA class of

ing the

more laid its blighting hand upon her, affecting first her mind and through that the
She became dealready enfeebled body.
spondent; her noble courage gave way, and
even hope seemed to desert her.
Friends
urged a change of scene, but she would not

Edward Evans, Overseer :
Murry, Chaplain; Moses Clements,
Edward and Emma McAllister,

••

and

intense anguish, and receiving hut little
benefit. Time wrought a partial cure, aud
until tlie last two years she was much better. During all those years the affairs of
her home were ably directed and accomplished, while her broad catholic spirit reached beyond this, and many good works were
the fruit of her inspiration aud zeal. Notable amoug these was the procuring by
personal appeals, through interviews or letters, of the large sum of money that provided the fine iron fence that now encloses
Grove Cemetery, ami which it is safe to say
would not have been there to-day without
her labor ami persistency. But trouble once
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•r \ c-scls
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and Reed Platforms.
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The Law,
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culture, refinement,

when slie fell and
consequence of which she was confiued
to her couch for a long time.
For fifteen years she was confined to the house,
only leaving it to be taken to Boston
for treatment by Dr. Brown-Sequard aud
other
the
most
specialists,
enduring

\
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devoted to
her love embraced all churches and it was a
great deprivation when idle became unable
to attend their services.
Active in every

Penalty.

PAGE

woman

suffering beyond the lot of most women, hut
her thought was less of her own griefs than
of ministering to the comforts and
assuag-
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noble character. During lier tifty-eight years
of life she has known sorrows and physical

To-Day’s Journal.

of
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j

Mrs. Louisa Ward died at her home in
Thorndike April 17th, aged 88 years and. 13
days. “Aunt Louisa,” as she was familiarly called, passed from earth’s life to join the
loved ones after long years of suffering. Her
greatest affliction was the loss of her eyesight and yet this was borne with the grace
of a true Christian. She was always patient
and cheerful and the warm clasp of her

withered hand was
something to be remem.
bered for years to come
by her many friends
and relatives. Her first
husband, Joseph
Bagley, died 33 years ago. She had no
of
children
her own, but took to her heart
and home Henry Hawes, at the
age of two
and a half years, and
tenderly and lovingly
reared him as her own until he was

Winterport

Water

Works.

Light

Winterport had a special town meeting
April 22d, to act upon the question of water
works, and the vote stood 208 yes to 135 no.

and

Improvements In

Power
the

for

Gas and

Belfast.

Electric Plants.

The Launch of the
The

four-masted

Josephine.

PERSONAL.

barkentine Josephine
Mrs. Emma Young is visiting friends in
The Belfast Light and Power Co., which was
successfully launched yesterday fore- Isles boro.
owns and manages both the
noon from the yard of Messrs.
gas and electric
McDonald &
A contract will now be entered into with W.
O. G. Critchett went to Boston Tuesday
lighting plants of the city, is greatly improv- Brown of this city in the presence of a
large
H. Hayden & Co. for a complete first class ing both departments, and
on business.
extensive
I
crowd
of
making
spectators The weather was warn)
system, with a pressure sufficient to throw changes in the electrical works with a view and pleasant and
Mrs. A. J. Harriman left last Saturday for
nearly
everything passed off pereighteen, when he went forth alone to seek water through 250 feet of hose, 1 1-4 inch to giving the best possible service to its fectly. The vessel was launched without a visit to Boston.
for the means to make himself a home. Like nozzle, over the highest building in the patrons at the least possible cost. The work
spars, and bore as flags merely the stars and
Miss Celia Bowler went to Brooks Tuesnearly all Maine boys he was successful and piped district. The system will include a for the past two, weeks has been chiefly in stripes aft, the Brazilian
forward and day for a week’s visit.
flag
a
of
stand pipe
at present is a highly
200,000 gallons ca- leveling up the gas pipes to prevent col- her
respected citizen of reservoir,
name-flag amidships. A few minutes
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Chase went to Boston
Portland, Maine. He was present at the pacity, 100 feet above Main street and 200 lections of water and consequent stoppage before 11 the work of wedging begun and at
on business.
funeral. Nearly twenty years ago she mar- feet above Water street. The pump will be of the gas, and in changing the
voltage of 11.10 she slid gracefully into the water. As Monday
ried Nathan Ward. At the time of her of 750,000 gallons capacity per day.
The the incandescent electric lamps. The
Jacob Bowen of Newburg is visiting Mr.
lamps she started Miss Bernice, daughter of Judge
and Mrs. R. E. Young.
marriage to Mr. Ward he had eleven chil- pipes will be (>, 8 and 10 inch, and will prob- lirst put in were of 52 volts, and these are R. W. Rogers, broke a bottle of wine
over
dren, all agreeing that “Aunt Louisa” was ably include Main street from the Johnson being replaced by others of 104 volts, and the bow and
Miss Mae Boody of Brooks spent Sunday
christened the vessel. There
on
Christian
hill
to
the
place
Holmes place, the wires changed
the one woman to take their mother’s
accordingly. Another were a large company on board,
with friends in Belfast.
place.
including
tlience down Holmes street change is in
In a few years Mr. Ward died,
reducing the number of trans- Messrs. G. J. Riordan and R. A. Parish of
leaving her (Capt. Dudley;)
R. C. Johnson of Washington, D. C., is visto Mechanic, Marine to Main, the principal
to the care of his sous, Charles and
formers on Main street poles, from 15 to
Albert,
2, Baltimore. The Josephiue was at once taken iting relatives in Belfast.
who have faithfully and tenderly cared for side streets and Water street. It is estimat- which will make a large reduction in the
in tow by tug Bismarck and towed to the
Samuel S. Gilbert of Portland spent Fast
her in her declining years. The tioral tributes ed that before the system is completed near- number of wires in that section and still
steamboat wharf, where she will be fitted
four
Day with friends in Belfast.
miles
of
will
be
ly
laid.
The
pipe
were not numerous—a sheaf of wheat and
give an increase of capacity.
for sea. A complete
description of the vesAbner Littlefield of Waterville arrived in
sickle with the word Rest, from Mr. A. W. schools will be supplied with water, there
But the principal improvements will be
sel was published in The Journal last week.
Belfast Monday on business.
Ward, a vase of cut flowers from friends. will be two improved drinking fountains for at the works on the East Side. The power
is pronounced by experts the finest vesThe. funeral services were conducted by man and beast, and 20 improved, non-freez- is obtained from two horizontal turbine
Mrs. A. J. Morrison is visiting her mother
sel yet launched by her
builders, and is cering hydrants. Special attention will be water wheels, of 150 and 75
Elder Lord of Burnham.
horse-power, tainly a fine specimen ©f marine architec- Mrs. J. A. Mace in Brunswick.
given to the matter of protection from fire. and a 125
horse-power steam engine with ture.
Miss Fannie M. Maxlield of Fairfield is
News was received last Friday of the In case of necessity the stand pipe valve 150 horse-power boiler. These can be used
The Custom House officials measured visiting her brother, Chas. H. Max field.
can be closed and direct
death of Fred C. Haraden at Denver, Colopressure given separately or together as desired.
the Josephine last week.
The rules of
Mrs. Fred Clark of Rockland visited her
The electrical machinery consists of two
rado. Mr. Haraden was the son of Daniel from the pump to the system, enabling six
the Department in relation to measuresister, Mrs. A. A. Knight, the past week.
Haraden of this city, and was born Nov. 2b, lines of hose to be run from one hydrant 500-liglit alternating dynamos, to furnish the
ments have
changed
with force to throw water over the highest
materially since
Miss Theresa Hogan returned
1850.
When sixteen years of age he wrent to
incandescent lights, one of which is at presSaturday
the Doris was measured.
At that time
In
all respects the system will
buildings.
ent
froni Bangor, where she spent the winter.
all
the work, but the other is
Boston and entered the employ of D. M.
doing
5
cent,
was
per
deducted from the gross
be up to date, and few cities in Maine will
ready for instant use in case of accident or
Mrs. Wm. B. Conant arrived home last
Hodgdon & Co., clothiers, with which firm
tonnage for “crew space,” the remainder
he had been constantly connected until equal it. The water will come from springs emergency. There is also a reserve dynamo
the net tonnage. Now under act of week from Skowliegan, where she spent the
being
of
supplying 30,000 population. The of 300 lights capacity, and ready for use at
about two years ago, when he was taken ill capable
March 2, 1895 the deductions are made from winter.
with pneumonia, which so impaired his charter includes Frankfort, and if desired any time. There are two 30-light arc maBert Mudgett of Orrington spent last week
actual measurements, and
include crew
that town can be supplied by the addition
chines, one furnishing light for the streets
health that he was obliged to give up busispace, master’s cabin, steering gear, anchor in Bangor and is now visiting friends in
of about 2 1-2 miles of pipe.
and
the
other
for
the stores, &c. There are
ness and seek rest.
He passed the summer
gear, boatswain’s stores, chart house, stor- Belfast.
This action of Winterport is in the line of 24
of '95 at home and in the winter returned to
lights on the street circuit and 15 on the
j
age of sails, donkey engine and boiler and
Fred Timm and Ambrose J. Morrison
and
must
in
many ways—sanitary
Boston feeling himself able to resume work. progress
commercial, leaving a capacity for 21 more
propelling power. The Josephine registers were in Auburn the first of the week on
and otherwise—prove a benefit to the town. l arc
lights with the present machinery.
A severe cold again brought on a lung trou940.87 tons gross, 811.04 net.
business.
At this day no argument is needed in behalf
The proposed improvements consist,
ble, and by the physician’s advice he went
first,
of an abundant supply of pure water that in a
Fred M. Bailey was at home from the
of
the dam, and putthorough repairing
to Colorado about a year ago, wiiere he has
comes at the turn of a faucet for domestic
State College at Orono from Wednesday to
The Girls’ Home.
ting in a new smoke-stack 00 feet high on the
since been. His friends believed him to be
purposes, and that may be promptly drawn boiler house. At present there is a counterMonday.
improving in health and the news of his
A meeting of the executive committee of
when the dreaded fire alarm is sound- shaft to which belts run from the waterMrs. S. D. Brown arrived home last
death caused much surprise. At the time upon
the Children’s Aid Society of Maine was
ed. At the end of ten years, if the Winter- wheels and
engine. It is proposed to do
Thursday from a visit of two months in Plyof going to press wTe have no particulars reheld
at
the
office
of
Dr.
J.
G.
port water works prove satisfactory and are away with this counter-shaft and belt diBrooks, April mouth, Mass.
garding his death. His remains will be
profitable, the town can acquire them—at a rect from the wheel shaft to the dynamos, 28th. Miss E. C. Frye was chosen Secretary
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel McMahan, who have
brought East for interment and services will valuation
tern.
The following committees were
by appraisers to be appointed by making connections with an improved pro
be held next Saturday, at 10.45 a m., at the
been spending the winter in Augusta, have
chosen:
the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court—
“grooved friction.” The pulleys on the
residence of Geo. A. Quimby, Mr. Haraden’s
House and Supply Committee—Mrs. H. P. returned home.
and issue a 30-year 4 per cent, bond, with an
main shaft will be larger than at
old home, 34 Miller street.
present, Thompson, Mrs. M. J.
Mrs. S. L. Hanscom arrived home Fast
income sufficient to pay the interest and and will extend below the
Gammans, Mrs. A. I.
floor, but will be Brown, Mrs. L. A.
Knowlton, Mrs. Geo. S. Day from a visit to friends in Attleboro,
Caroline H., wife of James Emery, died at create a sinkiug fund to retire the bonds at securely boxed, to guard against the necesMrs. S. H. Mathews, Mrs. Martha Mass., aud New York.
her home in Bucksport shortly after 10 maturity.
sity of stopping in case of an extremely high Mills,
Miss Mary Jackson, Mrs. E. H.
Keating,
is
Benjamin Nickerson has moved from the
tide.
At
with
: o’clock Saturday morning of
when
Winterport
pleasantly located,
there is a very high
present,
hemorrhage of
Mrs. Charles Baker, Mrs. A. C.
city to the house in East Belfast which he
the brain. She retired Friday evening in good facilities for drainage, and her water tide the water gets into the wheel-pit of the Conant,
Miss Sarah R. Gardner, Mrs. A. A.
bought last season of W. FI. Thomas.
her usual health after having passed a pleas- system by the use of motors will furnish engine room, rendering it necessary to take Sibley,
off the belts and stop the machines. With Howes, Miss Abbie Faunce, Mrs. J. F. McMrs. Margaret S. White returned home
ant evening with the family, who soon power for light manufacturing. Her Odd
Mrs. J. G. Damon, Mrs. J. M. Leigh- last
the new arrangement, and metal sheathed Keen,
A physician Fellows block, Union Hall, Masonic Hall
Thursday from a visit to her daughter,
I heard a call from her room.
ton.
was called, but she was beyond help.
Mrs. J. M. Hinchinan of Detroit, Mich.
Tims and Free Library would be a credit to a boxes for the wheels to run in, no water can
Committee on Receiving Children—Mrs.
was
suddenly severed a long unbroken much larger town. With the introduction reach the belts or wheels.
Captain J F. Hchborn of Stocktoni
C. A. Pilsbury, Mrs. H. P. Thompson, Mrs.
family circle and deepest sorrow brought to of water insurance rates will be
lower, aud
Another improvement is in changing the
Springs, a member of the Legislature of 188b,
one of the happiest of homes.
Mrs. Emery
F. C. Porter, Mrs. A. I. Brown, Miss
was
in Augusta Friday. [Kennebec Jouran increase of business and of
Mary
is survived by her husband, a daughter,
population gate-start aud governor of the water-wheels
Wood, Mrs. M. W. Fairfield, Mrs. E. A. D. nal.
Elizabeth H., and one son, J. Robert. She may be expected. The press of New Eng- from their
location
on
the second
present
was 70 years
of age.
The funeral took land has done the town a
Miss Madge E. Sutherland, who spent the
good turn by the floor to the dynamo room, making them in- Burrington, Mrs. M. J. Gammans.
place at 3 o’clock Monday afternoon and attention it
Placing Out Committee—Mrs. C. A. Pils- winter with her aunt, Mrs. C. A. Piisbury.
has
to
the
vote
on
water
given
was
largely attended by sympathizing
stantly accessible, and thus insuring a
bury, Mrs. F. T. Sargent, Miss Mary Wood left Monday for her home at Sydney Mines,
friends. The whole community shares in supply, aud “Greater Winterport” has besteady light.
the sorrow of the afHicted family.
Mrs, F. C. Porter, Mrs. M. J. Gammans, C. B.
come a common phrase. Hon. Fred
Atwood,
The proposed plan has been examined
by Mrs. N. Fessenden, Mrs. E. A. D.
who has been working on this matter for two
BurringMrs. C. G. Ferguson left by train Friday
practical men, well versed in electrical
Captain Charles Snow died at his home about a dozen years, and to whom great
ton, Mrs. A. C. Sibley.
for Winchester, Mass. She had spent a few
machinery, and pronounced practicable.
in Orringtou April 24, aged 83 years. Capt.
Committee
to
have care of the real estate, days with relatives here, on her
credit is due, is president c\ the water comThe changes, they say, will make
way home
again of Messrs. A. I.
Snow had long been a sea captain and was a
Brown, Win*. B. Swan, A. C. j from Mt. Desert.
pany, Amos F. Carleton, secretary and Seth
from 25 to 35 per cent, in the
the
power,
man of considerable literary abilities.
Sibley, J. G. Brooks.
Many A. Morgan, treasurer. The Bangoi Daily present
Elmer Hartshorn of Poor’s Mills and
arrangement of the counter-shaft
of his efforts in verse have appeared in the
An offer of the Belfast Printing Co. to
News thus tells the story of “How Winter- alone
Everett Payson of Waldo, who have be. n at
causing a loss of 15 per cent.
one issue of a paper for the Home gratis
publications of the day. Capt. Snow leaves port Celebrated
print
work on coal barges in Hartford, Ct... returnThe various departments of the work are
a widow and son, Howard, who lives in New
was accepted.
It was voted to publish a
The Winterport town meeting which vot- in
ed home Saturday.
charge of practical and faithful men in
Orleans, and a foster-daughter, Mrs. Joseph ed for a water service to the town was folto
be called “The Girl’s
whom the company and patrons can place paper, quarterly,
Chester E. Perkins aud family have reNickerson of Orringtou.
Capt. Snow’s lowed by a parade and firewmrks, winding
Home.”
widow is a daughter of the late Capt. Little- up with a collation and speeches of congrat- the utmost confidence. The general superturned from Montville, where they .spent,
Voted to hold regular meetings of the Exton Reed of Bucksport. The funeral took ulation. Hon. Fred Atwood aud
Engineer intendent is C. II. Maxfield, who for severthe winter, and will open their store at the
ecutive Committee
place at 2 o’clock on Saturday afternoon. Hayden came in for a large share of the con- al
fortnightly, Tuesday
years past lias held similar positions in
The services were held at his late residence gratulatory remarks. The features of the
Camp Ground May 1st.
the next meeting to he May 12th.
afternoons,
Waterville and Fairfield. The outside elecand the burial was in the Orringtou ceme- parade were the Little Giant hand tub which
Mrs M. J. Parsons arri-<d here Fi.m.v
On girl from Belfast is to be received at
is owned by a number of citizens and which
trical work is in charge of James H.
tery.
Dodge; the Home this week.
from North Attleboro, Mass
to spend the
hitherto was tiie town's only safeguard the
<J.
Barton and O. lv. Ryder,
gas works,!!,.
from fire, and several placards bearing insummer with her daughter, Mrs. S. I. Hans
ami the East Side plant, Thaddeus Wood
A Fatal Fire in Dixmont.
scriptions, “Better Times Corning,” “What’s
com, who will shortly remove to Thomaston.
Papers and Periodicals.
the Matter with Hayden,” “He's All Right,” and Edmund Stevens. W. H. Bray is assistMrs. Helen Piper Burned to Death and her Father “SI 50 a
A. A. Knight has returned from Auburn,
for
etc.
The
water
Laborers,”
Day,
The Fairfield Journal has adopted the
ing in the wiring.
and Daughter*in*Law Injured.
not finding the prices paid in the shoe facsupply will be drawn from Lowe’s brook,
Within
and
has
the
a
new
next
three
weeks
eight-page
form,
heading
near the town, which is a remarkably pure
every arc
Miss Annie L. Wildes of this city received
tory there satisfactory, and will goto Boston
stream, having its source in groat springs. light in town is to be thoroughly overhauled with a view of Fairfield.
word Friday that her sister, Mrs. Helen A standpipe will be raised on Memorial Hill,
to-day with a view to taking a situation
and cleaned, which must result in
When we mentioned last week W. O. Fulimprovoffered there.
Piper of Dixmont, had met with an accident, which will give a fall of 100 feet, insuring ed
j
lights.
Jr’s,
contribution
to
the
New
excellent
fire
ler,
York
Sunpressure.
and left immediately for that place.
The
Rev. L. L. ITanscotn of lied Wing, M’nm.
At a meeting of the directors of the com- day Herald we were not aware that he had
a brother-in-law of the late Gen. B. F H udaily papers give the details of one of the
News of the Granges.
pany last Friday it was unanimously voted signet! articles in two other New York | ris, arrived in Augusta, Wednesday, or. his
most distressing casualties we have ever been
to replace all the poles on Main and
High dailies of that date—one column and a half, return from Old Town, where he attended
called upon to record. Mr Elias Seavey of
the recent Maine Methodist conference, of
Seaside Grange voted last Saturday even- streets at once.
illustrated, in the New York World, and which lie
Troy was visiting his daughter, Mrs. Helen
formerly was a member. He will
The contract to make the changes in the two columns or more in the New York Re- make a
ing to light the new hall with electricity,
short visit with Mrs. Harris.
He
Piper, in Dixmont last Friday, and a fire was and the building was wired for that
works on the East Side, as above
was accompanied by his niece, Miss Helen
purpose
corder.
described,
started in the field near the house to get rid
M. Hanscom of Waterville, who will make a
has been let to Hinckley &
Tuesday.
of
Egery
C. B. Haskell lias sold the Pittsfield AdBangor,
few days’ visit here.
of a lot of rubbish. The flames spread to
[Kennebec Journal.
and work was
At its last meeting April 25th Harvest
begun Monday.
vertiser and the plant to Messrs. O. S. Hasthe dry grass in the field, and Mr. Seavey
The New Haven Journal of April 22, reMoon Grange, Thorndike,
conferred the
kell and Louis O Haskell, who will conduct
went out to extinguish them. He was unLocal Industries.
ported that although the lecture to he giv* n
third and fourth degrees on two candidates.
the business in future under the style of O.
able to do so, however, and within a few
by Miss Charlotte T. Sibley of this city tor
A full attendance is requested at the next
S.
&
L. O. Haskell. An affection of the
minutes the danger of destruction of the
the benefit of the Armenian sufferers doe-*
Crystal Spring Creamery, Unity, is runeyes of long standing compels Mr. Hashouse was imminent. The elder Mrs. Piper meeting, May 2nd.
not occur until May 2d, the committee in
ning at its full capacity, with additional
kell’s retirement from newspaper work for
Granite Grange, North Searsport, met in help.
and her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Mildred Piper,
have paid over to the relief commitGoldenrod Creamery, in the same
charge
a time, at least, and both cause and effect
rushed to his assistance, but the fire was their new hall April 20th to enjoy their 4th town, is also doing a
tee SI00 received up to that date for advance
rushing business.
will be regretted by his many friends.
the
spreading through
grass faster than a anniversary, and although the traveling was
sales of tickets. The Journal conclude* as
Hutchins Bros, received last week several
We reprint this week from Shooting and
man could run, and the three persons atonee
bad the hall was well filled. Worthy Master orders for
follows: “Miss Sibley comes to New Haven
monumental work for parties in
a
New
York
Fishing,
weekly, an article by from her home in Belfast. Maine, ex; vssi\
separated in an endeavor to do something to Boyd called the meeting to order, and the Hancock
County. They are busy on order- Mr. H. L. Woodcock of this
city on “Fish- to deliver this
stop its progress. The older Mrs. Piper was following well arranged program was well ed work this
lecture, but, in view .»: the
and have several jobs
spring,
some distance from the others when they
ing Around Matinicus.” The article as origcarried out:
cause to be aided, she lias stipulated that
Anniversary ode by the choir; finished and ready to set.
heard her cry out, and looking saw that her remarks
inally put dished contained two fine half-tone she will not accept any compensation 'oiby Worthy Master Boyd; dumbWork swims merrily on at the Lead bet- illustrations from
clothing was in flames. The younger woman bell drill by six of the Sisters; history of ter’s Island
drawings by the author, lier services.”
operations. The shipping wharf and we were
and Mr. Seavey ran to the rescue of the Granite Grange in rhyme by Sister Ida ldisappointed in not being
assuming noble proportions and when 1
The many friends of Robert J. Sprague of
shrieking victim, but before they reached Nickerson; instrumental music by Sister fi iished will have two sets of railway tracks able to reproduce them. Mr. Woodcock has
Frankfort watch with interest Ins frequent
her, her clothing was burned and she fell to Hattie M. Nickerson; reading by Sister lead'ng from the quarry, a large derrick for since published an article on Swan Lake
loaning heavy stone and every facility for ami has one in
appearance in the public debates in winch
the ground, screaming with awful pa;n as Julia Dow; declamation by Willard
preparation on Moosehead
Lane; easy shipment. Superintendent Grant has
the Boston University “team” take part.
the fire burned into her flesh.
When the reading by Sister Ellen Black; song by been at New York this week on business. Lake. He will contribute regularly hereMr. Sprague is called the “right bower- of
after to Shooting and Fishing, both sketches
fViualhaven Review.
others succeeded in putting out the blaze Chester Trundy; essay by the Worthy Secthe university aggregation. He speaks withand
with their unprotected hands the elder Mrs.
drawings.
Skillings & Foote of Boston have made
retary, Mrs. Delia Lowe; instrumental music
out notes, has a wonderful memory for staPiper lay unconscious on the ground, dying, by F. L. Trundy; doughnut contest by their annual contract with Camden farmers
tistics, and is noted for his strong impromptu
Thorndike.
Parties
from
The flesh on her body was terribly burned. six Brothers;
for cucumbers. There will, this season, be
Troy have been rebuttal argument. Mr. Sprague began Ins
song by Frank L. Trundy.
education
in
town
to
by solid hard work on the rugged
trying
As well as they could, Mr. Seavey and the j Then all
buy potatoes for the Warepaired to the dinning room, about 75 acres under cultivation in which 50
surface of Mt. Waldo and has since been
daughter got the dying woman into the | where the well filled tables showed no signs farmers are interested. The yield is gener- ter vilie market. They offer 12 cents per connected with the faculty of several titbushel for the best; hut most farmers per- ting schools,
house, where she expired three hours later, j of hard times.
including the Fast Maine ('.inNext in order came the ally about 100,000 to an acre. Last season
ference Seminary at Bucksport. He is a
fer to feed them to their stock rather than
In assisting to protect the older lady her dance, which was
enjoyed by both old and was a bad one, the yield being quite small.
of
man
young
great eneig> striking personsell them at that price....A town meeting
daughter-in-law and Mr Seavey were burned young. It was pronounced a success by all. This is a profitable business for farmers, as
ality and proverbial honor, to whom a brilis called for April 28th to see what action, if
liant future seems assured, and he is frethe product is worth about $90 an acre.
severely.
May you all live to enjoy many more.
Messrs. Skillings & Foote are going to ex- any, the town will take in repairing school- quently alluded to as the “powerful debater
from tiie hanks of the Penobscot.” | Bangor
The Democratic Rally in 1844.
houses, raising money for free high schools,
the
Testing
Hydrants.
Daily News.
j periment with cauliflower this season, and if etc....V. N.
and wife, F. L. Phil- j
Higgins
next
successful
season
about
L'OO
acres will
To the Editor of the Journal: The
The hose company was out last Thursday
brick and wife, J. S. Files and Geo. E. Files j
be put under cultivation. The farmers are
for last week by
Democratic
Waldo Folks in Montana.
were in Troy last week to attend the funerevening to try the hydrants on Franklin Mr. A. G. rally inquired
generally of the opinion that the experiment
was a mass convention
Morey
street and to test some new nozzles. There
al of Mrs. H. B. Rollins.... M iss Lulu Coffin,
On the evening of April 7th Mr. amt .Mrs.
held August 28, 1844, on the Common. It will be successful.
was a good pressure of water, and it made
who has been in Bangor for several weeks,
Bert Shorey girve tlieir neiglihors and ti
was addressed by Hon. Albert G. Jewett,
Is
no difference iu the stream whether there
Arbor Day May 8.
has returned to her home.I. 11. Stevens a
most pleasant party at their ranch li-.ine
then of Bangor, Col. Cullen Sawtelle of Norwas one or two streams on a hydrant, hut
visited friends in Searspurt April 24th_
m Lake Basin, Montana.
A bounteous suj>The following Arbor Day proclamation has
ridgewock, Hon. Nathan Clifford and Robert
when water was turned on at the upper
Mrs. Josie Cox passed the day in Pittsfield,
Rantou 1, Jr., of Bost. n. At noon a free col- been issued by Gov. Cleaves:
per, a welcome feast to those who had rid21st.....Dana
April
Higgins has been visithydrant on the same main, there was a no- lation was served in the
den many miles over the prairie, greeted all
open air.
It has been the custom of our
During
people for ing friends in Burnham and Pittsfield for
ticeable reduction in the force of the water.
the evening Hon. Wyman B. S. Moor of some years, to observe a special day in the a week past-V. N. Higgins lately bought on their arrival. At* o'clock began an orThe firemen are not agreed as to the relafarm
a
horse
W.
of
II.
in
Hawes.*.
.11.
L.
good
adorning the homes, the
Waterville made a speech iu the Unitarian spring time,
der of dances, in which every one part a 1school grounds, the parks and highways of
tive merits of the old and new nozzles.
Wing was the guest of Mayor Hanson last
church. I think this was the last strictly the State, by the
planting of trees, shrubs Friday night-George Cilley and Mabel pated with heartiest good nature. Excel lout
political meeting held in that edifice. Dur- and vines. I therefore designate Friday, the Higgins called on Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hunt music was furnished by Messrs. Kersey, PatIt is the opinion of those who saw this test
the exciting Log Cabin and Hard Cider eighth day of May, as Arbor Day in Maine. April 23d.
terson and others. At midnight a bounteous
ing
A general observance of this
that one of the streams, properly directed,
will add
of 1840 two conventions were held to the attractiveness of our day
collation was served in Mrs. Shorey’s inimiCampaign
Centre
Montville. William
Turner
would have saved Crosby Inu. The pipe on
landscape—
within its walls, one by the Whigs on the already famed for its beauty—and render died at the residence of Chas.
table way.
If the enjoyment of their guests
Pinkham,
which these hydrants are placed is only six
could compensate them for all their care
15th day of August, when Hon. George even more charming, the commonwealth of April 20,
aged 75 years, 0 months and 22
our affection.
inch, and naturally turning on the upper Evans made a
thrilling speech of nearly
days. The funeral occurred in Palermo, they were repaid many fold, for the whole
hydrant would diminish the force of water three
hours, and one by the Democrats on
A Card from H. R. Dawson.
April 23, from the Dow sclioolhouse, Rev. night was only too short, and all regretted
below. The hydrant on Main street, back
the 27th of the same month. The latter was
to see the sunrise die next morning,
W. H. Abbott of Liberty, officiating_Mrs.
Among
of the post office, which is on a ten inch pipe
To the Editor of The Journal: Having
those present were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
addressed by Hon. Samuel H. Blake,
is
Soplironia
.The
the
Ramsay
failing rapidly...
was not used
night of the tire. So far as
been
the
nominee
of
this
town
two
years ago
selectmen held a tire inquest at the site of Seamans, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Patterson
Gorham Parks, Jonathan P. Rogers and Alwe can learn there was as good a pressure
bert G. Jewett, all of Bangor, Hannibal for representative, and as my name is being the steam mill last Saturday afternoon. The and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. A. Whitney,
business was not concluded and the
then as last Thursday night, and with one
Hamlin, then of Hampden, and Wyman B. used again this year, I must positively de- was adjourned one week. The tire is meeting Mr. and Mrs. B. Brown, Miss Brackett, Miss
thought
length of hose and a nozzle of suitable size S. Moor.
cline having my name used, as business
Joseph Williamson.
by
many to have been the work of an in- Drum, Mr. and Mrs. Drum, with sou and
reasons would make it impossible for me to
the fire might have been reached and ex.G. E. Nash of Camden while daughter, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
cendiary
Simmons, the
serve if elected.
Thanking my friends for in town last week rented his farm to Geo.
S’. W. Freeman was arrested Tuesday on an
tinguished. We hope the fire department
Misses Miller, Messrs. Miller, W. Lowell, T.
their well wishes, I remain,
A. Gordon.. .E. B. Ramsay,
will continue these tests until all the hy- old warrant for keeping a public nuisance,
formerly of
H. R. Dawson.
this place, has bought a farm iu
Vassalboro, Davison, J. Brewer, W. Murpliy, P. Flannidrants in the &ty are tried.
but was acquitted in the Police Court.
Monroe, April 23, 1896.
and will move there soon.
gan, F. Darley, B. Balanger and N. Holt.

j

...

Maine

Good

Meeting of the (irand Lodge In Rangor.

Reports

of Officers and Kleciion of New Officers

The animal session of the Grand Lodge
of Maine Good Templars opened April
22d at V. M. C. A. Hall, Bangor, with a
The session opt ued at
large attendance.
10 a. m with Rev. E. W. Webber, G. ('.
The attendT.. of Richmond, presiding
ance at the opening was larger than at
any pi<\i< is session held in late years.
Grand ( ha plain l'rescott offered the
opening prayer. The credential commit-

reported thirty-two
the grand lodge degree.

tee

persons awaiting

They

were

duly

Mrs. E. E. Cain, superintendent of juvenile temples, made her report.
The grand chief templar reported in
substance as follows: Brothers and bisters:
You have again met in (irand Lodge
session, in this busy and hospitable city,
to listen and participate in the discussion
FISH1NU AROUND MATINICUS.
of the \aiious phases of the work, that
you may gain a deeper consciousness of
1JV II. L. WOODCOCK.
the benefits of our order and its helpful- I
New
For [Published in Shooting and Fishing,
ness to ourselves and to the world.
York, Aprii 2nd, with illustrations by the
tin* third time it is my privilege to present j
author. 1
our annual
address to the Grand Lodge
Thirty years ago the hays aloug the
and to r turn the trust committed to my
Maine "coast were plentifully supplied
to
all
statistical
matter
j with
charge. Leaving
bottom-fish, cod, haddock, pollock,
the proper officers I will briefly touch
occasionally halibut, and mackerel in
a
of
work.
few
our
phases
upon
season.
their
Gradually, however, they
While we have many things to encourhave been driven out into deeper water
age us and to make us hopeful for the |
until at present it is only on the shoals
future, we need also to be made aware of |
the ledges of the very outerthe obstacles in our way. that we may do : and about
most islands that they are found in sufour utmost to overcome them and work!
to give sport or profit to
the harder to m ike our order the power ficient quantity
For years I had listened to
We are in competi- fishermen.
that it *uight to he
of the astonishing
fishermen
tion with many merely social organiza- tales told by
and large size of lisli to be caught
tions which seem to be increasing in num- quantity
(jut around Isle au Haut and Matiuicus,
ber.
During my term of office there have
inflamed by the recital,
been n»» regular organizers in the lield. as until my fancy,
these places a veritable
heretofore, exept for a very few weeks had pictured
fisherman’s paradise, and to visit these
during tin first two years.
had become a lixed desire.
The chief thanked those deputies who romantic spots
How vividly had fancy
Matiuicus!
had dene such g« »d w <>rk in organizing and
this island with untold interest!
others who had given their services to tlie painted
were the most fearlie suggested that Matiuicus fishermen
cause in many ways,
Matiuicus boats the swiftthe present district: lodge system was not less and skillful;
est and best handled of any along the coast;
productive anil urged that a better plan and well
they might be, for their owners
He thought that a general
be devised.
know no other means of conveyance, and
organic r ought to be employed under the
be said to live in
He from childhood may
direction of the grand chief templar.
This island group is twenty miles
them.
spoke « s of the huge amount of Good
anti with the exception of Matiuicus
Templa:-* property scattered over the out,
capped with its tine twin lights,
v, Inch
Suit
ought to be closely looked rock,
five miles farther away, there is nothing
aft or.
them and the Spanish coast but
The grand chief quoted with commen- between
the rolling waters of the broad Atlantic.
.i:u i•
from the annual report of the grand
is no child’s play to sail a small craft in
chief templar of Wisconsin, who said, It
these waters, among the ragged, roaring
mi order has put a good deal of money
summer and winter, through suninto
ii_,- halls and other property in this ledges,
their very lives demuch of which has been lost or shine, fog, and storm;
Mate
upon their skill and judgment.
squiti.deled through lack of any system pend
('ne September morning 1 was hailed
1- s> rure and hold it for temperance
v
He called attention to the Good upon the street by Uncle Tom, atypical
old fisherman, who had spent his days
Ten!j uir course of study and urged that
the coast from Grand Manan
additional steps be taken to make known fishing along
to Seguin, with, “Don’t you waul to take
!
uK-at advantage- of this part of the
I
the islands?
v •!’•■.
He called a_ uin to the attention a lishing trip down among
mackerel down
: ;;■■■
label's the -pceial mission of the hear they are killing big
Did 1 wish to go? I
'•nie: i11 >avc the fallen and the glorious around Matiuicus."
and 1 w as not longmid iressed work of making good laws rather thought 1 did,
in convincing the kind old skipper of my
and aton ing them.
invitation. Uncle Tom
Ail those we seek to reach must be appreciation of his
commander of the
was sole owner and
mam* to tec] that they arc our brothers
and whereas
ami 'hat we have a brother's care for good fishing schooner Hero,
for me,
It they fall when once within our it was to he simply a pleasure trip
thou
I immediateso
Avails we should go after them in such it was business with him,
to avoid any poswist* ways and with such a kindly spirit ly arranged every detail,
a>
will : A cause us to confirm them in sible misunderstanding later on.
1 here wen; to he three men m the partlmii evil tendencies, or make them feel
:
Toni, skipper; a young man as
tli'A can only find their way back amid ty Uncle
to lill the very responfl ow ring faces, if they would renew their crew, and 1 to try
The captain to
sible position of cook.
obligations at the altars of the lodge.
provision and furnish the schooner, boats,
At the afternoon session Brand Secrewe in return to divide our catch
tary Brackett made an extended report. nets, etc.;
1 very much added to my
There are 271 lodges, and 14,000 mem- with him.
to
The two largest lodges are at Kit- already hearty welcome by proposing
bers
give him my entire catch. I also providte y with 187 members, and Brooks with
canin
the
of
substantiate
ed certain
way
10 h
Thirty-one lodge have been organwhich I thought otherwise
ized, 10 reorganized. There is $203.S3 in ned goods
of
our
bill
fare.
not
on
appear
supplies on hand. Receipts, $3,238.23; might
However warm it may be on shore,
expended, $3,238.23.
riie next session of the International there are few days outside, in September,
when thick woolen uuder-clothing and
L »dg<• will convene in Y. u ich,Switzerland,
the last week in dune. 1807.
Maine will jackets come amiss; oil clothes and rubber
boots are indispensable.
Having amply
elect hei delegates next year.
provided myself with those, and lines,
Ah- ut 3 oYlork I). H. Mann, R. \V. (4.
at
the
appointed time 1
T. o! New- York was called to the hair gig-hooks, etc.,
and
election of oilieers was eommene- was on hoard with my belongings, and we
i*.:
11 the
following in charge: 1st Tel- immediately got underway.
On oui way down the bay wo iislied
lers. 3 <
Pease, K. I.. Bartlett, Joseph
it
-,
!.!•
; 2d
Tellers. W. 1’. Hutchins, occasionally w ith indifferent success,
was at noon of the third day out we ran
lidw. Pnruham.
! in under the lee of along, desolate, storm1 !:i
Hirers were elected as lollows:
(lined < kit!' Templar— Grant lingers swept mass < f 'edges known as Wooden
The place was picturesque,
Hall island.
of I‘ichmond.
Eiami Counsellor—Rev. Ik V. Stevens certainly, in the glorious light of this.NcpI tember noon, but a spot to be avoided in
of < »akland.
Eraini
Vice Templar- Mrs.
A.
E. I anything' 1 ik• rough weather.
Mackerel are strange fish.
<• t
They have
Y
’i1
Greenville.
(Re elected )
'.land Secretary- Eeorge E. B aekett ! queor likes and fancies; one, however excannot know what a school
I Ed fast.
(He elected for the
time.) I perieueod,
be Idled
* Hand
Superintendent of .Juvenil Tem- i may do. The throw-bait may
will condescend
1»1:*i- Mrs. Emily E. Cain of Waterville. I with them, and not one
| to take your book. Instantly, without
(lie-elected.)
Eland < haplain—Rev. E. W. Clsureliill ! any apparent reason, they will begin to
bite with perfect voracity. Then the skill
of 1!k umond.
Erand Marshak—William P. Hutchins of an old fisherman is manifest. 1 am one
of tin* cranks in my love of rod and lly,
of < )akland.
aribou was selected as the place for and fully appreciate the skill required to
the semi-annual session in October.
successfully handle them, but 1 have long
Tu<> distinguished visitors are Dr. I). since learned that all the skill of the pisH.
Mann of Brooklyn, X. Y., Right catorial art is not confined to fresh water
Worthy Grand Templar, who presided at work. Any thoughtful person must recthe election of officers and Miss Jessie ognize the experience required to successForsyth of Boston, Right Worthy Grand fully handle three, four, and at times six
lines, each laden with heavy fish; also,
•Superintendent of Juvenile Temples.
The evening session was devoted to the wliat a hopeless tangle must result if the
it is interesting
State Institute of Juvenile Workers and least mistake is made,
Finat such times to watch an old hand.
the president, Mrs. E. E. Cain, called the
meeting to order and presided. An excel- gers, which are ordinarily all thumbs, inlent address of welcome was delivered by stantly become wonderfully subtle and
Mrs. L. J. Wheelden, I*. G. Y. T.
The delicate; judgment quick as thought is
appropriate response was by Frank II. exercised in deciding which of the rushAn excellent paper ing lines is the one to take in. A 4 pound
Dexter, I*. G. C. T.
upon “Juvenile Teinplary a Success’1 was mackerel cannot be hauled in hand over
read by Mrs. 1\ G. Barstow True, P. G.
hand; it would be sure to tear away, however well hooked; their mouths are very
S. .). T.
A fish weighing one and a half
The discussion was opened by Mrs. I.
tender.
A. IB dgdon, P. G. S. J. T.
pounds will hardly hold to be thus roughInteresting addresses were made by Dr. ly handled. Skillful advantage is taken
D. II. Mann of Brooklyn, X. Y., Supreme of the frantic rush of a large fish, and its
Templar, and Miss Jessie Forsyth of Bos- own momentum helps to bring it in over
ton. Right Worthy Grand Superintendent the rail; a slat and it is off the hook into the
ot Juvenile Temples, who spoke effectivethe boat, and the jig is again overboard in
ly concerning the work of the orders readiness for another victim. It is quick
which they represent.
They were heard work and intensely exciting. Any one
will: much interest.
who has experienced both will agree with
The reports of committees were follow- me that there is nothing in fresh water
ed by a thoughtful paper upon
“Why I fishing which can excel it.
Believe in Juvenile Teinplary,” by Miss
1 lie crew and cook were both below eatMahellc E. Hobbs, Assistant Superintend- ing dinner on the aforesaid noon.
Uncle
ent of the Grand Lodge Temple of
Torn
was on deck throwing bait. We were
Milo,
and the discussion was opened by Mrs. E.
hove to with little or no wind, and driftE. Kviglit, I*. G. V. T., which was fol- ing with the current.
We had distributlowed by three minute addresses. The ed tubs of throw-bait,along the coast. Up
admission of new members was followed i to this time not one mackerel had rewardby a pleasing reading by Mrs. E. E. I ed our efforts, it was very discouraging.
Knight and the meeting closed with sing- | The crew and cook had just arrived at pie,
from on deck came the thunder of
ing.
I when
Thursday business sessions were held a fislr thrashing about iu an empty barrel.
during tlie forenoon and afternoon, clos- We well knew the meaning of that; Uncle
ing with a public meeting in the evening. Tom bad struck a school of mackerel.
At 0 a. m. the officers elected Wednesday The fascination' presented by dry mince
were installed by Supreme
Templar Dr. pie was instantly forgotten; we rushed
D. 11. Mann of Brooklyn, *N. Y.
Among up on deck. Fish were coming over the
the special reports at the afternoon ses- rail as fast as Uncle Tom could work his
sion was that of the finance committee lines, and you may be sure that wasn’t
which recommended a rise in the per slow.
A look over the side revealed the
The committee on appro- bait full of fish. The water was literalcapita tax.
with them.
No tempting array
alive
priations recommended total appropria- ly
tions of $3,600, the same as last year, for of bait was needed; the bright, unbaited
the work.
jig was as good as anything.
We had them for about two hours, fishThe Supreme Lodge degree was conferred upon thirteen by Supreme Templar, ing as fast as we could work; then they
struck down as quickly as they bad come
Dr. Mann.
An amendment to the constitution, by up, although a few still darted in and out
Our sport was over for the
which revenue is to be raised by the of the bait.
grand lodge, was recommended. This day. They were fine fish, not unusually
amendment will be printed and sent to large. Only one immense fellow—you
the various lodges for discussion by them know those are always the ones lost—had
and the matter will he decided upon at condescended to bite; be came part way
in on Uncle Tom’s line. lie wouldn’t bold
the next annual meeting.
Supreme Templar, Dr. Maun, gave an to take up over the side, and we lost him.
That night, with a light hut favorable
extended and complete exhibition of the
unwritten work and drill of the order and wind, we ran into Matinicus harbor.
instructions in the same, which occupied Other boats were following in with us.
the most of the remainder of the after- With what consummate skill they were
noon session.
There was a profitable dis- being handled, dodging iu and out of apThe barcussion upon the subject of the Good parently impossible openings.
course
of study.
Templar
Mrs. E. E. Cain was elected a delegate
to the international institute of Juvenile
initiated.

name

■
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“A little more

and full

out. After the
use of

bottle of Ayer’s Hair \ igor niv
hair was restored to its original
color and ceased falling out. An
occasional application has since kept
the hair in good condition.”—Mrs.
H. F. Fenwick, Lligby, N. S.

one

Growth
of Hair.
Eight years ago, I had the varioloid, and lost my hair, which previously was (piite abundant. I tried

variety of preparations, but without beneficial result, till I began to
fear I should be permanently bald.
About six months ago, my husband
brought home a bottle of Ayer’s
Ilair Vigor, and 1 began at once to
use it.
In a short time, new hair
began to appear, and there is now
every pros]km*t of as thick a growth
of hair as before my illness/’
Mrs. A. Wi:r.i’.n, Lolymnia St., New
Orleans, La.

a

—

Ayer’s Hair Vigor
1*RK BARKI) BY

DR. J C. AYER & CO.. LOWELL, MASS., U .S. A.
Sick

cure

Headache*

word,

♦♦♦
♦
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TQM WINDER
Rode 21,000 miles

on an

Bi I

Quarter of a Million Dollars
i Cost for repairs for entire trip, $1.00.
Annually.
North Dakota has gained considerable
“They stand the test."
notoriety throughout the east for the ease
with which divorces are secured within
its borders.
Fargo has more fame in this
direction than any other town, for various
II

Pays the Town

a

PRICES $100

reasons.

$85.

DIAMOND OR LOOP FRAME.

easily reached and affords the
| pleasure-loving contingent greater opportunities
than
!
any city in the State, except
It is most

Grand Forks.
Its hotels are new and up
date, and there are numerous private
boarding houses that cater especially to
those who are here to end their martial
troubles.
The modus operandi is simple, lu nine
cases out of 10 the defendant in the suit is
as willing that a decree should bo secured
as the plaintiff, and aids in every possible
way by accepting service and employing a
local legal light to look after his interests.
In such cases the decree is often secured
within 10 days after the 00 day probation
has expired.
In fact it has sometimes occurred that the divorce was granted within 01 days after the applicant arrived in

to

and equal to the best.

PRICES $85

Fargo.
The divorce business has frequently
been referred to as a North Dakota industry, and is really to be regarded as such.
A canvass of the hotels and private boarding houses shows that there are to-day
about 150 members in the local divorce

] NEW

dry.

Ail kinds of schemes are worked to
avoid publicity
To deceive their friends,
tile contingent sometimes rent boxes in
the Moorhead pcstoffice, across the river
in Minnesota, so eastern friends won’t
know what they are doing out west.
[Minneapolis Journal.

Papers

and

Periodicals.

told by
Ayer’s Curebook, story
the cured, is the title of a very tasteful book
in pink covers, illustrated with half-tone
portraits, containing a number of representative testimonials concerning cures by the
J. C. Ayer & Co. preparations.
The Penny Magazine,—which sells for a
a

nickel, however-r-is

of

cures

of the recent magazine ventures.
It is sent to subscribers for
25 cents a year, postage pa d, and is published l>y the Penny Magazine Co., Bourse Buildone

ing, Philadelphia. It presents an attractive
table of contents and is well printed.
The Boston Herald recently printed statefrom a large number of druggists as to
the effect that advertising had on the sale of

Nye often spoke his witticisms laden
with the greatest truth. Among the most
apropos is the following: “A hian may use

Discount for cash.

W. H. QUIMBY.

♦
4

i

Belfast, April 2, 1896.—4ml4
....

the back of his neck for a collar
button; ride on the back of a coach to save
the interest on his money ; leave i and t without a dot or cross to save ink ; but a man of
this kind is a gentleman and a scholar compared to a fellow who will take a newspaper, and when asked to pay for it, puts it
in the office marked ‘refused.’
wart

Dccno^ icouk,<:' reliy
DaHkI UH La from a most hor-

rible blood disI had spent hundreds of dollars
trying various remedies and physicians, none of which did me any
good. My finger nails came off and
my hair came out, leaving me
perfectly bald. I then went to
ease

HOT SPRINGS

Hoping to be cured by this celebrated
treatment, but very soon became disgusted
and decided to try S.S.S. The effect was
truly wonderful. I commenced to recover
at once, and after I had taken twelve bottles I was entirely cured—cured by S.S.S.

when the world^
renowned Hot
Springs had failed,
Wm. S. Loom is, L ■

Shreveport.
the Disease

Our Book
Address.

on

no

mistake when you buy

Dal-

ton’s SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC and
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
and “what everybody says must be true.”

The eye of a little Washington Miss was
attracted by the sparkle of dew at early
morning. “Mamma,” she exclaimed “It’s
hotter’n I thought it was.” “What do you
mean?” “Look here, the grass is all covered with perspiration.”

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

an

^
L ■

k ■

>1 its Treatment mailed free to any

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Ga,

COME IN
AND SAMPLE
DR. OSGOOD'S
Indian

developed;

none

more

j of crime, either one way or the other.
In other words, at periods following the

imposition of the death penalty the
has,notwithstanding,shown a mark-

!

crime

ed

increase.

Anil

to

further battle any

argument for its efficacy, it has been conclusively shown that upon the death penalties being removed, the crime has shown
no increase; in point of fact it has been
followed by a decrease.
It is the opinion of the State librarian,
|1 L. 1). Carver, that crime in Maine, from
an exhaustive study which he has made,
is largely epidemic. From his study he
has kindly prepared the following upon
the subject:
Could the history of the struggle for
the abolition of the death penalty in this
State be written in full it would afford
the most valuable subject for the contemplation of the philosopher and student
of human nature.
The result of that
controversy vindicates the belief that the
human race is making some progress
towards a humane and charitable view of
the frailties and passions of men.
There has rarely been presented a more
striking example of the struggle between
the feeling of vengeance that stirs the
heart at the recital of deadly and brutal
wrongs, and the feeling of humanity aud
charity towards the perpetrator thereof
which will ultimately assert itself in every
enlightened Christian mind.
When the Legislature of Maine adopted
a code of laws in 1S:M, the crimes of treason, murder, rape, arson, burglary, and
robbery were made punishable with death
by hanging. This penalty it was decreed
should be inflicted alike on principals and
accessories to these crimes.
Very soon
after this year the question of capital
was
discussed
and
agitated
punishment
In lsii'.i the
throughout the country.
laws of Maine were modified, and the
penalty for burglary, rape, aud robbery
was reduced to imprisonment for life.
The subject was again discussed aud
numerous petitions were presented t<> the
Legislature praying for the total abolition
in 1835, and again
of the death penalty,
in 1830, legislative committees composed
of the most intelligent and progressive
men in the State recoin* ended,iu exhaustive reports upon tlx -ui>jxet,tlie abolition
of the death penalty, yielding in part to
a strong and growing sentiment
in the
minds of the people against capital punishment. The legislature of In;’,7 cn
a law requiring 1 hat any one convicted of a
capital ciime should be confined in the
State pris.m for a year and a day, and
should not be executed until a certified
copy of all the proceedings at the trial
had been forwarded to the executive, nor
j until the Governor should issue his warrant commanding the execution of the
criminal.
Lv chapter 101 of the laws of
1844, it was further provided that any
person convicted of a capital offence
should suffer solitary confinement and
hard labor in the State prison until the
penalty of death should be inflicted.
Thus it will be seen that the execution of
the death penalty upon a person duly
convicted of murder, treason, or arson
was left entirely to the discretion of the
chief executive of the State.
So great was this responsibility, that only
once during thirty years did any Governor
of Maine issue a warrant for the execution of a criminal.
The law had become
so nearly obsolete from non-enforcement
that the Governor in his annual message
in 1804 felt constrained to call the attention of the legislature to the fact.
He
stated the fact that there were at that
time confined in the State prison twelve
murderers under sentence of death, one of
whom had then been confined nearly
twenty years, and that to require the
chief magistrate to issue his warrant for
the execution of these criminals at that
late day would be monstrous.
lie urged
upon the Legislature the necessity (O' rethe
Governor
to
issue warrants
j quiring
for execution within a certain time or to
abolish capital punishment altogether,
j Iu 1807 the executive in his annual mesj sage again called attention to the fact that
: under the law the Governor was required
! to fix the day of execution and issue his
warrant therefor, and that, with the ex
j ception of a single instance, in thirty
| years no governor had assumed the rej sponsibility of ordering the execution of
a criminal.
In 1800 the attention of the Legislature
was called to the subject.
During the
session of that Legislature a law was eni acted requiring the Governor and council,
I after a review of the evidence and proceedings of the court by which a person
was convicted and sentenced to the deatli
penalty, either to pardon or commute the
sentence or issue his warrant for execution of the sentence of the court. In 1870
the Governor suggested that the act of
1800 imposed judicial functions upon the
executive, and was at variance with the
constitutional form of our government.
In 1874 Governor Dingley in his message
entered a vigorous protest against the
provisions of this act, which created the
Governor and Council a court of review
and made the Governor judge, jury and
executioner in each case of murder in the
first degree.
He again called upon the
Legislature in 1875 to render the law certain and consistent, and by the laws iff'
that year it was enacted that it should he
the duty of the chief magistrate within 15
months after conviction aud sentence ty
issue a warrant for the execution of the
criminal.
Iii 1870, Governor Connor suggested a
modification of the law.
The continued
agitation of the subject, however, had so j
j strengthened the opponents of capital
punishment that a law was passed abol- i
! is! ing death as a penalty for any crime.
Adverting to this change in the law in [
his annual message of 1877, the Governor i
declared his pleasure that the change’had
not been followed by any increase in crime, j
The struggle t<* abolish the death jien- ;
alty in this State, could it he fully writ- 1!
ten, would form an interesting chapter in

j
[

j
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Bitters!
They

are

the

best

Spring

tonic.

They

cure

all bilious dis-

eases.

They clear the complexion.
They give an appetite.
They take away drowsiness.
They are made wholly of
roots, barks and herbs.

They stop that dizzy feelling.
They are pleasant to take.
A

pint bottle for

POOR &

SO cents.

SON,

DRUGGISTS.

paint

a

Artist who

knows

enough

popular subject.

»

You get 5% oz. of “Battle Ax”
for 10 cents. You only get 3,1 oz.
of other brands of no better quality
for 10 cents. In other words, if you
buy “Battle Ax” you get 2 oz.
more of high grad«c. tobacco for the
same money.
Can you afford to
resist this fact?
We say NO—
unless you have “Money to Burn.”
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Restorative
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188:1 the death

penalty

for murder

again enacted, and in 18S">, Governor
Kobie,in his annual message, said: **it bewas

on
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HAND WHEELS.

*

ments

patent medicines. With hardly an exception these dealers, who must have had a
varied and practical experience in this respect, asserted that, uo matter what the
merits of a special kind of medicine might
be, unless it was extensively advertised it
was absolutely hopeless to
suppose that the
public would buy it.

and SECOND

Easy Terms.

colony.

This means front Si,000 to $5,000 per
month for the hotel men of the city.
It
also means from $5,000 to $10,000 for the
local attorneys.
In addition to these expenditures the stores receive directly,
perhaps, s'J,000 per month in the way of
divorce trade.
The sentiment of the citizens is entireThe matly in favor of the “industry.1
ter is looked at purely from a business
standpoint and is advocated on all sides.
One ease is on record where a trip was
made directly from the judge’s chambers
to the license room and return, and the
second marriage performed by the kindly
court in 15 minutes after the decree had
been granted, and before the ink used in
signing the divorce papers had time to

$75.

FOR LADIES OR GENTLEMEN.

penalty for
interesting

many

position of the death penalty has had no
appreciable influence upon the committing

to turn
S r a y

l*iHs

of the death

so, perhaps, than the seemingly evident
deduction which is drawn that the im-

beg an

Ayer’s

history

features have been

my hair

Fargo’s Divorce Industry.
I

I

than two years ago

a scene

one

In the

murder in this State

Restores natural
to the hair,
and also prevents
it falling- out. Mrs.
H. W. Fenwick, of

Di&by, N. S., says

PENALTY.

Periods When It Has Been Enforced In Maine.
Said to Have Had no Evident Effect In Subduing crime.

color

for the Government only allows new ofOf the
fices one word in their name.
larger islands, Criehaven is the more atA line of sailing packets contractive.
Rockland twice each
nects them with
week.
Owing to their isolated position,
however, hut few sportsmen have as yet
The fisehrfound tlieir way out to them.
men living there extend hearty welcome
to all who come.
Boats and men are to
One is sure of deepho had at any time.
water fishing always, and mackerel usually appear in the spring and fall.

.-

■

Hair
VIGOR

From
far away glimpses of Matinicus and Criehaven, i bad been favorably impressed by
their wonderful color; but 1 was all unprepared for what greeted me the following morning. It is impossible for me to
describe as 1 would like wliat was before
me; ledges and points, reefs ragged and
broken, bare of all covering for fifty feet
above the water line, all washed clean by
the tremendous surf, and in their naked
loveliness presenting the most fascinating
combinations of color—delicate pink, yellow, gray, red and purple—all contrasting
strongly with the tremendous color of the
evergreens; sky and water of warmth and
color most astonishing; boats and vessels
grouped about in picturesque confusion,
a paintable composition in whatever direction one may look.
We now began to catch large mackerel
along the western side of the island. They
measured I'd inches loug, many of them
weighing 4 pounds. About one-fifth of
of these beauties,
our catch consisted
classed by fishermen as No. 1 extra.
We left the Hero moored iu the harbor
and fished entirely from the rowboat; the
rail being nearer the water we lost very
We were out at daybreak
few large fish.
looking after the nets, then fishing all day,
returning at sunset to the schooner tired
It was
and hungry you may be sure.
hard work, hut amply repaid us both in
sport and profit.
Looking at a map of Maine, you will
find Matinicus and Ragged Island off the
mouth of Penobscot hay. There are several islands in the group.
Ragged Island,
having recently arrived to the dignity of a
Post Office, has consequently changed its

<

■

about, combining to present
weird and picturesque.

waters

AYER’S

intensely

|

<

DEATH

j

bor is very small; it evidently wasn’t intended by the Creator to shelter over fifty ;
boats.
Consequently, when twice that
number were crowded into it, thiugs became somewhat mixed.
Finally all were
made fast to the various moorings and to
In this congested condition
each other.
what sad havoc a sudden northeaster
!
would have created, the little harbor having an unfortunate exposure from that
point. This particular evening, in its
serenity, however, gave no indication of
what might be; and later on, when lights
when flaming torches
were hung aloft,
lighted groups of bronzed fishermen clad
iu bright-colored shirts, knives flashing
as, singing, they cleaned their fish; arms
bronzed, bare and bloody, glowed in the
light; and above all the glorious harvest
moon flashed and reflected iu the limpid

which will meet in Montreal in
June.
J. H. Hamilton presided at the evening
meeting. The exercises began with music
b\ the choir, and prayer was offered by
Remarks were made
Rev. E. J. Prescott.
by (fraud Chief Templar Rogers and Past
(fraud Chief Templar Frank H. Dexter.
A pleasing reading by Mrs. E. E. Knight
of Deering, followed and Mr. Yolney B.
remarks.
Cushing then made some
Speeches were tlien made by N. A. Cain
of West Kennebuuk: Miss Jessie Forsyth
of Boston, superintendent of Juvenile
Workers; Supreme Templar, Dr Mann,
of Brooklyn. N. Y., and Rev. A. S. Ladd
of Calais.
The remarks were listened to’
with much interest by the audience. The
meeting closed with the singing of the
hymn “God Be With You 'Till We Meet
Again” and the benediction by Rev. E. J.
Prescott.

Workers,

Templars.

:

PENNYRO i AL

’.>.1 t .ka r.
Ask for DB. MOTT:S PEfflYSOYAIi 7XX.S.S
'O--. I'*r
I rj,c
1.00 |>rr lior, "
'.f'" Send for circular.
Clcvcluud,
DB. MOTT'S CHF.MIC: U. CO.,
KOI! SALK ItV I!. II. AtOOIIV. BKLKAST. MUM.

KidneyTrouble Cured
The importance of knowing just what if
one is afllirted with kidney disease
or troubles of a urinary nature, is best, answered by the following letter, whu-h was
recently published in the Poughkeepsie, N
Y., News-Press:
MiLLEKTON, Dutchess Co., N. Y
“Dr. David Kennedy Dear Sir : -For more
than eighteen months 1 was so badly alllnted with kidney trouble I run Id scarcely walk
I did
a quarter of a mile without fainting
not gain until I began to use Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Kemedy. After using the
lirst bottle I noticed a decided improvement,
which continued, ami 1 know that
do when

Gil. DAVID KENNEDY’S

FAVORITE REMEDY
saved my life, fot: I was in a miserable condition dp to the time 1 began to take it my
friends thought 1 would never be better
My sister also has been very so h. with
bladder trouble for over a year, so bad that
quantities of bio >d came from her. She suffered at times most frightful pain, and nothing seemed to help her until she began tip;
use of Dr. David Kennedy's Fa\l;
dy. She is now using her third bottle, ami
is like a different p *rson.
at**
MKS. THOM VS DYE

Columbia and Hanford

CRAIN,
FEED,
SEEDS and
GROCERIES
Illipoi'll't'K
Dealers

tl
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finest «i utility of

Anthracite and

^

C 03.

Blacksmith

S«

^ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLF

-V.V, .?A, /iT I'rmit

Sr..

I tv!fas!

TELEPHONE 4-2.
'

Windsor Hot
HE LEAST,

n. R. Know

>lAS\l

Iton, Propi

All Todern Improvements
.Sample Room on Ground Floor
Coach

to

and from all Boats and

Livery in Connection with the M
•

FR ’15 Ml; XSON ABI

I

«

This house has been thoroughly renov.,'
put in first-class condi:jon in every ie~
will la*

(JENTLEHENS COLUMBIA.
I

am

agent for the above well known wheels.

Lawn Mowers and Garden Hose.
Don’t forget the place,

Geo. T. Read,
44 MAIN

STREET,

kept fully up to the times.

WHO WILL BUY

LADIES’ COLUMBIA.

over

HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

JOliliKHS OK

BICYCI, E3 S,

came my painful duty to call
your attention to the fact that during the past two
an
unusual
number
of
cold
bloodyears
ed murders have been committed in this
State. The change in the law in regard to
capital offences has not afforded the protection anticipated.”
In 1887 the death penalty was again
abolished.
It is the irregularity of crime, and evident absolute independence of the penalty, that, quite reasonably, has made the
opinion that the death penalty has, with
all its extremity, no greater terrors for
the criminal than imprisonment for life.
[Kennebec Journal.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for
fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
lyr4t>

TUfcJ.

BELFAST.

.My fanh th e of the best in Waldo t'
miles from Northport Camp Ground ami
from Belfast P. (f, containing 135 acres
Fine buildings, in excellent n pan and
neeied.
Never failing water in past no
wells.
Big ort hard ; 250 bids, winter api
full crop: bearing season this year, rut■I hay
Tw
Plenty of vVood and cedar.
horses and farming tools, etc. Will sell
terms, as I have other business,
ill on or address
T C. till
14tf
30 ;tiller St Belfast

PILES!

PILES!

*'•

PILES

Dr. Williams’ Indian Bile Ointment w
Blind Bleeding, Fleerated and Itching Bi
absorbs the tumors, allays the itcliingat on
as a poultiee,
gives instant relief. Dr. Wi
Indian Bile ointment is prepared only for
and Itching of the private parts,and nothin;
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggist
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M'F’G <’()., Prop’s, Cleveland.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy4«

1

Yankee neighbors

Ode to Spring.

American War Ballads.

The coal within the bin is getting low,
t he biuls are bursting out upon the trees,
There’s languor in the warm south breeze,
The coal within the bin is getting low.

The famous song by Francis S.
Kev
“The Star Spangled Banner,” was written in 1814, when the British fleet was
bombarding the U. S. fort in Baltimore
harbor.
It closes as follows:
“Then conquer we must, for our cause it is

inclined to believe.

are

All the

iron, equipments and rolling stock
for the road was
brought from England
or the United
States, landed at Progreso,
and then
laboriously carted through

desert sands and cacti to the
interior terthe building
begun from
Merida toward the sea, instead of
from
the port to its destination.
The same
thing was done in the building of the line
between Vera Cruz and the
City of Mexico,
and in many other parts of the

minus, anil

results. Never, in any recipe, use more than two-thirds as
■nitch Cottolene as you used to use of lard.
Never put Cotcue in a hot pan.
Put it in when cold and heat it with
Be careful not to burn Cottolene. To test it, add a
c pan.
■op of water; if hot enough, it will pop.
Cottolene, when
l.tly used, delights everyone Get the genuine, sold everywhere in tins, with trade-marks—“ Cottolene” and steer's head
cotton-plant -wreath—on every tin. Made only by

IMPSE

vil

believed that the peace of the
country would be imperiled if a railway
should be constructed
according to our
fashion, from the sea coast inland. But
this is not always due to the
unprogressive spirit of the people.
The Merida
contractor had a deal of method in his
madness.
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Chicago,
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so

There is

white

in
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are

tiny market place, full of fruits
and tisli; a big railway station, walled

ever

interesting

most

spotless

lounge idly
women

along the curb-stones, with bowls of
cooked meat for sale, or tamales, red hot
with alii and odorous of grease and garlic.

when everybody goes to Mexcomfortably, and almost

and
as

of

ments

Yucatan’s great

a

henequin or hemp,

benefit of its

transportation, he deemed it
begin operations at the end
nearest the freight.
Soon as the first few
miles of track were laid, he commenced
to haul hemp over it, by
mule-power, so
advisable to

far

as

the road went, to be carried the

mainder of the
fit.

saw

journey anyway

re-

the owner

our

the bin is getting low,
will soon begin to hum,
O hasten, happy summertime, to come!
The coal within the bin is getting low.
[Somerville Journal.
The coal within
The busy bees

the climate

to

Realm.

only thing

just.

And this be our motto: “In God is our
trust.”
And the star-spangled banner in
triumph
shall wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of
the brave.”
The Civil War was fruitful in lyrics.
We can refer to but few of them.
Of the
fall of Sumter, April 12, 1801, E. C. Stedman wrote:
“Came the morning of that day,
For we know that far away,
Round the fort at Charleston bay,
Hung the dark impending fray,
Soon to fall;
And that Sumter’s brave defender
Had the summons to surrender;
Seventy loyal hearts and tender—
That was all.”
Southern songs are not lacking in this
collection, such as “My Maryland,”
“Dixie,” etc.
John Brown’s song is found here, and
the “Battle Hymn of the
Republic,” the
inspiring lyric written by Julia Ward
Howe.
“Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord
We must pass over many beautiful
pieces of living poetry, by Longfellow,
Bryrnt, Holmes and others, for want of
space, but they may be found in this
book.
“Sheridan’s Ride,” by T. B. Read must
not be forgotten.

“Up from the. south, at break of day,
Bringing to Winchester fresh dismay,
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the omnipresent henequin, in rude carts
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From Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays, and Frid ys at 5.00 p. m.
From Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at about 5 00 a. m.
From Bangor, touching at Winterport and
Bueksport, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays

aT L' 00 I*. M.

From Searsport, Saturdays at 4.30 p. si.
(’. E. -IOHNSON, Acting Agent, Bellas;.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Bostor
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Bostor.
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Belfast, anjjastiiie Route.
"Winter

Arrangement—In

Effect October
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A Commendable Move.

•Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Satur-

Division, L. A. W., is now en- days.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 p. m., for the
gaged in voting on the question of changing above named landings.
Passengers going East take steamer Castine
the annual spring meet from Memorial Day
j from Belt', st at 2 00 p. m., every Monday .Wedto the second Saturday in June. There are ! nesday and Friday. Take steamer next cay for
all la dings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
many reasons for the change, there having j
Passengers going to Milibridge, .Jonesport ana
been a protest all over the State from the j Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
The Maine

2.oo
take steamer
best citizens against the desecration of Me- Frankp. m., stop over at Castine,
Jones next morning for all landings from
morial Day.
Chief Consul C. S. Hichborn ! Castine to Machias.
has issued a highly commendatory circular
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
in which he says :
Ryder's Cove; Wm. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
“I call upon every member of this organi- M. Vogel 1, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
zation to set the seal of his condemnation
50tf
C. W. SMALLIDGE, Manager
Let the
upon any desecration of this day.
be
so
that
he
who
runs
expression
emphatic
may read its meaning.
“Regan!less of what may he the practice
elsewhere, let us do right ourselves and |
TIM E-TA B LE.
trust the. righteousness of our cause to give
breadth and potency to our influence.”
On and after Nov. 4, 1895, trains connecting at
Burnham ami Waterville with througn trains for
A meeting will he belli in Augusta April
ami from Bangor, Waterville, 1'ortland and Bos28th, to decide the matter.
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Liver Ills

Portland.

Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constipation. sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
cured by Hood's Pills.
They do their work

Burnham, depart...
Unity.

Hood’s

easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.
26 cents. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
The only Pill to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Accident Insurance Co.
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Sensible People

FAIRFIELD, ME.

Who Aim to
Save Money.

?

guns;

Or wait you for May-day and warm-spring
suns?

want bargains that
their worth in use,
that look bigger out of the store
ti an they do in, come and see
you
IF prove

What are you waiting for, tardy George?”
After McClellan’s delays and Pope’s
failures, E. C. Stedman wrote a poem
which
Lincoln
read to his
Cabinet
“Wanted—a Man.”
“Give us the man of thousands ten,
Fit to do as well as to plan;
Give

our

rallying-cry, and then,
Abraham Lincoln, give us a MAN!”

a

a

a

a

us a

“Barbara
here.

Frietchie,” by

Whittier

rose old Barbara Frietchie then,
Bowed with her fourscore years and ten
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In bearing testinu ny in favor o
tin* Great California Catarrh Cure
•
C. C. 1 know wl ereol 1 speak.
Its use has effected ;< w< nderfuir
cure for me.
1 have 1 ecu onlv one
of so many troubled with catarrh. *
M> last purchase was one hall do/.en
buttles to give in\ lie;: 1 friends, wlm t
expo ,-sed mneb gratitude to me for
the benefit the\ have received from
its use. My own experience has
caused me to feel it my dutv to the li
proprietors ol the < aliforniui ararrh I''
Cure, C. C. C.. to express tin bein-t $
in its virtue and merit, but it i- al.-o
■\ duty 1 owe to all him anitv
wlm[ (
are in any way troubled with catarrh
in any form.
(
HON. S. A. >YE.
1 a ii held, .Me
^
Feb. 29, it sir..
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Bravest of all in Frederick town,
She took up the flag the men haul’d down;
In her attic window the staff she set,
To show that one heart was loyal yet.”
John Burns of Gettysburg was not an
enlisted man, but a citizen with a bellcrowued hat, who fought by himself ali
day on the Union side at Gettysburg.
Bret IIarte describes him.
“lie was the fellow who won renown—
The only mail who didn’t back down
When the rebels rode* through his native
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“Just where the tide of battle turns,
Erect and lonely, stood id John Burns.”
*
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colors,
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thousand more.”
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When this cruel war is over,
Praying that we meet again.”
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tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley
PAYSON TUCKER,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1896.

ghastly

stares

as we used to sing it fifty thousand
strong,
While we were marching through Georgia.”
On another page we find

man
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TAR

It’s so simple to get rid of a cough or
throat trouble by Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar. Acts like magic. Sold

Notes.

by druggists.

Pike’s Toothache

Drops cure in one minute.
from the modiste with one
waists.
They are more often made in the style of
Louis XIV and Louis XVI. Such coats are
very elegant, made of brocade or satin with
1 ice jabot or ruffles ami with handsome
waistcoats. Other fancy waists have an
added cross skirt in godet to imitate the
of the coat.
Some of the fancies of the
si..
summer season are entire waists of embroidered batiste and open-work linen, mousseline dv soie, novelties in chiffon, etc. Many
to
Cash advancof these waists are made with flowered taf- ary or commission to reliable men.
j
feta sleeves.
The new sleeves are smaller, j ed for xpeuses. First-class reference required.
drooping or trimmed with ruffles and puffs. The R. G. CHASE CO.,
HALDEN, MASS.
A fancy of the season is to wear a handsome
8wl2
bodice of black satin with a light skirt.
or

looking

OF

lace who neg-

Fancy waists are again very popular for
spring ami summer w< ar and even some

costumes

are

(•extra fie haHj

HALES

a

the

We’ll rally round the flag, boys.”
These are only bits of the inspiring
songs, full of life aud patriotism, contained iu this choice collection of “War Ballads.”
[II. K. B. in the Ilallowell Register.
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OASTISE, weather per-

mitting, wil! run every week da\
connection with II. & B.S. Co., as follows:
Leave *West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m.; Castine,
7.45; Hughes Point, 8.30; Ryder’s Cove, 9.00;
Lime Kim. 9.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.
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“Bring

RETURNING.

Indeed, instead of
liave actually to turn
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TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN KOI! 5 TEARS, al low rules
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CD.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOAN'S NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
«SM'orrespondcnce solicited,

The name of the leader was
changed
from time to time.
There are verses addressing McClellan
in another strain.
“What are you waiting for, George, I pray?
To scour your cross-belts with fresh pipe-

steamer

CIT\ OF BANGOR will leave Beliast as follows
For Camden, Rockland and Boston. Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at al>» ut 5.00 p. m.
For Jiucksporl, Winterport and Bangor, Tuesdays and Saturdays at about 7.BO a. m.
For Searsport. Thursdays only.

not.
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i"wn his fiercest rays from year to
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persist in painting every
at the risk of blindness to
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planks capital city.

in the sun, pass a blindt( h of uiishaded whitewashed wall

blistering
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in crowded “resorts.”

At is

praised !—the narrow pier

conduct

class, all witli roofs of red tile and whitewashed walls glaring in the sun.
Tile
population is a little less than 2,000—not

»ceutly on its own part—looms Merida and other interior towns come to
kahly tall and stately out of the Progreso for sea-bathing dining a certain
1
stretching far as eye can see on portion of every year, just as our own
‘■: nor is the false
impression dis- countrymen and women have the singular
’Ail one is fairly within its shabby habit of abandoning their comfortable
Passengers are landed in row- homes at the very season when home comd tenders, that dance uneasily forts are most needed, to pack themselves
waves.

employ them

as

Millions ($13,000,000) Fire

hundred

novelty

indifference

Thirteen

Springfield Firf. and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance
Co.,
National Tire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.

die;
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Over

hair,

sufficient

and treasured flummeries out on the
dirty floor, though in your heart may be

ATWOOD,

The Past of the Nation in battle there;”
On another page we have

inclined to be

net

according
authorities, one
dry-shod to Af- including
to

lie other side of the globe. Witlihaps, there wouid have been no
am: and that warm river of the
rted from our Northern shores,
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If the officials

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

McClellan ’s our leader, he’s gallant and
strong;
We'll gird on our armor and be inarching

*

being dressed in snowy white, conspicuYou
steered, with the spirit of ad- suspicious, be comes off best in the “im- ously clean, and noticeably quiet.
conflict” who shows least dispo- are astonished to find a bevy of cabmen
pending
not
of
the
as
though
cupidity,
sition to fight.
By far the best way is to in waiting, not unlike the fraternity of
•’on us.
Nothing is easier than
hand over your keys without a protest, the North—but with this difference; they
Yucatan from almost any point
do not shout in your ear as though you
nited .States, as it lies only two and smile like an angel while they overhaul your carefully packed garments with were known to have been born deaf, nor
mce from New York, or a few
south across the Gulf of Mexi- careless li-nds and expose them to the seize your satchel, nor scramble among
themselves for spoil.
These display the
toss your bon<ialveston or New Orleans.
Ap- gaping populace, maybe
Mexico.

bottle.
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“Marching Along” is a favorite song.
“The flag of our country is floating on high;
We’ll stand by that flag till we conquer or

“In the

The station-shed of Merida is
with people when a train

arrives, for the railway is still

?■

FRED

town

sisalensis,) growing on either side. The
immense Ik Ids are neatly walled and the
picturesque homes of the planters are
mostly built of stone, shaded by rows of
cocoa palms
and approached by long
avenues, through arched and stuccoed

there is

of

of

not

family.

the appearance of a dry swamp, where
groups of lean cattle browse thirstily

subjected
the

bird

coral which
composes the entire peninsula of Yucatan
rises slightly above sea level, presenting

of the horizon where the

just :)7d years later sailed
Cruz, in the Danish West Instraight toward sunset as the ship

what and

curlews, cormorants,
the whole

gateways.

we

Here millions of North-

spend their winters, and when
passing train startles them to wing
the sky is literally blackened by ducks,
teal, ibis, egrets, herons blue and white,

ern

always packed

nt

creep so slowly there is
fear of accidents.

season.

ture

to very rigorous inspection,
manifestly little temptation
smuggler in this outlying territory

afternoon

of the coastlines stretches abroad lagoon,
many miles in extent and varying in depth

handsome

sail

All that is beautiful and lovely in wofinds its climax in motherhood.
How often we find among our American
women that longing for the
prattling
voice, the idol of their waiting hearts.
It is a natural instinct, this
yearning of
the heart for offspring; yet the wife hesitates to talk with the family physician
on this delicate
subject. A good way to
do is to send for
The People’s Medical
Adviser,” 1000 pages, profusely illustrated (wood-cuts and colored plates).
Sent on receipt of 21 cents in stamps, for
postage and wrapping only, if you address the World’s Dispensary Medical
Association, Buffalo, N.Y. The reflections
of a married woman are not pleasant if
she be delicate, rundown, or debilitated.
She feels “played out.” Her smile and
her good spirits have taken flight.
It
worries her husband as well as herself.
This is the time to build up her
strength and cure those weaknesses or
ailments which are the cause of her
trouble.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription regulates and promotes all the proper functions of womanhood, improves
digestion, enriches the blood, dispels
aches and pains, melancholy and nervousness. brings refreshing sleep, and restores perfect health and strength.
It’s a safe remedial agent, an invigorating tonic and nervine which cures all
those disorders, weaknesses and derangements incident to womanhood.
man,

The scenery of Yucatan impresses all
travelers as strangely unique.
Just back

\ ueatan, he began the account
*Wo sailed at ha/;:anl, toward

building, as modern architecgoes in Yucatan; and its best feature
is that in it your luggage is not
usually

and

so cts. and

Travelers Life

“Hurrah! hurrah for Sheridan!
Hurrah! hurrah for horse and man!
And let their statues be placed on high,
Under the dome of the Union sky.”

the heart of every True Man and

e

«une

t

came
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ie

Scctls £nvulstoru

of Cod-liver Oil with
hypophosphites, is pure cod liver in a
digested condition. So that when a person gains in weight
Eom taking Scott’s
Emulsion, it is because of two things :
rst> the oil has acted as a fat-producing food; and, second,
it has restored to the
body a healthy condition. Such an
improvement is pennant it comes to stay.

DESIRABLE

the sound of battle,
“And Sheridan twenty miles away.”
But Sheridan with his noble steed covered the twenty miles, turned the tide of
battle and won the victory.

stay

There is more than one food which will cause the
body
to increase in
weight. A free supply of sugar will do this;
so will the
starchy foods; cream, and some other fats. But
to become fleshy, and
yet remain in poor health, is not what
you want.. Cod-liver oil increases the weight because it is a
fat-producing food. But it does far more than this. It
alters, or changes, the processes of nutrition, restoring the
normal functions of the various
organs and tissues.

*****

Woman’s

mile, lie received a “concession” of money
from the government, and it happened
that the portion of the road nearest
Merida was much easier to build and

appro- !
have yet seen, !
prime
barring the prevailing scarcity of clothes i
and the entire absence of any sort of
drapwith lattice work—the

down

way

The coal witliiu the bin is getting low,
All things foretell the coming of the spring,
Half-frozen poets now begin to sing,
The coal within the bin is getting low.

Besides, for every completed

would therefore bring in quicker returns.
According to the contract, he was comAmerican Republics, we have
pelled to carry passengers from port to
i to take another peep at our
capital at a certain reasonable rate per
| capita, when the road should be fully
be
't ucateeos,
to
see
what
ei v
among the juvenile portion of the |
southward couise ol Yankee
but pending its completion,
There is a hotel, so-called, completed;
a
has wrought among them community.
there was nothing to hinder him from
a
stone structure with thatched roof,
j
visit of eight years ago.
And
whatever he liked.
So when in
whose ground Moor is used for a stable ! charging
permit me to enter a protest
course of time, this Mexican Jay Gould
and the whole space above is one long,
erroneous impression which
had built his road within a mile or two of
unpartitioned sleeping apartment, in
; tlie North that these southern
he stopped there and continued
which transient guests may hang their l’rogreso,
should be carefully avoided
to charge an outrageous rate; until
nearly
hammocks upon waiting hooks and sleep,
-r summer time.
In equatorial
mobbed by the merchants for his rascality.
if they can, amid abounding vermin and
where the thermometer registers
Now there are two trains daily each way,
the snores and imprecations of their felOn

iieatan.

The coal within the bin is getting low,
Sweet strawberries are in the market now,
And maple sugar, new—we know not how—
The coal within the bin is getting low.

The life of the Republican party must
be not in the machinery of its organization, not in cleverness and cunning of its
leaders, not in candidates, nor in politics,
nor in tactics nor strategy, but, above and
beyond all these views and petty considerations, in the well-grounded confidence
of an honest body of voters that the organization in which they put their supreme trust is itself honestly constituted,
founded on honor and built up in good
faith.
These are its essentials.
[New
York Tribune.

source of
from the interior, and it must all come this way for
shipment. Wishing to secure at once the

wealth is

A hot wind like a simoon
blows up clouds of sand and threatens to
filch Tradition says was Once Connect- tear
the awnings from their fastenings,
Wrlea via the Lost Continent. Atlantis. I
but brings no cooling on its wings.
I
imot

Republic’;

for it is

The coal within the bin is getting low,
The early robin’s joyous note is heard,
What if he gets pneumonia, foolish bird?
The coat within the bin is getting low.

comes to

sent

two extra

SALESMEN
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Wanted

Very

elaborate

evening

waists

are

T^ke Orders

Staples&Cottrell.

seen

made of the new jetted nets, draped over
handsome pompadour taffetas. The favorite
colors of the spring are tones of green,
brown
and
heliotrope.
light
gray.
Easter costumes of light gray and green |

All
new
French
very
popular.
skirts are decidedly smaller, the average
width being live and a half yards, many of
them being even less than five. The front
and sides have an easy fullness, with the
gathers or pleats clustered in the back. Another distinguishing feature of the new
j
spring costumes are fascinating silk linings
in bright colors, from the cheapest taffeta I
to the most expensive brocade.
At many of |
the spring expositions of gowns, the new
(
capes attract the most attention on account
of the richness of material and the novelties
in combination of color. The necks have ;
elaborate ruches, collarettes of mousseliue |
de soie, lace, ribbons, tiowers and jets.
The
McDowell Fashion Magazines at hand contain many new ideas of great value to both
professional ami amateur dressmakers.
“La Mode de Paris’* and “Paris Album of
Fashions” cost £3 00 per year’s subscription
or 35 cents a copy.
The “French Dressmaker” is £3.00 per annum or 30 cents
a copy; and “La Mode” £1.50 a year or 15
cents a copy.
If you are uuable to procure
either of these journals from your newsdealer do not take any substitute, but apply
by mail to Messrs. A. McDowell & Co., 4

L.
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“Maw,” said the little boy, “Johnny is
such a mugwump that 1 don’t want to sleep
with him any more.”
“A mugwump?”
“Yes, mamma. Didn’t you tell me
that a mugwump was some one who
would not take either side? And that is
the way with Johnny. He always wants
to sleep in the middle of the bed.”
No-To-Bac, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
the Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.

!

12 Main

FOIE

sTt.
heinjj i*1
the
to
.wily

Watches,
Clocks,

FITlBF.lt

Li pyrs This remedy
d»
jeeted

ol' those diseases
of the <n‘iiito l rinary
Organs, r»*<j n i r e s no
piiaiijip of diet. F;;re
^iiarantpeil in 1 to 3
days. Small plain parka«r<».
by mail, Sl.UU.
seat

jra TT "Wlk •WTW

sU* JTC.2il.Sold only by
MOODY. BELFAST.

R. H.

Street, Belfast.

MOODY, BEL -AST ME.

I

West 14th Street, New York.

OUR SPRING STYLES flEAN A
STOCK
OF BRIGHT. NEW,
CLEAN.
FRESH, STYLISH
GOODS. THAT IS \\ H AT VOU
WANT. WE HAVE THEM.

29

;

Sterling Silver,

:

Silver Plated

Flat Ware,

A (HITS fJrOBIO-GBlBry.

Paul E. Wirt

B
C

Fountain Pen,

Sold

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Amentia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. 1’rice, 10, 25 and 50 cents.
Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO.
Avenue,

151 S. Western

by all dealrra.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

Silver■ Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets.
AND CLOCK IMPAIRING
WATCHPROHPTLY
DONE.

H. J. Locke &
Belfast National Bank

Building,

Son,
P. O.

Square.

licpulUtcan journal.
BELFAST
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State Convention

Republican

WILL HE HELD IN

—

City Hall, BangorJune

Tuesday,

2nd, I896,

I'wo O’clock, I*. M.
11 *r the purpose of nominating a candidate for
(Joxenioi to be supported at the September elec
tion; and transacting any other business that
may properly come before it. The basis 1 repreAt

sentation will tie as follows:
Each city town and plantation will lie entitled
to one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes
cast tor the Republican candidate tor Governor
in 1894 an additional delegate, and for a fraction
ot forty votes in excess of seventy five votes an
additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any city, town
or plantation can only
be tilled by residents of
the county in which the vacancy exists.
The State Committee will be in session in the
reception room of the hall at one o’clock i>. m. on
the day of the convention for the purpose 01 receiving the credentials ..f delegates. Delegate',
in order to participate in the convention, must be
elected subsequent to the date of the call for this
convention
W
invite all Republicans and all electors of
Maine, without regard to past political differences. who are in favor of restoring and maintaining a protective tariff: who are opposed to
the free and unlimited coinage of silver, except
by international agreement, and until such agreement can be obtained, believe that the present
gob! standard should be maintained; who believe
.n five popular education; in the promotion of
the cause oi temperance; in just and equal fixation; in the re.-!"lotion of immigration; in a just
admmistral mu of all pension legislation ; in whate\ct
egisiaib.ii will restore American shipping to
its former rank in 1 he world in the pres, rvation
of national honor at home and abroad: in an
economical ami otlb n et adminisrration ol State
affairs, to unite with the Republicans in the sole- fion of
legates '• this convention.
1*m oilier. Republican State Committee.
.1. H. MANLEY. Chairman.
K V Ri X Hi >Y i>, Secretary.
Aug ,stn, Maine. Apiil 21st, 1896.
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hu-s ii<rt seem to be any good
little Willie Bussell should

why

reason

ive

Piesidential boom to

.>

but

Papa Cleveland would

and

The

Willie

Massachusetts

play with;

not

allow it,

Democracy

gave

atilt* instead.

a

Tim ;»-(‘lection of George L. Brackett
■■f this city as Grand Secretary of the
Maine <«o»-d

Templars

deserved recog
citeu, <>f b ug and faithful service in this
]■ .‘ition, and will be generally accepted
is

a

I would call your attention to the fact
that it is very important that you should
elect a Board of Assessors that will not
yield to outside iulluences. It requires

judgment, unquestioned integrity

good

and great stability to withstand the specious arguments, misrepresentations, and
sometimes wrath of those who are unwilling to pay their just proportion of taxes.
The whole system of taxation throughout
the land is un qual.
The poor man is
taxed for every dollar.
The wealthy
escape through various subterfuges well
known to all.
Should everything else
fail, pressure is brought on the assessors
for an abatement, but I am glad to say
abatements have been the exception and
not the rule for the past year. I trust this
condition will continue. [Mayor’s message, 1S1K5.
In commenting
after its

delivery

on
the message just
The Journal remarked:

As to the board of assessors, which the
Mayor would have free from “outside influences,” we think it quite as important
that they should be free from “inside influences” also, and that they should be
men of experience and good judgment.
And of course the Mayor would not have
a board constituted especially to punish
certain citizens and favor certain others.
While these comments

are

of

general

|

Supreme Judicial

Jewell, Melvin Grant, Joseph A. Gilmore, I

Court.

Leonard L.
CHIEF JUSTICE PETERS PRESIDING.

The Court adjourned over Fast Day and
re-opened Friday forenoon on the case of
Lillian D. Davis vs. James H. Sherman,

adjourned over from Wednesday.
The plaintiff formerly lived in New Hampshire, and in June, 1894, went to Turtle
Head to keep house for Dr. A. S. Davis at
which

was

home. In October of the
married. Soon after tlie marriage Dr. Davis deeded the Turtle Head
property to bis wife, but later he was informed by one Jewett, a conveyancer and
real estate broker in Boston, that a deed
directly from a man to his wife is not legal,
that a third party must intervene. A deed
his

same

summer

year

they

were

was accordingly made in November, 1894,
from Dr. Davis to Dr. Sherman of the same
property, Mrs. Davis relinquishing her
right of dower, with the understanding, on
Mrs. Davis’ part, that Dr. Sherman was to
reconvey it to her. A similar deed was also
made of Dr. Davis’ residence in Chelsea.
These deeds were all duly recorded at the
time in the counties where the property was

located. In May, 1895, another deed, bearing the same date as the others, and alleged
to have just been discovered among some

application, and, as we believe, in the other papers where it had lain for six
public interest, they were prompted in months, was recorded in Waldo County
part by past occurrences. It has been a ; Registry of Deeds. It is from Mrs. Davis
of

matter

casion

expressly

talk that

common

board of

a

on

was

assessors

one

oc-

selected

punish certain individuals;
only unjust but illegal
made, which later it

to

and one year not
assessments were

found necessary to abate.
Then we
may give an illustration of what appears
to be “inside influence.”
Before the city

was

election of lMVj Mr. E. F. Ilanson issued

campaign sheet in advocacy of his candidacy for Mayor in which he claimed to
be “the largest individual tax-payer in
the city,”
paying a tax of $031.00—
a

“and

a

man

who asks for

This assertion

was

no

abatements,”

reiterated,and

of the voters believed it.

some

son was

of his

elected, with

own

selection,

a

no

doubt

Mr. Han-

city government

and when the tax

collector came around that year the Mayor
was only called upon to pay $376.90. Thus
the man who had made such boast of pay-

ing the largest individual tax, and who
had

pledged

himself

ments,” had :ds

as

asking

“no abate-

nearly fifty
previous year, by ofabated

tax

and Dr. Davis jointly, and conveys the Islesb< ro property to Dr. Sherman. Under this
deed Dr. Sherman leased the property to a
Boston detective, Geo. G. Wragg, who came
down to take possession, but for some reason did not do so.
The plaintiff claims that
this deed is a forgery; that she has no recollection of ever signing it, and believes she
never did ; that if she did sign it the act was
done under undue influence, that she did not
know or understand what she was doing.
An expert in penmanship was called in, who
testified that the signatures of Lillian I).
the other deeds, which are acknowledged genuine, are all alike, wliile
that on the disputed deed is different in
many respects. The defendant claims that
the property was conveyed to l)r. Sherman
as security for monej loaned.
The jury reDavis

on

Friday night ami returned a sealed
verdict, which was opened Saturday morning. They find for Die plaintiff, and that
the disputed deed was not signed by the
plaintiff. Dunton and Hanley for plaintiff.

tired

Harriman and Pratt for defendant.
Fred H. Coffin vs F. W. Brown, Jr., and
Clots. E. Lane, trustee. Action on account.
Trustee charged SI48.58 and principal defendant charged sRiO.oih Dunton for plaiu-

per cent, from the
j licials of his own creating. As this and
the collecting of the tax on Crosby Inn
■-once t lie
a]u .-intment of lion. Frank
I tiff. Brown pro se.
were the chief issues of his
campaign in
■buses
u Die boaidof trustees of Kent's
Inhabitants of Thorndike vs. Inhabitants
Is'.Cj.
and
s we understand the tax on
.Cub ti.- teams in othe: schools
"f Knox.
IF
Action to recover >10 furnished
the Inn has not been collected, it would ! as
«.•:
pauper supplies to one Edgar Waning.
sj'.-aking
making (bites with tlie
re\\c>>." and instead of speaking of seem that Mayor Hanson’s memory is The ease, however, involves much more
Kent's Dili !•*!'• v to tin* Beadlieid institu- laialiy defective so far as » ampaigu prom- thaii the amount sued for, as it. carries with
ises are concerned.
it the pauper settlement of the whole fam!i .ss D e -Methodist
brewery.”
ily. The plaintiff town claims that lie had a
At last accounts potatoes were selling Settlement in
Knox, derived from his father,
druggists, indicted in Octoin some of the Alaska mining regions for who moved into that town in 1874. The son
ber use again lieen indicted at this term
>100 a sack.
Here is a market for Aroos- became of age Feb. 10, 188b. In 1884 the son
m
curt, and not, it is understood, upon
voted in Thorndike, but the plaintiff claims
o n.ee
of illegal sales, but simply be- took's surplus crop.
this voting was illegal; that lie belonged in
ise
tl < v hold United States licenses,
Knox. A tax assessed against him the next
A
which are necessary to the conduct of
Mirth=provoking Entertainment.
year in Thorndike was afterwards abated,
their legitimate business.
When drug
and he paid taxes regularly in Knox. To
“Exhibition Day of the District School of
stores are proved to be dram shops they
Tlie entertainment in Memorial Hall Wed- fix the residence of the father on the deshould be dealt with as such, but we do
nesday evening, April 22ud, by the North fendant town it was necessary to show that
not think they should lie indicted because
Church Society was a decided success, in he lived in that town five years consecutivethey hold U. S. licenses.
point of attendance, in financial returns, ly without receiving pauper supplies. He
-and in the pleasure afforded the audience. did receive supplies from the town, but the
"No <>ue setiously believes the road or
claim was set up that, being a soldier, his
It was a burlesque on tbe
c.losiug exercises
’midge will be built this year.” says tlie of a district school of
such supplies did not disfranchise
long
ago, and W. R. receiving
Belfast e- rrt-pomicDt of the Bangor ComHoward, who personified the venerable him or effect his pauper residence. Chief
mercial.
That means, we suppose, that teacher as one accustomed to the
role, prac- Justice Peters ruled that in order to come
witi
,*
maCli factory, the bicycle fac- tically illustrated that the ruler is mightier under the statute which exempts soldiers
't i.
ef
tin; bridge and electric than either the pen or the sword. The cos- of the late war from becoming paupers, it
road ale to be laid away in lavender to be tumes of many of the pupils were not taken must be shown that he was a regularly enlisted soldier of the United States in the war
b
ml.i out a> “issues'’ at the next spring from the fashion hooks of any date or genhut the aprons, or “tyers” and the of 1801; that lie received injuries while in
fl
n
But. as Abraham Lincoln said: eration,
pantalettes were recognizable as relics of the service, and that such injuries were the
m e11 can tool all of the
people some of the past. The costumes
cause of his dependent condition.
There
were becoming or
th
u.e.
and some of the people all of
were many other minor
points of fact inand that of the
otherwise,
mostly
otherwise;
tin- time, but y< u cannot fool all of tlie
youth with the red calico "t.yer” and red-top- volved, but they were of a nature common
} '’s e a.: nf the time.”
The most
ped, copper-toed hoots may he
in to such cases.
"i<
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new

and says that in a recent
lie has outlined a program of
F. A S.
imi'iaetieability.”
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linds that the

out;tit-,
'■

be

earn

missioner, Brice, appointed by
( ieveland, is
neither practical

i;t

Dew

u*’(

>•

a

1

The

ei

Commissioner

new

tl"

wrecking of the ('ominissi'
l.v diM-barging chief clerk
Gill, and
tt is tunuued that other employees of the
'gun

e/ninissioner, who
ougbiy and upon
{•i
the Ifieiency of

(

ih

u

will

(■'

work

upon Mr.
the service depend-

tlieir turn be

;n

tlieir

know

whom

as

dispensed

with

also.’’
V'

Me., April 22. Notices
I--.Med to-day announcing that the

'.>ti>i;<>uk,

wen-

~\\ fstbre. k Gingham
Manufacturing C'umI'.uiv will shut down for an indefinite
p' iod as soon as the stock in process of
ronstiuction is finished, about dune 1st.
It was made necessary by continued depression in tlie goods they manufacture.
The outlook is so poor that this is the
lily alternative for the present. Five
hundred employes are without resources.
We recently noted the
closing, or run-

ning half-time, of Massachusetts mills as
result of Democratic
legislation; and

a

li-

either category.
seemed

placed
The older pupils on this

occasion
sua!

to

deportment,

coming

the

most

have

the

reversed

dignified
mischievous, and
most

their
bevice

The monitor performed her duties
to the letter; and flic committee
fairly out.»lni themselves. Mr. Sibley, as a coinmitt.eema i, offended the
teacher, frightened the
versa.

scholars, surprised some of the older ones in
the audience, and pleased everybody. The
two little girls of the school
easily took the
palms from their elders, and the doll drill
by eight little girls was very prettily done.
Following are the characters and program:
W
II. Howard, Teacher; A. C.
Sibley and
James Pattee, Committee; Emma Field,
Monitor. Scholars: Evelyn Havner, Maud
Steward, Maud Johnson, Louise Ferguson,
Helen Dunton, Belle Warren, Isabel Ginn,
Emma Field, Carrie Field, Annie Slmw,
June Hills, Nina Poor, Sallie
Durham, Carrie Peirce, Blanche Pilsbury, Evelyn Morison, Marjorie Pilsbury, Josie Knight, Esther
Colson, Will Havner, Ally Stoney, Eddie
Morison, Frank Starrett, Georgey Lombard,
Bert Field, Leslie Gardner, Ralph Lombard,
Osborne Lord, Clifford Pattee, Charles Craig,
John Parker, Eddie Frost, Arthur Bicknell,
Fred Johnson, Ollie McMahan, Bert Davis,

interesting point

to

the

is the relation of the
the town in regard to pauper supThe ease was argued by Mr. Mrplies.
Lcllan for the plaintiff and Mr. Dunton bathe defendant.
Verdict for defendant.
Wm. A. Staire vs. Inhabitants of Sears!"»rt. Action to recover >2.000 for injuries
alleged to have been received by a defective
highway in tin* defendant town. The plaintiff alleges that on the evening of Aug. 20,
1805, lie was riding down what is known as
the Black Hill on the road from Herbert
Black’s to the Stockton Springs town line,

when, by

;s

an

eb.

ail

our

industries prospered.

Song, “Answer,”

He points out that orange
growing is not always successful and that
a large section of Maine is the best hard
apple land on earth. “Apples are no, as

perishable

oranges and
ed at leisure.
The price
as

can

be market-

here,

where all

madfe,

averages about the same
as that of oranges.
Altogether, it is infinitely better to raise hard apples in

prices

are

Maine, than oranges in Florida. Some
day the fad of going to Florida in the
winter to raise oranges w ill be succeeded
the fad of going to Maine in summer

by

to raise bard
will be

apples,

successful.

and the apple fad
But mark you, it

apples and not soft ones,
for several States can raise soft apples
must

be

cheaper

hard

than Maine.”

of

a

hole in the road his

C. Atwood, Willeston E. Grinnell.
other indictments are against Clias.
M. Peabody for
forgery ; Ezra Hanson, burglary; Frank A. Choate, burglary; John G.

Mahoney

Is

in

and

case

of

are run

guilty and

were

NEWS.

It is rumored that Capt. W. P. Patterson
has hired the Smith farm, and will work it
this summer.
Mr.

land

Emery Brown

G. Eastman vs. Sarah J. Neal ley, acfur wages for work on defendant's buildin Belfast.
Entered neither parv.y.

O. Sargent, petition for
partition, vs.
Henry Mathews et als. Judgment fer partition as prayed for. Commission
appointed
to make partition. Ilunnells for
petitioner.
A. K. Fletcher vs. Chas. W.
Deering. AcSchool tion on a
mortgage. Adjudged due $5)50.
Willy Havner Johnson for
plaintiff.
Georgey Lombard
The following attorneys, from other counEarth to Me,”

The comedy “Mean’ Otis,” which has been
in preparation some time by some of the
prominent young people, is about ready for
presentation. It will be staged about May

14th,

have been m attendance the past week:
W. H. Fogler, Rockland; I,. M. Staples,
Washington; J. H. Montgomery, Camden;
O. F. Fellows, Bucksport; J. W.
Mansou,
ties

W.

Pittsfield;
Vose, Bangor;
Williamson, Jr., Augusta.
T.

Joseph

DIVORCES.

with his family.

child to mother.
Libellee to pay $20
and $52 per year for support of child.
Addie R. Garcelon, Burnham, from Geo.

into every spat of its hands and the spats
thick and often too.
There was
not a hitch in the play from
beginning to
end.
The comedy which is in four acts
was written by Charles H.
Wells and is
certainly a creditable work. While the
situations”
are
not numerous the
“startling
strong vein of pure, honest fun pervades
the play from beginning to end. [Granite
City Leader, Barre, Vt.
came

the only pills to take
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

|
|
nooa
S rlllS

Are all

Bioknell & Hopkins will have their pound
in working order by the middle of the week.
Then look out for a first cut of as line a
salmon as inhabits the Penobscot.

“She
Knows

are

doing the

THAI' CAN BE HAD.

How to
Make
Good
t Bread!

work.

J. IT. El well of Rockland was in
town last week making brief calls on his
old friends.
He is soon to leave Rockland
Mr.

reside at Malden, Mass., where the prospect for steady work at carpentry is more
encouraging. His numerous friends here
wish him all the success possible in his new
home.
to

W. A. Whitney of Boston was here
a day or two iast week making arrangements for getting his cottage in readiness
for the coming of his family, who will shortly arrive for the season. Mr. Charles Elwell has been engaged t<> superintend the
planting of his garden, and it is expected
that it will blossom like the rose and yield a
crop that will tickle the palate of the most
fastidious.
Mr.

time at

a

very

reasonable price.

the purpose of

company will be present,
the ball is a good one.

Secret

Leading Flour in the World.

Norton-Chapman Co., Agents, Portland, Maine.

A.

for

KEEP WELL POSTED
OX WHERE

thi-'

Garcelon, Burnham.
Lillian Dyer, Searsmont, from Amander
F. Dyer, Searsmont.

CRIMINAL

sold and feel certain that ymi will trade with
It you have never bought clothes of us just
once and sari-dv vourself that t here is more
STYLE and WEAR in'the GOOD KIND titan in
the common kind. We don't claim to sell cheaper
than other dealers, hut we declaim to sell better
clothes. Of course the jrood kind is worth more.
We are showing a lare,e variety of
tr%

one

H.

tfc

w.

j.

for lads 3

to S

\\\- aimed well and hit the mark
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The School Board of the City of Belfast wishes
to give notice that applications will now be received for the position of Superintendent of Schools
for the next school year. Applicants will please
give qualifications and references, the amount <»f
experience they have had in this line of work (if
any) and the lowest cash price which will be expected. Address all communica tions to the
COMMITTEE ON TEACHERS,
3wl8
P. O. Box 773, Belfast, Haine.

Belfast

Belfast National Bail

A. A. HOWES & CO.
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Novelties of this

season's trimmings.

at

Goodyear Welt
Nothing

W*

Hats I Bonnets

Standing,”

Prayer.
Hymn.
Benediction.

Best

Fulfill
It will pay you to Ia> asidt
sons
Hat and buy .»ne

STYLES.

tiik

Rev. J. F. Tilton.

>

years of a<re,

Responsive Psalm 96.

17
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Hats! Hats!'

MISS SOUTHWORTH

Fauntleroy Blouses

Ophthalmic
Optician

cluded the following:
Voluntary and doxology.

I. Pet. 2

Belfast,

D ress Tri w m i n gs,

while the lodge had ”>;» men in uniand regalia.
Tlie services in-

Sold

JOIXTBS,

HAHDWAHK,

us

White Lawn

form, caps

DOCKET.

The Grand Jury reported Friday after a
session of but twro days and finding 21
indictments, 17 of which were for being
common sellers of intoxicating
liquors, as
follows: Asa A. Howes, Clarence O. Poor,
Richard H. Moody, Gustavus C. Kilgore and
Everard A. Wilson, Frank Parks, J. A

better tookiny wheel made and tee no front thent
year. Sl’TCJAL LOW TlifCTS aunt May IO.

no

<

—\ m

its.

bolical letters F. L. T. The room was
tilled writh an interested audience. Canton
Pallas acted as escort and had 27 men in

Prayer.
Hymn.
Sermon, “The Ideal of True Manhood,”

,,

^

FANCY GOODS.

arc

council in Bangor next April, ot'ii- rs were
elected as follows: Great Sachem, F. E.
Wheeler, Woodfords; Great Prophet, Otis
W. Bailey, Calais; G. S. S., B. M. Libby, !
Portland; G. J. S., Albro E. Chase, Port- !
land; Great Trustee for three years, Moses
Tait, Calais; Great Chief of Records, W. E.
St. John, South Portland ; Great Keeper of
Wampum, Walter K. Sweet, Falmouth ; Representatives to the Great Council at Minneapolis Sept. 8th, Otis W. Bailey, W. E. St.
John, H. B. Sargent, H. G. Starr.

Air. by Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher and Emerv While.

p, n

—

BEST BOYS' CLOTHES

The Great Council of Maine, Improved
Order of Bed Men, was held at Rockland
April 2ed. The entire code of laws was revised. It was voted to hold the next great

G.mnod

for the first

BICYCLES

MILLINERY

Samuel Adams made othoial visits, as
District Deputy Grand Master of the Odd
Fellows, last week, to the lodges in l nity
and Bucksport. Friday he attended n District meeting at Pittslield, at which all the
lodges of that District were represented. A
similar meeting of the lodges of this District,
will probably be held here late in May.

Gloria Patri.
Scripture, 1. Pet. 2.
Trio, “O, Jesus Tliou art

I NK

oO Main Street.

Chelsea, Mass., visited
O. U. W., last Thurs-

Chorus.

us

HUB MODEL B FOB LADIES
There i

as

Lord’s prayer.

Try

CHARLES 0 CONNELL,

!

J.

Anthem, “1 ‘raise ye the Father,”

sale.

or no

LADIES

Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., and Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W., are preparing a
transparency to place outside the hall ou
meeting nights of the two bodies.

unif >rm,

not

\<>lj

suit you ALL and we can SELL
are in want of Clothing,
make any BAD BREAKS, SQL \k?j

*White Store, 81 Main St.

Societies.

of

do

\\ ft HAVK

Past Master George E. Johnson has been
appointed to represent Phoenix Lodge of
Masons at the Grand Lodge in Portland May
6th.
District Deputy Grand Master Workman

George E. Wragg
Enterprise Lodge,
day evening.

goods if you

It

large

a

can

is the word

ready to see that none need fail to
dance as often and as much as they please.
Tickets are only 25 cents per couple.
Refreshments will he served in tin* town hall
hoped

We
our

”

ever

at any

WE HAVE THEM,

11 euTilai-s.

society, who have been very active for some
time to make it a very enjoyable occasion
for those who dance. Good music will be
furnished by Mr. Al. Mudgett of Belfast,
Polite and courteous floor managers will be

is

*

Stouts arid

Pillsburv’s Best.
The

of

»

of all! But pretty sure to
he true if one mixes good
flour with good judgment
and takes pains. To avoid
failure always use

hoped the public will not forget the.
May ball to he given at Union Hall May
1st by the ladies of the Good
Templars’

styles

V/

High praise for any house*
keeper, isn’t it? Not true

It is

best and latest

in, the

CLOTH INC

*

«

Mr. John Davis is making a much needed
addition to his house. The old L lms been
removed and a new one, 40x15 feet, is being
built. Messrs. Walter ami Charles Drinkwater

MANSFIELD,
Masonic Temple.

are

■

day'.

once

B.

A. P.

The One True Blood Purifier.
$1; six for *.%.
Prepared only by <\ I. Hood & Co.. Lowell. Mass.

Miss Deveraux of Sedgwick, a graduate of
the Castine Normal School, began the
spring term of school at the Cove last Mon-

minor
at

make Dress Trimmings ONE of
our SPECIALTIES.
*
*
we

Sarsaparilla

Mr. S. S. Chapman left last Friday afterfor New Bedford to join his vessel,
sch. Mary B. Wellington.
noon

The following divorces have been decreed:
Lizzie E. Goodwin, Burnham, from Edward S. Goodwin, Burnham; custody of

gives every promise of being a
great success. Following is one of the many
Daisy A. Elliugwood, Winterport, from
press notices concerning the play:
Fred Ellinwood, Winterport; custody of
The people of Rarre Thursday evening minor son
to mother.
gave evidence of their patriotic disposition
Grace Gordon, Belfast, from Hugh Gorand interest in some of her boys by giving
the production of “Me an’ Otis” not only don, Belfast; custody of minor child to
one of the largest houses seen here in
many
mother.
weeks, but an audience that put its heart
and

Nervous,

Hood’s

up from Rockand spent Sunday

came

Saturday evening

etc
etc., is up-todate in every particular, and prices
are as low as w'ere ever named on
like values.
Please remember that

nerve tonic, blood purifier and vitalizer
like Flood’s Sarsaparilla. For the troubles
Peculiar to Women at change of season,
climate or life, or resulting from hard
work, nervousness, and impure blood,
thousands have found relief and cure in

sentenced to 30 days in jail.

NORTHPORT

Laces, Buttons,

Than because of the work itself. Every
physician says so, and that the only remedy is in building up by taking a good

Choate and Hanson indicted for burglary
the Monroe lien-stealing case pleaded

■$

Goods and prices tell the story. Our
line of D ess Trimmings, Garnitures,

down,

Tired, Weak,

1

—

Trimmings!

done, and it is especially wearing
wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unfit properly to tone, sustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue. It is more because of
this condition of the blood that women
never

and

Samuel R. Bennett.
State vs. Walter Twombly,
on
search and seizure process appealed
from the Belfast Police court, demurrer was
tiled and joined, and overruled. Exceptions
tiled and allowed. Respondent recognized
and the case goes to the Law Court.
In the

Dress

wsr’1

<

was

Charles Craig
Arthur Bicknell
Doll Drill by Eight Little Girls.
Recess of :;o minutes, during which cake,
ice-cream, ami home-made candies were

Recitation,

I be Massachusetts Ploughman makes
the timely point that the planting of fruit
on sale.
tiers is the best insurance
policy. Lay
aside an amount every year equal to the Souk,
pi cmi uni upon a small policy, but expend ; Recitation,
Recitation,
it in feeding the young apple orchard. I
Song, “Deafest Spot on
After go yeais you should have a fair an- 1
Isabel Ginn
nual im*< me for life, and something to ■A Piere,
Blanche Pilsbury
leave foi your dependants.
With an in- Song, “Some Day I’ll Wander Back Again,”
surance policy
John Parker
you must die to win. With
Class in Spelling.
an ore-ha id you
Arbor
may live and win.
Recitation,
Marjorie Pilsbury
day is a good time to begin.
Song, “Spring,”
Evelyn Morison
L. W s., the New York correspondent Recitation,
pert Davis
of the Portland Argus, treats of this Recitation,
Harry Prentiss
Ice cream and cake were on sale
during
matter more fully, contrasting the fad of
the eveuing. The net proceeds were $85.
orange-growing in Florida with apple“Me an* Otis.”
growing in Maine, and to the advantage
of the latter.

reason

Fred

The

broken, the horse ran away and
was injured and the
plaintiff thrown from
the carriage. The injuries to the
plaintiff
consisted of bad bruises on the head, shoulders and thigh, and an injury to the sciatic
nerve. The usual questions of fact in
regard
The 26th day of April, which is the annito notice to the town officers, the care exercised by the plaintiff in driving, his con- versary of Odd Fellowship in America, falldition since the accident, etc., entered into ing on Sunday, it wras observed by services
the case. It was opened to the jury Tuesday I at the Baptist church. The church w as very
s forenoon, the plaintiff
being represented by prettily decorated, with palms, evergreens,
j O. F. Fellows, Esq., of Bucksport and the red geraniums and roses on the platform,
and others.
defendant by R. F. Dunton, Esq., of Belfast. with white bunting draped on the edge and
Remarks,
Teacher
over the doors in the rear and in
graceful
Opening Chorus,
Scholars Wednesday noon the jury started for SearsEuter Committee.
port to view the premises, and had not re- loops above the altar. At the centre overClass in Geography.
head and at each side hung the banners of
turned when the Journal went to
press.
Specialty, Harry Prentiss and Willy Havner
Way land Knowltou, petitioner 'or review, the lodge, showing emblems of the three deSong, “Jamie \s on the Stormy Sea,”
Sally Durham vs. Holt and Bart, has been dismissed, no grees. Over the arch in the rear of the pulRecitation,
Ally Stoney costs.
pit were the three links enclosing the symEssay,
wagon

object-lesson right at home,
policy is increasing the
Frank Starrett
U.
public debt and at flic same time destroyChorus, (A. B. C.)
Song,
“Johnny Sands,”
Nina Poor tion
ing <’i;i industries.
Fnder Republican
Recitation,
Bert Field
ings
rule the rational debt was
Class in History.
greatly reducB.
ie

[he Democratic

general public

soldier to

Sherman W. Freeman.

Gentner,

Henry A. Bolan, Charles P. Brown, Tilton
A. Elliot, David A. Clark, Charles Ward,

And at all

country

For testimonials ami
Address

stores.

Belfast,

printed matter,

Waldo Medicine Co.,Belfast,Me.

CAPITAL, $150,000.

FRANK H. MAYO.
President and (ieneral

SURPLUS, $33,000.

Manager.

Savings Bank.

is

that

Bank Book

hereby given
Savings
No. 8668 issued by this Bank, has been
NOTICE
has been made for
and
application

a

lost,
duplicate

book to be issued under the law of this State.

Belfast, April 27,

JOHN H. QUIMBY, Treas.
1896.-3W18
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Best No 1 Potash
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HOWES Jfc CO.
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DEPOSITS

From
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a list of letters
remaining unthe Belfast postofliee for the
week ending April 25,
Ladies—Mrs.
W. S. Emuister; Miss Gertrude Walker,
Gentlemen—Mr. John K. Gowen, Crosby
Inn.
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Johnson Fund. During
B. H. Conant and Sanford Howard
i
began
1S95 t>, Mr. Edward Johnson
work Monday on the Upper bridge.
Most
as follows;
For coal and
Of
the
material
is
on hand and work can Vie
!
n 108 different lots; and $95
pushed rapi dlv. Capt. Babbidge’s pile drivJividuals.
er, in charge of Ca pt. R. S. Davis of Camden,
ived the spring and summer is on the work.
knell Brothers’ Advertiser,
l’rof. J. C. Whitten gave a musical at the
i-nterprisiug clothing linn 1 Windsor Hotel parlors Saturday
evening to
s
Mass.
It. is an
Lawrence,
I Ghief Justice Peters, Reuel Smith, Esq.,
«.f
illustrations and
mImt, full
Court Stenographer, and Messrs. J. F. Robrest.
\ iuson and J. S. Jenness of Bangor. It was
W
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Wadlin
lot

on

is

building

an

2-story
the Belmont road, rea

by John N. Stewart. He still
,nterest. in the dairy farm in
is

managed by

He will tit up
poultry business,
l.in.

have

wing

at

nts

at,

liis sou,
his new

been chosen to deat the Castine

graduation

nol, June 4: Maria A. Bunker,
valedictory; Albert W. Mead,
.salutatory; Laura E. Crockett,
story; Susie S. Stinchtield, ClinLucy W. Jones, West BrooksE Titus, Onion, and Helen A.

time ago.
He
is
gradually

They
of

■ar

now

have

to

secure

which have failed

requirements.

a

masts in

seven

to come

They say they

and address for
Thanks-

Popkiua

Syracuse.

N. Y.

I

aged citizens passed away within twenty-four hours of each other. Mr. Daniel R.
Maddocks died Thursday and Mr. Daniel J.
Roberts Friday. Both were veterans of the

f

our

late

The steamer Vinalhaven, Capt. Barbour, which has been completely overhauled, refitted and painted, has
resumed her place for the season on
the
Swan’s Island and Rockland route.
The
steamer

Emmeline, Capt. Bennett, which
has been tilling her place while
repairing

Bask Ball.

j city

Fast

A

Day

Flanders

Frank

and

Ralph

i

of one of Waldo’s districts at the
Head of the Tide school was accepted. The
committee on teachers was instructed to re-

ceive applications for the position of
Superintendent, with qualifications, references*
and prices. The Superintendent and Mr
Tilton were instructed to attend the meetiug
of School Superintendents of Maine, to be
held in Augusta May 19th. It was voted
that, beginning with Monday, May 4th, the
High School hold oue session per day, to
open at X :>0 a. m. Adjourned to Saturday
evening, May 2d.

former w inning by a score of 23 to 12.. Wee
vessel first-class in every reThe*County’s Business. The April term
Johuson’s nine went to Camden by buckare obliged to get a dozen masts, [
of County Commissioners was short and but
I board and won against a local nine by a
m, the calker, lias prepared
little asi le from routine business was done.
score of 11 to 15.
S«>iue of the boys made a
for coppering, which will be
Three highway petitions were received as
mistake in the time of starting and got left.
arrives
she
in Baltimore.
The
follows: From the Selectmen of Waldo, for
started to walk home, but got a ride a
Hied and the bottom pitched, They
alteration of the road near the Sargent quarof the way.
part
upper can be put mi at once.
ry to avoid dangerous railroad crossings:
A new hose company of 15 men will be orCm b.
The Belfast (inn Club
bearing ordered for June 4th. From E. I).
this
evening, according to the Butler and others, for location of a highway
’•st shoot of the season on the ganized
of
recommendation
Chief
Welch
Engineer
in Scarsmont : hearing at Charles Ileal's in
■if lower O ogress street
Fast i
Searsnn »nt, J line 2. From Selectmen of Knox
afternoon.
The opening shout and the vote of the. City Council. The resigj nation of
the members of Washington Hose I for discontinuance of
was at 25
lay pigeons, the highhighway; hearing
Co. will be acted on it the regular meeting
June!). The total amount of bills audited
anting -1 ponds, next highest o,
of
the
Council
next
City
dli 1.
I he member having the
Monday evening. was -2,501.]“) A comparison of the bills for
It is probable that the resignation will be
«-r of points at the end of the
support of prisoners at the jail for the April
'■.•declared the winner. In ad- accepted and the company re-organized, but terms for 4 eonseeutivc years will be of in:t :s expected to include some of the old
he
terest.
These bills are cliielly on account of
cup shoot there were two
s
shoots, at Id birds each, for 20 members.
tramps, the first two years under a Demots per man.
Geo. A. Bailey has greatly improved the cratic sheriff, the last two Republican.
Following is the
exterior of his store, 52 Main street, by some j 1893, Sheriff Littlefield.$1,421.16
-Cup--Sweepstakes—, handsome signs, designed
1,505.(>5
by himself and 1X94
Score. Points. 2d cts. 25 cts.
1X96
Norton.
725.10
3
executed by E. M. Sanborn and J. H.
..if
5
a
1890
780.78
ren.18
2
5
Havener.
across
the
front
over
Extending
H
14
The Commissioners did not put upon the
7
8
the
first
A.
4
is
a
.22
in
0
8
raised gilt letters,
story
sign
pay roll this term certain fees charged in
a i.13
4
0
with the name in the centre and on each
H. .15
7
8
cases and special
town constables.
tramp
side in smaller letters the words hardware,
1
Francis.17
3
The matter involves the legality of the
ap5
dph.
On
the
sidewalk
at
carriages.
angles
right
in.14
3
pointment of the constables and some minor
with the building is anotlu r sign which can
3
Harry...
points in each case, and will probably be
in. 15
0
5
be read up and down the street.
the subject of litigation.
><;
Items.
The Dominion Coal
Yachts and Boats. Mr. William K.
has chartered four large schoonChat. “This is to be another grass seed
Vanderbilt, the head of the syndicate that
Sarah E. Palmer, Mary B. Palmer,
a
built, equipped and raced the Defender, lias year,” says Maine dealer. “A great .many
Palmer ami William B. Palmer,
become the sole owner of that yacht, having acres of grass land are killed out, aud there
a carrying capacity of 2,000 tons
is but one remedy, reseeding. A big acreage
bought out the interests of C. Oliver Iselin
carry eoai from Nova Scotia to ami E. D.
Morgan, it is also announced of land will he ploughed and laid down
Portland and Bath, Me., and to that Lord Dunraveu has sold out of the new.”.... A. A. Howes «£: Co. will receive
tli. which ports have been selected Valky tie, and that she is now owned
|
by Har- this week nearly a carload of prunes direct
ting points. The schooner Sarah ry McCalmoiit, a member of the syndicate from Col. Philo Hersey’s ranch at. Santa
left Portsmouth, N. H., April which built
her, and one of the best known Clara, Calif. The shipment will include
the Wm. P> Palmer cleared from
some of the two pound
packages that found
i sportsmen in England. It is now thought that
'■ c same
day for Lmiisburg, Cape, some races will be arranged, each yacht to j so ready a sale earlier in the season....
Tli*' latter schooner brought. 2.820 be sailed
by the original crews. While there j George A. Bailey has received another cart
load of earria es from Amesbury, Mass...
Portland from Philadelphia cannot he milch doubtas to the result,
every- j
s« barged in 2-"- 1 2 hours
working body would like to see a satisfactory test of ! Mrs. Ella Hamilton Evans is building a
v
short time ago one of the New the qualities of these noted craft.Jacob stable at her place in East Belfast_One of
ug papers remarked that the lug
Luring of Rockland is at work on a tender I)r. Leonard’s big elms blew down a few
g si :p May Flint was not
making for the yacht Dloriana of Boston, to he 15 days ago and broke several large holes in
passages: hut she arrived at feet long, 4 feet, 7 inches beam and i’ll inches the roof of the doctor’s residence_The
first Leetle German Band” of the season ap1
k Aj iil gist from Avoumouth, I
deep. She will he built of oak, cedar and
on the streets last Thursday evening,
’'tei an unusually fast run of _M
cypress. The frame is light and the plank- peared
time has been surpassed by but
ing is to be brass riveted. She will be tin-^ ....Samuel Bobbins has taken the contract
to care for the draws of both bridges the
g vessels, and is much shorter ished in the light woods without a

I

1

■rage

passage. There

steamships

t-iip

time

which

are a num-

could

of

paint inside

not

be of

between the two ports.

every

or

out. A11 the

brass, and she is to
particular... Two of

particle
trimmings will coming

be
the

year for 8100, a saving of 825 over
last year, when the bridges were let to separate parties-The Journal acknowledges

first-class in
“Defender

formerly the trausatlau- boys have been married recently—James 1
ger
freight steamer Persian Robbins to Miss Myrtle Carter, and Harry
ami she retains her steamship Dray to Miss Cora Stinson—all of Deer Isle. !
•
J. N. Stewart launched Capt. Johnson's !
spreads 10,000 yards of canvas,
*
apacity of 5,000 tons of coal. Her yacht at Stockton Springs last Saturday_j
just one foot short of the height E. R. Conner has exchanged his sloop Now
j
ashiugton monument, and she ear- Then with Altana E. Stevens for a smaller ;
.ajt: Is.
From bowsprit to stern her boat and other property.
ill feet. The ship is built of iron.
Fish Facts. Sehs. Western Light from
Flint

was

ami

from Baltimore on her first voy•Jbij) March 29, 1895, and went to
mAsco, from there to England and
N- w York... .Suit has been brought
Trunin, master of the sell. Mary L.
n the U. S. District Court at Philaagainst the owners of the scb. Mary
’1
recover damages for a collision
0
the vessels, which occurred last
off Cape Hatteras. The damage
'i and the loss caused
by alleged dethe Crosby were named by the
nit as amounting to $4,050. Secur
!

■

j

Swan’s Island and Hector from Isle au Haut i
were in port last week with fresh fish_I
Hiram Michaels caught the largest brook j
trout of the season from a stream in Brooks, I
Fast Day-Smacks Wm. H. Davidson, !

Capt. Pomeroy, and
day with live fish.

arrived

Sun-

j

The Davidson had

only

j

Lottie

May

fare and the Lottie May about 2,000
cod with the exception of a half
a dozen or so of haddock.
The latter craft
was built here in 1878 for Capt. Daniel Mej
Farland, and carried a lug foresail, small !
and
mainsail
no bowsprit.
She was a noted
'U in of $5,500 was entered for the
sailer. Now she is full schooner rigged,
>• h.
Fannie & Edith sailed for with two
jibs, etc. and is still a speedy craft.
Tii hay last Thursday, seven days
-The Rogers weir at Vinalliaven reports
•late of sailing on her previous the first catch of the season with
200 bushels
Lester A. Lewis arrived Sun- of
herring-Swan’s Island lobster fisher-i
N»*w York with coal for Swan &
men report the poorest catch this spring that
The first lauucliing that Rockthey ever experienced in that business. Re'••eii for years occurred last Saturports from Deer Isle and other points down j
ug when the three-masted sclioon- the
bay are of like tenor. Many fishermen
•esec successfully slid from
the are
taking up their traps-Sunday was a
1 :;<• event was made a holiday in the
great day for the Bangor salmon fishers.
t housands witnessed the
launching. Six fish, averaging 20 pounds each, were
I sooner registers 377 tons and cost
| taken as follows: William Hale, 1; George j
she is to lie captained by John
Miller, 1; Samuel Drink water, 2; George;
1 ini
will engage in the West India
Burr, 1 ; C. MoUosker, 1. Four other fish !
The ice shipping from the Kenne- were lost, making a total of 10 hooked. On I
>ses has begun iu good earnest.
Oue Saturday George Libby of Brewer caught
j
■k a string of five ice-laden schooners an
18-pounder.... Fish Commissioners Stanmouth of the river a few days ago.
ley and Carlerton and P. O Vickery of
i-t. Sam. White is getting seh. Alida Augusta, visited Swan Lake last Friday and
for the summer business, and will go
Saturday, and caught 20 pounds of trout.
"■gor this week to load. .The Coast SeaTheir largest fish weighed 0 pounds. They
-lournal of San Francisco reports that made their headquarters at the Revere
comes from Kobe, Japan, that the
House while in this city-Bramhall cut
an ship
W. H. Macy had trouble the first Penobscot salmon of the season at
her crew on the passage from San his market Tuesday. It was
caught at Sears’
There was a mutiny, a fire, Island and weighed 18 pounds. The best
a

small

pounds, all

1

Waterville

shown

us

yesterday.

:

to prove any

declarations of a trust without
the explicit provisions of the
Declarations of the grantee that he
holds the property in trust are not sufficient
to show a trust estate.
Neither can a gift of real estate be sus1
tained as a donatio causa mortis, for tlicit
, only extends to the personalty.
conveyance of real estate canJ notAnbeabsolute
thus safely employed to accomplish
1
the purpose of a last will and testament.
Such a doctrine would he destructive of all
certainly and security respecting titles to
landed
j
property. Bill dismissed.
Dunton for plaintiff, McLellan for deI
fendant.

violating
statute.

*

slugging

and

a

wind-up

in

prison-

Abraham Richardson arrived April
from New York with cement for Coopv Co. and the Maine Central R. R.
Co.
s,“led yesterday for Bangor to load
■

for New York...Capt. Hiram Condon
‘‘ity has been placed in command of
'•' dliam E.
Leggett, 82.57 tons, of WisShe arrived here Monday and will
‘o r load
hay at Belfast or lumber at BanSchs. James Holmes, Sarah L. Davis
Fannie & Edith arrived from Boston
•‘Herday. The latter has made two round
nl»8 in 13 days.

cuts

sold

for 05

cents

per

pound-Gov.

use no other.
thc 'V EI>VE

Wade

Friday evening from

7 to

CO.. Taunton.

Rolls of 5c. Wall Paper.

10,

ALL ENTIRELY NEW 1806 STYLES.

CURTAINS CHEAP.

People’s meeting

at (j

Greatness of Love.”

p.

Quart

a

Tin Pails, 10 Cents.

Garden Sets Hoe Set, Rake and
Shovel, 10 cents per cent.

Topic, “The

m.

This is

10

«-CARLE & JONES,

consecration

meeting.

^21 Main

An audience of over three hundred
people
gathered at the Baptist church last Thursday evening for the Union Fast Day services.

Rev. Chas. H. Wells gave a very able serthe topic "A Nation’s Need.” Special selections were rendered
by the choir,
composed of Mrs. E. P. Frost, Mrs. E. S.
Pitcher and Messrs. C. E. White and E. S.
Pitcher. Revs. C. H. Wells, J. M. Leighton, Geo. S. Mills and J. F. Tilton took
part in the services.

Street,

CARRIAGES

BAILEY

mon on

A

Belfast, Maine>

Top Buggies,
Concord Wagons,
fresh

Rev. G. G. Winslow preached at the Methodist church last Sunday on his new appointment, and Rev. S. L. Hanscom preached to
his new parishioners in Tliomaston. Mr.
Winslow was at Camden last year, but the
five years previous he tvas at Bar Harbor.
Several years ago Mr. Hanscom was pastor of
the church in Tliomaston and this year he
received a unanimous call to return there.
Rev. Wm. Wilson attended and took part
in the services here on Sunday, besides

BAILEY

CAH-LOAO OF

Grocery Wagons,
Double Seaters,

from
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Every job fully warranted

A M E S B U R Y. ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

for

one year and will guarantee the warrant.
a,ld pay a big profit on it when you can
get a warranted job full as cheap.
I stand behind my warrant.
Call and examine. It costs
to do this,
f will sell vou cheap
nothing
and
will give *
you1
1
a job to please
you.

heap.ly madJ J?b

geo.
•

a.

RETAILER

•

Hardware

bailey,

AND

JOBBER

and

OP

•

•

Carriages,

MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

_52

j

music will be

as

TO THE FROMT,

**

f ree.

j
j

follows:
MORNING.

products, whether.

Hymn Anthem, “0 Day of Rest,”
arr by I. Emerson.
Selection, “Large are the Mansions,”

Typewriters

Guns,

Solo ami Quartette.

!

EVENING.

Selection, “Watchman, Tell

us of the Night,”
Stearns.
Chorus.
Trio of female voices, “Thou art, O God,”
Brown,
Misses Millikenand Dolloff and Mrs.Pitcher

Sold

CO., Props., Toledo,
by druggists, price 75c.

O.

Compare the REMINGTON with other wheels in stvle
workmanship and improvements.
They will cost you a little more than most wheels, but
arc

Geo. R. Poor,

well worth the difference.

Jeweler,

Belfast.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L

A

KNOWLFON,

President.

FRANK R, WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL

Kcb. 2SISIH.

deposits:

May 4, I HU.
311.1u1t.s4
May 7. IMIS.
SI Ifl.323.3D

sit:,:i5:i.mi
5, ls!*5.
3s3.D7s.53

March

July 24, KIM.
S5ii.iso.2!i
July II, ivr,.
SU3.fls5.ru

On. 2, I Mil
374,3:12.52
scpr. 2s. 1 vr.i.
8Ufl.ll7.ls

Dec

nr

i.on

i»».h

I 3" 1SHS
3l'liO,s:u.I7

Dec

These/iffares are taken from our sworn statements to the Comptroller
Wednesday evening. May li, at 7.30, the C. E. of the Currencn, IVashinrjton, on the ahore dates.
DEPOSITS in tin- INTEREST DEPARTMENT paya.
I Society will hold an Advertisement social j
demand ,i,",w ,.
,l
*’*
'fannary 1st ami July Isr. 1 >.*;• »sits <lurimr tin; lir-t rhrci- iUv- ,,|
I"«
in tin; vestry.
Each member is expected to j of that month. This department. oilers meet, ,r-„t-r
the^rrt
; V™"

4\vl<S

eome

humor, whether itching,
INVERT
bleeding, scaly, crusted, pimply,

burning,
blotchy,
simple, scrofulous,
hereditary, from
infancy to age, are now speedily cured by
or

or

(uticura
Resolvent

SKIN and blood purifier of incomparable
purity and curative power. Purely vegetable, safe, innocent, and palatable. It appeals to
and
all,
especially mothers, nurses, and children.

A

Bicycles.

or

1

F. J. CHFNEY A*

i

**

A good reputation costs something, but it is
worth all
it costs*
a
wheel
that
has
a
l»uy
good reputation.
Buy a REMINGTON, built by a > unpany that for 80
years have had the highest reputation for all its

1

Sold throughout the world. Price. Ccticitra, 50c.j
Soap, 2.5c.; Resolvent. 5i»c. and fl. Potter Data
ANi> Chkm. Cokp.. So'e Props., Boston.
How to Cure Blood and Skin Rumors,” free.

that teaches that the Renal

kidneys

t0"“9

served.

!

WORD ON PHYSIOLOGY.^*
for

were

Following are the services at the North
church the coming week: Prayer meeting
this,Thursday, evening at7.15. Topic: “Real
Catarrh (annul be Cured
Christian Unity” John 17: 20-23; Eph. 4: 1(5.
with I (X’AL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
In what does it consist? How can we unite
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure
it with those who differ from us? What is esyou must take internal remedies. Hall’s Catarrh
sential? How promote and how recognize
Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the
unity ? Next Sunday at 10 45 a. m. Sermon
blood and mucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
by the pastor. Rev. Geo. S. Mills. The sacis not a quack medicine. It was prescribed
by i rament of the Lord’s
Supper will be observ- j
one of the best, physicians in this
country for
! ed after ’lie sermon. Session of t.lie Sunday I
years, and is a regular prescription. It is comj
posed of the best tonics known, combined with | school at 12 ui. The Bi-monthly business J
the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
meeting of the Y. I*. S. C. E. at, i> o’clock. I
mucous surfaces.
The perfect combination of the
The committees will give their reports.
At
i
two ingredients is what produces such wonderful
7 p. in. Mr. Mills will give the third lecture
results in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials,
in the series on “The Conduct «i Life.”
On

City Physician; or Fred H. Smalley, at Cates’ Clothing Factory, etc., etc.,
etc., etc. “See if they don’t think the work performed by the NUTRIOLA COMPANY’S PREPARATIONS sort of marvelous. The doctors have failed, the sarsaparillas proved worthless, the compounds couldn’t even benefit them, but NUTRIOLA
performed the great work required.

the

She would

^

and

mons, the

to

Refreshments

5.800

by one
conveyed to another; but in the | Evening, “Absalom and Adonijali. Uuabsence of any allegations of fraud or of
Sons of
an
Indulgent Father,”
facts which would constitute au equitable I worthy
estoppel, such evidence cannot be received | (young men of the Bible series No. IV.) The
for

what many consider miracles. Perhaps next we’ll tell you about a few of them
in detail.
Meanwhile, ask Mr. Albert K. Lewis, at the lunch car; or Hon. Wm, P.
Thompson; or Mr. Jones S. Davis, the well-known blacksmith; or Dr. L. W. Ham-

Physiology

RANGE,

Sale^ffNewEngieand,d

j

usual course of events, is to some one a miracle. Sarsaparillas never performs anything out of the usual course; therefore the makers have no right to claim miracles.
We can show scores of cases in Belfast and vicinity, where NUTRIOLA has
performed

The

FOf

the case of Harriet Wentworth in
equity vs. Oscar Sliibles et al.
It is provided by statute that “there can
be no trust concerning lauds, except trusts
arising by implication of law, unless created
or declared
by some writing signed by the
party or his attorney7.”
The deed of warrauty from the plaintiff to
her daughter was absolute on its face, containing no allusion to any trust or defeasance.
It is not alleged or suggested that
any
trust was
subsequently created or declared preaching in Nortliport.
by any writing signed by the party. Jr is
ii'-t claimed that any trust resulted from the |
At the Baptist church the usual services
transaction by implication of law.
But will be held next Sunday, the pastor preachthe testimony reported tends to prove
ing morning and evening. The morning
an
oral
to
the
agreement
reeonvey
property if the, grantor recovered. Oral service will he followed by the ordinance of
evidence is
The subjects for the
undoubtedly admissible to the Lord’s supper.
establish a fact from
which a trust
day will be as follows: Morning, “Silver
may arise by' implication of law, such
Wings and Golden Feathers.” Ps. (18: 13.
as the payment of the consideration

As looked upon from the physician’s and patent medicine venders’ standpoint.
Whatever event is beyond a person’s comprehension is to that person a miracle ; but
when the power and law by which the work is performed is understood it ceases to
be a miracle to the person who understands it.
Everything, therefore, out of the

large—carry the blood

GLENWOOD

Churches.

the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship, with sermon, 10.45; subject, “Learning
by Heart.” Sunday school at 12. Young

re-

..NUTRIOLA..
PERFORHS MIRACLES,

^A

A

Services at

re-

■

■

made with

to which all members of the church and society are cordially invited. There will be a
musical program by members of the chorus,
and refreshments.

ceived in

whether

in town the first of this
buying horses-Ansel F. Stevens
went to Castine Monday for Mr. J. N. Stewart to raise a house and L for Ernest Gray.
-Chamberlain appeared on the street yesterday with bis 10 cent carriage overhauled
and put in first class condition_Deputy
Sheriff Hiram McAlister of Burnham has a
hen which lays a double yelked egg every
second day. A sample of her product was
were

week

following

Humors

house at the corner of Market and

Washington streets-Highway Surveyor
Shuman started the road machine Monday,
and intends to put on the sprinkler in a few
days-J. C. Howe and Abner Littlefield
of

The

Blood

the receipt from its Prospect village correspondent of some ra ay dowers picked in the
vicinity of Plymouth Rock_Eugene L.
Cook is making some additions to his tenement

Law Court Decision.

time,

and how easy cooking is

There will be a reception to the chorus and
general sociable in the vestry of the Bap-

tist church next

year

script by Judge Whiteliouse has been

>

j

a

bank book lost.

1

I

ance.

Small, Ophthalmic Optician of Rockland,
who has opened an office in Johnson’s
Block,
High street, and will be ready for business
May ••tli. Consultation and examination
free-Capt. J. W. Burgess publishes a
j caution notice-See advt. Belfast
Savings

■

....

a

H.

j

much

trouble and labor is saved

farewell reception was given to Rev.
and Mrs. S. L. Hanscom last evening at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Haney, No.
25 Cedar street. There was a large attend-

and offer at special low prices until
May 10th.... Howes & Co. have just received from China 75 chests of that 30 cent tea.
They have the largest stock and best variety
in town of garden anu grass seeds.
All
kinds of wooden ware selling low....The
Committee on Teachers, P. O. box 773, Belfast, will receive applications for the position
of superintendent of schools for next
year.
Attention is called to the card of Mr. R.

one

how

A

New Advertisements. Dress trimmings
Mansfield’s, Masonic Temple, this
week. This is one of Mansfield’s
specialties,
and goods and prices tell the
story_J. H.
& J. VV. Jones, hardware, 60 Main
street,
have ladies’ bicycles which they warrant for

pupils

Darby, the

to

know

Rev. G. G. Winslow will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday at 2.30, standard,

were

at A. P.

Belfast Schools. The regular meeting of the school committee w'as held Monday evening with a full board present, except
Messrs. Putnam and Rackliff. The offer of
the town of Waldo of .$65 tuition for the

this
game
played
between teams headed by

and

large audience-Mrs. Marion
Newell and daughter Gertrude returned
home last week from Boston, where they
have been since last October.

The

in

was

war

day

and which ran between Rockland and Bangor last year has been taken to Boston_
Purser Hanscom and Freight Clerk
Bridges
of the City of Bangor, who have been off
the
boat on account of illness, have returned to

was

The

buried under the auspices
of the G. A. R.. It is reported that Mrs.
Abby
Philbrick has sold her farm.
It is hoped
that Mrs. Philbrick will continue her residence with us-Rev. M. A. Farren of Bangor Seminary preached at the church Sun-

Steamer Notes.

|

Saturday

Mrs.

The last tramp of the season was
dischaged
from Belfast jail Monday, April 27th.

stitches in the
A construction train The surgeon took seven
wound-Elmer Knowlton fell irom a stage
g and ballasting portions of the
at McDonald & Brown's shipyard
!.
ii.
A large quantity of broken
Monday
and received a bad cut on the head and an
been placed on the sea side of
to
the
injury
tween the depot and the lower
hips.
■cong, and the road-bed improved
Miss Southworth’s Opening. Miss SouthI
’■erssary... .Conductor Tucker of worth’s
opening last Thursday and Friday
train was off duty last week and
was one of the most stylish and
pleasing
wis taken
j
Owen
Clements
of
by
seen for many seasons.
The window was
George Patterson has been j
very prettily trimmed in yellow and white,
i:
in the car-shops in Waterville
with an immense yellow bow
extending
;i
-n the freight train of the Beldiagonally across the base with a lovely
paiin at the left. The bonnets were verv
if the masts of the Josephine
dainty and the hats met the approval of the
tive last week and Mr. Me Don- most critical.
Sparks.

Boston

name

North Belfast. A very unusual event
occurred in our village last week. Two of

housewife

every

was

The following changes in the postal service are announced from Washington:
Route 1338. Bangor to Stockton Springs.
Leave Bangor daily except Sunday, on arrival of Western train, but not later than
t».80 a. m. Arrive at Winterport in three
hours. Leave Winterport daily except Sunday, seven minutes after arrival. Arrive at
Stockton Springs daily except Sunday, on
arrival of mail from Belfast, but not later
than 12.10 p. m.
Arrive at Bangor in five
ho .rs.

rants, for lack of evidence.

quite badly bruised, but
improving.William H.
duty....Beginning Monday, May 4th, the
Wight cut the thumb of his left hand quite Boston &
Baugor steamers will make five
badly last Thursday while cutting kindlings.
trips per week. See the new schedule.

Hancock, essays.

■

Send

booklet,

Merrell-Soule Co.,

Could

Chase,

young business man of Fairfield,
drowned. The body was recovered.

a

The liquor cases against Bicknell and Cottrell, continued in the Police Court from
April 11th, were called up Tuesday. The
defendants were discharged on all the war-

a

but within (
the means off
all. Accept no f
substitutes.
I

Accidents. Capt. O. A. Wade of Poor’s
Mills is suffering from the effects of a fall
on board his barge at
Hartford, Ct-, a short

>•*

and
of

J
luxury, f

occasion.

A boat containing eleven persona
capsized
last Monday night while
crossing from the
Benton shore to Fairfield and Wilbur

The licensing board of the city will be in
session at the Aldermen’s room next Monday evening for the purpose of licensing
victualers and inn holders.

is

H. O. Miller and l)r. Albert Lethieeq have
gone down to Isle an Haut for a few days
buck shooting. They have employed Skip*
per John Simpson and bis yacht for the trip
and expect to come back loaded with game.
[Bangor Commercial.
The party no doubt went duck, not
buck,
shooting and Capt. Simpson will give them
plenty of sport if there are birds in the bay.

.i

which

enjoyable

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Increase, Samuel J. Harding, Camden.

.---

arteries—which, by the way, are quite
purification and elimination of urine, etc.,

is correct.

THE KIDNEYS ARE THE ONLY" HLOOI) PURIFIERS IN THE
WORLD.
NO SARSAPARILLA OR MEDICAL COMPOUND ON EARTH CAN
PURIFY’ BLOOD.
That statement is absolutely true.

Wolcott of Massachusetts, April 27th, sent
to the legislature a veto of the so-called
“short lobster” bill which permits the taking of lobsters less than 10 inches in length,
the size required by the present law. .Capt.
Is restoring people to perfect health wlio have tried the whole line of medical nosJ. L. Smith has taken his schooner Fairy
trums without avail.
It’s Nature’s Natural Nutrition. It makes you new all over,”
Forest from winter quarters and is fitting
by assisting Nature to put every organ into healthy action. For the past two weeks
for
her
a floating fish market.
Her station Belfast has bought more NUTRIOLA than of all the
sarsaparillas and compounds
will be at the Lewis dock.
He will buy ! combined. Sales increase every day. Words of praise come from all.
It is the itl
from the smacks and fishing boats and sell vincible conqueror of disease.
at wholesale and retail... John Sanborn
...Nutriola Makes You New All Over...
caught a big land-locked salmon at Swan
Sold by our agents in every town, and by R. h. Moody, Belfast.
Lake a few days ago.

NUTRIOLA

dressed to represent

incut in the papers

or

some

much

as every deposit is a toes
anmunt of our Capital Stock.

advertise-

magazines.

The Morrill Y. P. S. C. E. have adopted

following resolutions
Charles E. Wing.
the

on

the

death

of

j

Whereas Death, the invader of all our
homes, has removed from our midst our
beloved brother Charles E. Wing Therefore be it
Resolved, That we the members of the
Y. P. S. C. E. do extend our heartfelt Christian sympathy to the beloved wife and
daughter, to the sorrow stricken parents,
brothers and sisters, in this their sudden and
terrible bereavement. Believing in the precious promises contained in the word of
God, wre would direct them all to its pages
for consolation, “That they sorrow not even
as others who have no hope.”
Resolved, That we emulate that which
was good and noble in our brother that we
may he prepared to meet in the glad reunion
where “God shall wipe away all tears from
the eyes of the redeemed,” when “there
shall he no more death neither sorrow' nor
crying.” Be it further
Resolved, That a page of our record’s he
inscribed to his memory, a copy seut to
his lonely wife and sorrowing parents; also
to The Republican Journal for publication.
H A. White,
) Committee

to rlu: loink. uid all

deposits in

This Rank heime the latest, established li ink in '-V i! I. >
merits in Eire and Huritkir-Proof work, therein- ollVrinhank in this comity.

r
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TUBS.

BROOMS,
AND A 1.1. KINDS

F

WOODEN
WARS
Selling

low

by

*

.*

by twice tha

..,

lm

...
dep.-sitm-s than anyother-

box.
v

^

t;

"

ith

rx.ra

Spring and Summer
Millinery.
^:
>•

"

jnst returned f rom Boston with a largo
and varied stock of Millinery in all the

e

*

HOWES &

...

"to

We still have a few 35.00 SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES.
til
e/rs, so they may be taken to and from the Rank if desired.

PAILS,

n ,..r
",lnK
•"*

"

n

CO.

LATEST
and will have

a

good

NOVELTIES,

assortment

of

Trimmed and Untrimmed
>-:£*

Grace Simmons,
on
Joseph W. Turner, ) Resolutions.

on

[■

Hats and Bonnets

hand all

through the reason, whi< h
pleased to show at any rime.

we

win

Please call and examine before

Belmont. Miss Ida Smalley is in Morrill
at work f r Mrs. Oscar Meader-Miss Prudence Greer is in Belfast at work for Mrs.
Samuel V. Pkilbriek-Nathan VV. Wellman has gone to Boston to work....Mrs.
Sadie Knight of Lincolnville was in town
Monday visiting relatives.... Edward Greer
is
building a blacksmith shop_Simon
Jackson is building an addition to his house.

making your selection.

MRS. 3. F. WI LLS.
Belfast.

[

My Mamma gives me
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs. Colds, Colic, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Throat, Diphtheria, etc.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE,

F. Marriner is

ed his house.. .Robie F. Alexander lost a
very valuable cx last week by breaking Ins
leg—Anyone in want of seed potatoes can
call on Mr. N. B. Alleuwood, who has the
following varieties: New Queens, Early
Norther and Dakota Reds-Frank Donnell and his sister Eva of East Searsmont
were in town Sunday visiting their uncle,
Herman Greer... .John Manning of Liucoinville has moved onto George Thurston’s
farm, the latter having moved to Rockland.
-The traveling has improved very much
the past week.
Don’t bolt your food, it irritates your
stomach.
Choose digestible food and chew
it.
Indigestion is a dangerous sickness.
care
Proper
prevents it. Shaker Digestive
Cordial'cures it. That is the long aud short
of indigestion. Now, the question is: Have
you got indigestion? Yes, if you have pain
or discomfort after eating, headache, dizziness, nausea, offensive breath, heartburn,

langour, weakness, fever, jaundice, flatulence, loss of appetite, irrit biiity, constipation, etc. Yes, you have indigestion. To
cure it, take Shaker Digestive Cordial.
The
medicinal herbs and plants of which Shaker
Digestive Cordial is composed, help to digest
the food in your stomach ; help to strengthen

your stomach. When your stomach is strong,
will keep it so.
Shaker Digestive Cordial is for sale by druggists, price 10 cents
to $1.00 per bottle.
care

I sin;,

mu

Tenement for Rent

doing the job-There
will be a dance at Mystic Grange Hall tomorrow, Friday, to which the dancing public are cordially invited-C. P. Morrill has
bought a horse... .Henry Morrill has paintW.

April Hi.

Tin* ground rem-nnni in
Mr
ing the hoinesf»*;ol
strict, is offered for ren:.
of
has
sta
part
city;
etc.

to
r

April Id,

W. I-'RFI)FR1< K
-p;tf

ism;.

Vttorney.

¥Tl¥urgin,m.

i’repared by NOBWAYMSDIGINE Co., Norway, Mo.

Grass Seeds

Apply

Belfast.

i-rirk h<-use adjoinFmily Bierce mi iligh
Finely located in best
nneoti
city water,

fin*

d.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases of
ihe Eye a d Ear a Specialty.

AND

Garden Seeds.

ISEARSPORT,

MAINF.
13tf
_„

The

largest stock and the best variety in

town.

House for Sale.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Searsport Savings

Bank.

The corporators of the Searsport Savings Bank
are request d to meet at their banking room on
Saturday, May 9, 1896, at 10 o'clock A. M., for
the choice of trustees for the ensuing year, and to
act on o her business that may legally come before the meeting.
( HAS. F. cordon, Trees.
Searsport, April 14, istKj.- 4wlt>

CAUTION

NOTICE.

117 HE REAS, my wife, LUCY F. IH'KUESS, has
VY left my bed and board without just cause, 1
hereby give notice that 1 shall pay'no debts of
her contracting.
J. W. BURGESS.
Belfast, April 2D, 18DG.—3wl8*

The subscriber offers for sale at a great bargain
his house on Northport avenue. The place is one
mile from the post office, with sidewalk the whole
distance; house 1 1-2 stories, new, 1-2 acre of laud,
city water. Due of the pleasantest locations in
the city, overlooking the hay.
Impure on tiltpremises, or at Mart hews Bros.'mill.
C. W. CROSS.
Belfast, April 20, ism,. :uvl7

10

TAX PAYERS !

my office in Memorial lmiUling Saturdaysfrom pi a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 c. m.,
until January 1, 1800.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of t\Vo per oenton tlieir taxes must pay by January 1. 1800.
II. K. MASON, Collector.
Belfast, Sept. 1, 1895.—29tf
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Buck and its entire
The negro
vote went almost solidly for the Citizens’
League. The votu for governor is close,
but Foster, Deni., will probably have a
thousand majority over Spharr, RepubliThe Democrats will carry the State
can.
by a good majority and control the legisNo trouble is reported from any
lature.

WEEK.

itv

over

Congressman

city and couucilmanic ticket.

In Buiff.
ent

plans

Within

are not

the

a week, if the presaltered, there will be a

bicycle

pajama suit, getting up has no terrors. If
the night has been restless, there have
been opportunities for change of position,
or for half an hour’s perusal of
some
familiar book, and fits of sleeplessness

Literary

BACKACHE.

Nearly

“Is the Power of Christianity Waning*?
\o!’’ is the title of a paper in the May
Forum by Dr. II. K. Carroll, who had
charge of the religious census.

A Very Significant Indication of Organla
Dt raugeuieut.
The back, “the mainspring of woman’s organism,"’
quickly calls attention to trouble
by aching. It tells
with other
symptoms, such as nervous-

business in this
have lost all their terrors.
It requires
all of the makers of
none of the resolution needed to take the
high giade whet Is have organized a corinto
a cold atout
of
a
warm
bed
plunge
poiation, with *IU,UHJ,U0U of paid u]»,
bona tide capital, and will dispense with
mosphere. With these arrangements,
liiicldienien and jobbeis.
It is not a point.
sleeping lias no discomforts and rising no ness, neadterrors.
“tiust," in the offensive sense of the
ache, pains in
*
Fish and Gamk.
The lish which were
But now comes the bath.
In the ordiwonl, but a legitimate coiporation, to do
loins, and
at.
Green
its
obtained
the
Lake
for
bath
has
own terhouseholds
the
with
hatchery
nary
away
supeiliuous expenses_The
in lowweight
Clycie trade shows a wonderful expan- the Sportsmen's Exposition in New York rors. The bathroom is usually uncom- er part of
sion.
Orders lor 40,0<>u tons of new ship- have been presented to the Castle Square fortable, not warmed, or ill-warmed, and
ping were placed there in April. Steel Aquarium in that city, where they are own the bath itself is a disagreeable appara- body,blues
all
The and
vessels aie especially in demand.
The on exhibition. The log cabin was bought tus, either in metal or in marble.
cold fiood is often made more uncomforgone feelgreatest of the Japanese shipping com- by a wealthy New Yorker and is at his sum
panies, the Nippon Vuseit Raiska, intends mer home in New Jersey_Uncle Sam's table by a kamptulicon or tiled covering, ing, that
to start a line of steamers to Europe.
It lish commission has just perfected ar- either of which is the height of discomfort
has ordered six vessels that are to be built rangements for distributing during the in the winter in this climate. Why should
at Belfast and on the Clyde.
The con- coming season 8J7,112,000 adult lish, fry the bathroom not be a place of luxury
tracts call for their completion by the end and eggs, for restocking the waters of the and of artistic decoration? One should be
able to step down into the bath and not
of the year.lames Biel, Steers died at different States with food and game fish.
It should have
his home in New York, April 17th. lie was This will exceed the distribution of last have to climb up into it.
flowers and pictures and palms and Shrubs,
SS years old, and had been ill but a short year by 107.000,000.D. L. Cummings,
It should be as
time,
lie was the last suivivor ot the an Aroostook game warden, reports that singing birds and books.
warm as any apartment in the house, and
iiim that built the iamous schooner yacht he l.as found uo evidences of illegal killa
divan
with
have
or
soft rugs, and
of
this
America—II. 11. Holmes, the murderer, ing
couch,
winter, although
large game
he has visited all parts of the county. a man should be able to smoke his cigarwas admitted to the Homan Catholic faith
through lie rites of baptism at the county The absence of crust has, to a large ex- ette there after taking his bath, with ease table Compound for twenty years has
prison in Philadelphia April 17th. The con- tent, greatly, aided in the protection of and comfort. I have perhaps said enough been the
one and only effective remedy
demned man went through the service large game.The ice left Green Lake to explain why, in my view, at the end of
in such cases. It speedily removes the
next few weeks there o, 000 yea is, it may be truly said that we
and
for
the
gu.
Father
states
that
Apr.
solemnly.
Dailey
Holmes was sincere in bis professions of ! will be good landlocked salmon fishing ! have neither learned how to go to bed nor cause and effectually restores the
Several lish were taken last week, | how to get up with health, grace and
organs to a healthy and normal condilcpeul.'iiee and lie is appaientiy resigned | there.
If these desiderata are importo bis execution,
which will lake place [one man from Ellsworth catching four pleasure.
tion. Mrs. Pinkham cheerfully answers
for
tant
the
and
the
Ma\ Till—11. M. Flagler paid ibis yeai Niturda\ and a number Monday.
healthy
young, they all letters from ailing women who
are
not
less
so
for
those
in
adas city taxes ii
certainly
st. Augusiine >>.'»74.75.
Thouwithout charge.
\\ asiiin'.tox \Vni>i*Ki:iN»;s.
The Sen- vanced years and of delicate health, but require advice,
The entire tax U vy is less than > id-.Odd_
how rarely they are found in the ordinary sands of cases like this are recorded.
on claims April 21st favorli is (ieiinitely stated that Hunt Dnlieiin, ate '•' 111111 i 11
“I have taken one-half dozen bottles
the British ambassador to Fran e. vn ill re- al.ly repoited on the hills appropriating household.
of Lydia L. Pinkham's Vegetable Comto the Portland Company of l’orttire lr*iin diplomatic life about the middle
Tlie Journal and 1 lie Tiilnine.
ot July.The American schooner (,eo.
laml, Me., in settlement of their claim for
pound, and it has relieved me from all
W. \\ iiitford of New Yoik. sei/.ed by the the construction of the gunboats Agawam
pain. I cannot tell you the agony I
Last year The Republican Journal PubColombian gunboat Coudava, off Man- ami Pontoosuc: appropriating S;i:K), 150 to
endured for years ; pains in my back
bad
a
six
months*
contract
lishing
Company
zanillo, April g. on the charge •! having the heirs .if John lloach in connection
(Oh, the backache was dreadful') and
v.-ith
the
of
the
New
York
Weekwith 1 iie construction of the Chicago, Bospublishers
eontiavened'tlie customs laws, was rebearing-down
pains in the abdomen
of
leased April lsth under bonds, and will ton ami Atlanta; referred to the court
ly Tribune by which the two papers were
down into my limbs; headextending
Works
of
of
tlie Atlantic
furnished to new subscribers at £2, and to
proceed to Cartiiagena.The London claims the claim
ache and nausea, and very painful
Daily News sa\s President Kruger lias Boston for balance due for the con- old subscribers paying in advance for 82.25.
menstruations, i had grown very thin,
claimed an indemnity of !.G0d,odd pounds struction of the monitors Casco, Monad- Another contract has been
made on even
a
mere
shadow of my former self.
from the British South African Company nock and
Agarncuticus; appropriating more liberal
as
set
forth
in
adour
terms,
Now' I am without a single pain and
for the recent raid of Dr. Jameson into s2J."»()0 to reimburse the owners, officers
columns.
New
and
old
subscribers
the Transvaal_The storm of April 17th am! crew of the Hawaiian whaling bark vertising
am gaining in flesh rapidly.”—Mattie
throughout Wisconsin was more severe Arctic, for losses sustained and services are now placed on an equal footing and all Glenn. 1561 Dudley St., Cincinnati,
than w as ii st supposed.
Bridges were i rendered in abandoning tlieir business and who pay for The Journal one year in adcarried away, washouts created and there rescuing 17b seamen in the Arctic ocean in vance can have The New York Weekly
was a general
destruction of property the summer of 1871.
Tribune without extra charge. In remittired by lightning. In all about GO houses
it should be stated that the Tribune is
Tories.
Alden
has
Trill
G. A.
were burned, and several persons prosship- ting
wanted, as it will not, be sent unless the retrated.Despatches from Cuba report ped three line horses from his stables in
that nothing is known of the movements Waterville to Cedar Papids, la.
They quest is made. The New York Weekly
of Gomez and Maeeo.
The troops report are Payson A, 2. lb 1-2, by Nelson, 2.0b, a Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
two or three engagements of minor imvery promising f< ur-year-old: Black Blon- rival as the leading Republican paper of the A Discovery Which Cannot Be Esti.
mated in Dollars and Cents.
portance.A combination of the shovel din, 2.27 1-J, by Indus, five years old, and day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
handle factories by the combine has been Bosphorus, a piomising stallion which all the news of the
world, while its different
formed in Boston.
The output will be was bought last fall <*1 Dr. Drake of Pittsdepartments, political news, editorial, etc.,
limited to 400,000 dozen a year.The field, and for whieli Mr. Alden has remake a most valuable paper to all. The
factory ot the Dauntless Bicycle Company fused a fancy price. The horses were Tribune is very cheap at £1.00 per year,
which is its price. The Republican Journal
at Toledo.
was gutted, by fire, earlvi shipped in care of Hiram Tozier, a well
will be maintained at its present standard,
April Huh. The loss on the building known driver, who will work them for with
on
the
special attention to local and State
in
the
West
tracks
is
estimated at about slG0,000.
Five j speed
during
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
bundled hands are thrown out of employ- coming season.
ment.
Half a dozen families in residences
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
adjoining were driven out and are homeTHE ART OF LIVING.
less.The visit of Booth-Tin ker to St.
8HIPS.
Paul lias had the effect of completely
Abner Coburn, J P Putnam, sailed from
disintegrating the Salvationists there. Rules lor Sleeping, Rising and Bathing that Will New
York Feb 12 for Yokahama.
Promote Health.
Nearly ninety per cent, of the members
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
have declared foi Baliington.
is
an
art
that
has
been
They say
practised New York March 2s for San Francisco.
Living
Booth-Tin ker's English w ays have caused
A J Fuller, T P Coleord, sailed from Jloilo
for many thousands of years, and if any,
the change in the sentiment.John
April 2 for Delaware Breakwater.
be
much
after
to
supposed
To women who are not well, and tired of
might
practice
Charles R Flint. C F Carver, sailed from
stetson, the well-known theatrical manathe
have been made perfect.
Yet there is lit- New York March 14 for Shanghai.
ageless, nauseating taking of drugs. Dr. Sanger, died at Ids home in Boston April 1st h.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at Shang- Jen of
Death was due to pneumonia.
Mr. Stet- tle presumption in
New York wishes to announce that he
saying' that neither in hae April s from New York.
son
had been busy superintending the
has just issued a neat idustrated little book
Centennial, 1» F Coleord, sailed from New
theory not in practice has it yet reached
erection ot and opening of bis new hotel
York March 17 for San Francisco.
fully explaining how they can treat and cure
ii the site
tin- Globe Theatre and hud anything like a standard of peifection, or
Daniel Barnes, (_) C Arpe, sailed from themselves at homo
by electricity. The treatoVMtaxcd his strength. He had long been even a leasonable degree of comfort and ilong Kong Feb 1.'! for New York: passed
ment is so c
that it does not ad.
Identilicd with heat rieai interests, having
Feb
2b.
Anjer
completeness. I am not. thinking of our
mit of failure, and every woman suffering feFI ( apitan, A jl Carver, sailed from New
been pmpnetoi of the ilowaid Atheiieum
York March 27 for Shanghae.
malu weakness, rheumatism, lumbago, kid,
and GJohi Theatre in Boston and Fifth defection from the higher counsels of wisdom a in i philosophy, or of imperfections
Emily F W hitliey. A S Pendleton, sailed ney or stomach complaints, etc., does hersell
Avenue Theatre in New Y ak.
At the
from ilong Kong Jan 23 for New York : passtime of his death lie was lessee ».f the induced by poverty, overcrowding, or the
an injustice by not
ed Anjer Feb 3.
investigating it. The book
complexity of modern conventions.
Pai k Thiatie in Boston.
A w illow surGov Koine, Nichols, at Hiogo March 13for holds out no false inducements, but
gives
It is piobable that opinions as to the
vive- him.
New Yolk via Ilong Kong.
sc res
f plain references in every State who
best methods of living and its highest obGreat Admiral, Kuweil, sailed from New
have been cured a'tor al! other tr<
jects wil! always differ while ethical aims \ ork Man h 1 fur Melbourne.
atments
M \
Main i.-.
About
giadnates and social
aspirations vary. 1 am not
Henry B ilyde, Phineas Pendleton, arriv- failed. It is free by mail, up m application.
of
tin
Coburn
Classical
and i>'i
pupils
ed at New York April 21 from Liverpool.
ot the overciowning of cities,
Address Dll. SASOfty. s>6 Bioadway.\«w
thinking
Institai* ai Watei villi- held a meeting Frithe brick w ihlcinesses with which man
Josephus. P R Gilkey, sailed from New York City. ESTABLISHED 30
YEA US.
day vt i.;i.j. Ajuil ITtb.at iln Thorndike, has
faced what God has creattd, nor of York Jan 27 fm- Shanghae: spoken, no date,
Fn-i <n.
J’ini. Matthews pivsiued.
Ad17 N. Ion 24 \Y.
lat
those mist res ami defects t«» which our
.1 N Pendleton, arrived at
<11 * “Sr- weie
made by FnU. J-.. Shields,
Maty Ll
and not our will consents; but Manila l'Viia.-hing.
2b from
lin go for Delaware
lint:. F. Fn\v«-i>. l;r. N .• i}:ai»■« i Duller, poverty
take the case of the wealthy, the wise, ! Breakwater.
Fii:. !■. W. .1»* 11 list >n. Dili. A. F. i.ane,
the healthy and those who are neither
May Flint, L D P Nichols, arrived at
I>i. (
J.. Mile Id on, Dev. l)i. Dulien and
cribbed nor confined for want of space or New York Apr i 21 from Armmouth.
])i. steal us.
Previous to the rt cept inn.
means.
Do any of our ordinary habits
Puritan, A N Biauehard, sailed from Philt-iiic is were elected lor tin ensuing year
and customary practices show signs of an adelphia April 2 lor Hiogo.
as toiI '\\>:
President. c. F. Sheluon;
Reaper, < ) C Young, sailed from Honolulu
of the art of
Feb 7 for New York.
vice president, Mrs. I
\Y. bakeman; intelligent understanding
It appears to me that at the end
and make money.
Exclusive rights
living*.*
R R ri honias, (
G Nichols, sailed from
seeretaiy and treasurer, Lincoln Owen: of
r>,fM)U years veiy lew persons under- Hiogo Jan 7 for New York: passed Ainer ■' il sales in your
credited to
a.
executiv•
M. S. Cetelull,
territory
•mniit.tee,
stand the elementary primiphs of com- Feb 3,.
These arc the discounts on our $100
Mrs. <
Duran, Mrs. Celia Stacey. fort and health or
H T Lancaster, arrived at Anjer
Diem out in their
Sachem,
carry
Prof. .Inlm Fullentou, ] ro lessor of ecclesMarch 23 from New York, ami was ordered
As an exiastical idstory and theology at Date* Col- ordinary everyday practice.
to Samarang.
ample, says a writer in The (.Jueen, 1 will
died
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New
14th.
He
had
been
in
Ajuil
lege,
take such very simple questions as “IIow
York April 23 tor Shanghae.
pool health for a year, but had been out to bo t<
’'11ow
to
Get
“llow
lied,"
Up."
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
of doors within a week.
Dr. Fnllenton
to Bathe,
and “How to Dress."
Francisco .Jan 5 for New York.
was born
in Daymcim. N. H., in LSI4,
Tiie management of the bedroom and
State of Maine, J U Park, sailed from
and was graduated from Dartnmuth < 1
art of going to bed would seem to be very Hiogo Feh 2-S for New York.
lege in 1*40. He received, the title of D. simple .natters, as to which some rational
Tillie L Starbmk, Kben Curtis, arrived at
A
I). from that institution m 1A12.
O, April 7 from New York.
principles and eomioitable and healthy Portland,
W m Jl
daughter survives him.The library nf customs
Amsbury, sailed from Yokamight be expected to prevail. hama FebMae}
12 tor N« w York via Kobe.
the late Dr. Thomas 'J'. Stone of Dolton,
no better wheel has ever been made.
Take the ease of the ordinary well-to-do
Win
H
C
Frank 1
and
old
onner,
sailed
valuable
Mass., including many
man.
He leaves in the winter a warm, from New \ ork Jan 22 for Peydieton,
2 to 5 wheels,
15
per cent.
Shanghae; spoken
books, which lie bequeathed to Dowdoin well
5 to 10
lighted and perhaps sumptuously Feb 14, lat 12 N, Ion 27 NY.
17%
44
44
College, has been shipped to that institu- furnished
10 to 15
20
\Y
J
and
he
ascends
Sew
ali
C
Kotch,
sailed
Lancaster,
room,
44
through
tion.
Dr. stone was known for many
15 to 20
22%
from San Francisco March 7 for Siberia.
a cold staircase to a room of which the
44
20
to
25
25
yeais as the oldest iiving graduate of t
44
25 up
27
BARKS.
emperature is not determined, and is very
.Dowdoin < >ilege.The Shoo ;irm chair
Adam AY Spies, C JN Meyers, sailed from
to be below 00 degrees.
You will furthermore receive (in cash ) the discount
apt
own' d by .Joseph Pulitzer of Now York,
"u thi.‘ entire number of wheels
Tht* clothing is then removed, and the New York April 13 for Anjer.
you take and pav for
which disappeared lrom a Maine ( entral
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from up 0. August 30th, no matter how few ordci.d it
on something which
person
unhappy
puts
the
ear
in
October
in
transit
beginning.
from Dar
Boston April 2») for Bridgewater, N S.
freight
is called a “nightgown,” a sort of linen or
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
Ilarhoi to N. \v York, has been found
Catalogues free for the asking.
cotton sack with sleeves, which leaves the
York March 22 Iron. Demerara.
In a Height house
at
North Jay.
It
Correspond with us at once or your territory :a:iy
lower limbs and feet more or less uncovbe
taken
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Balby a neighbor.
wa." shipjied
from Ml. Desert Ferry in
ered, and at once makes a man an uncom- timore April 8 for Montevideo; passed Cape
tin- way
to
Height,
STOVER BICYCLE MNFG. CO.,
Farmington. fortable and ridiculous
hi.
Lt
is
Henry
tlie
April
object.
The new steel bridge between Lewis575-577 Madison Ave., New York.
Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
clothing of the piimeval savage. If a from
ten and Auburn will
ost s4b,i»40 and will
Colombo.
ridiculous situation is needed for a farce,
be built by the Edge moor Dridge comEvie Reed, A T
sailed from
NASAL
it is commonly created by a
night alarm Buenos Ayres March Whittier,
2(1 for Rosairo.
pany of Wilmington, Del.Hon. F. (). \ at which the
in this ridicusleepers
appear
arrived
at
will
be
Molleudo
Harvard, Coleord,
Vickery
piesident of the Koine- j lous
is a
guise at the bedroom door. The bed March 18 from Newcastle, N S W.
bee Valley base Dali Association this sea- I
LOCAL DISEASE
is a ridiculous
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed and I' the result of colds
contrivance, having the
son.
This move means assurance of a
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Gnat.
worst of all coverings, linen sheets, the
and sudden climatic
elul> of first class ball players.It is inchanges.
foster mother ol rheumatism, and the
Henry A. Litchfield, cleared from New
tended to open the Day Feint hotel, DockYork
It
18
can be cured by a
for Savannah.
April
worst of all material for contact with the
pleasant
land, this summer on June loth and it is skin. To
Nt
arrived
at
remedy which
New
rwell,
Henry
Cushman,
counterbalance its defects and York
is applied directly into
March 27 from Charleston, S C,
expected that the house will remain open increase the
the nostrils.
a heavy superabundmiseries,
for four months.
N. F. Sew ail, w ho is to
lolaui, M Clure, sailed from New York
ant mass of blankets and quilts is imposed,
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
conduct the house this year, thinks the
ELYS
and to prevent any comfortable or free
A Nickels. C M Nichols, arrived at
Lucy
for
outlook favorable
a successful season.
March 23 from New York.
movement of the limbs these are “tucked
Hong
Kong
for
rooms
Alieady many applications
Mabel 1 Meyers, Win Meyers, arrived at
in” around the edges, constituting a huge
have been received_...Albert C. Cay,
(Miens and cleanses tin
Buenos Ayres March 1<> from Boston.
set of swaddling clothes as
only
savages
at
his
40.
died
home
in
Dockland
aged
Matanzas, arrived at New York April 22
now
even for children.
The lire from
April got 11 after an illness >f six months. now employ
Philadelphia.
Heals the Sores, Protects the .Membrane from
is generally allowed to become exMr. Cay was the head of t) e lime manuPenobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New ( olds, Restores the Sense*.
Taste and Smell.
if ever lighted, and those who have
York March 30 lor Adelaide.
The Balm is quickly absorbed and jrives relit ) at
facturing firm of A. A. Cay A Co., and tinct,
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at '•nee. Price bO cents at I >moists or by mail.
passed their days in warm rooms often
•vas one of the prominent lime burners of
l'LY BROTHERS, bU W arren Street. New York.
March 17 from Port au Prince via
Knox County.Work w'dl be resumed spend the night in a chamber in which the Hamburg
tempera cure is not much above freezing Falmouth, Eng.
on thi Shore Line railroad on the first of
Rose
Melvin
cleared
from
Dims,
Coleord,
point, and to mitigate which a complete New York March 21 lor Santos.
A huge number of men will be
May.
of the body is required.
Serrano, li G \\ aterhouse, sailed from
emjdoyed and the work will lie rapidly reclothiug
The reasonable practice would require,
carried on.
Contractor Mitchell says
Sourabaya Jan 20 for Gorantalo.
that
for
the present hideous and riSt Lucie, Suieed, arrived at Port Natal
that la will have the tirst train running to hi'st,
diculous nightgown pajamas of various April 2 from New York.
vo**Cherry field when fall comes and hopes to
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
of
warmth
or
I before: "AFTERV^
thinness
should be
reach Maehias... The town of Damn risen tta degrees
fiom Rosario Felt 10 lor Boston.
The
and
provided.
present bedspread
has approved the contract with the TwinWillard Mudgett, A C Coleord, cleared 12. E 0. TEST’S NEEVE AND BEAIN TBEATHENI
b. dclothcs should be altogether discarded,
is sold under positive written
village Water Company for 12 years at and two
from Portland April 18 for Buenos Ayres.
guarani.-e
l»v
eiderdowns
like
authorized agents only, t<» cure Weak Memory
the
Indian
light
*1,000 pei year. The town to have 20 resai or the
SCHOONERS.
Loss of Rraii: and N<irve l‘owe r; Lost
futon
should
be
subManhood;
Japanese
hydrants, four stands for sprinkling, two stituted.
Quickness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
Night socks should be worn of
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude:
all Drainspublic drinking fountains and watering a texture suited
Portland April 23 for Buenos Ayres.
to the season. The couch
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in
either
and
a
troughs
supply for the public should be
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, arrived at sex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
supplied w ith a convenient head- Buenos
schools and public buildings.
Excessi ve Use of Tobacco. Opium or
2 from New York.
March
Ayres
Liquor
rest, which falls forward at a touch. By
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowi, arrived whn-h leads to Misery. Consumption, Insanity
the bed should be one lever, wl ieli conand Death. Hy mail, £1 a box; six for #5; with
at Salem Dec 20 from New York.
Political Points. At the Kentucky
written guarantee to cure or refund
trols the gas, lire and temperature, and
money.
arrived
at
Clausen,
Jr,
State
Henry
convention
resolutions
Appleby,
Sample
package, containing five days’ treatment!
Republican
one which
controls the light, either a Boston April 21 from Jacksonville.
with full instructions. 25 cents.
were adopted opposing the free coinage of
One sample
bed light or an electric light, as
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at only sold to each person by mail.
Byepass
silver, declaring for a gold standard and
R. H. WOODY, BKLEAST.
may be most convenient. The room should Plymouth April 10 from Baltimore.
endorsing Governor Bradley for a presi- i be
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Surikept at a temperature which never nam
dential candidate, with McKinley as the
March
10
from
treated without tlie
Apalachicola.
falls below <10 degrees and in another part
use of knife, or desecond choice.General John VV. CorLester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at Hyof it should be placed a long “deck chair,”
tention from busiannis April 21, Hoboken for Belfast.
coran of Boston in a recent interview said
with cushions to which if the sleeper
ness, also all other
Lucia Porter, Griudle, arrived at Pascathat ex-Governor William E. Russell is a
diseases of Rectum.
he
can
easily transfer him- goula April 4 from Mobile.
candidate for the Presidential nomination, grows restless,
and
at
an
A
M
That
is
cleared
how
from
Hall,
repose
Veazie,
Mary
angle.
and that the Massachusetts Democracy self,
Harvard, 1870.]
Port Royal April 22 for Boston.
to go to bed rationally, healthily, preparwill heartily support him in the national
R F Pettigrew, Morse, Philadelphia for 115 Tremont Street. Boston. Consultation
ed for the emergencies of the night,
tree. SiM>
convention.The Democrats of the First
FOR PAMarrived
at
New
London
■ m
Allyn’s Point,
April PHLET.
whether of
or household acOffice hours, 11a. I V I I
I it
21.
Congressional District of Maine will hold cident. Thesleeplessness
4 m. to in m.
and
I# I 1 k
method
[Sundays
present
customary
a convention at City Ilall, Portland, WedR W Hopkins, Hichborn, Port Tampa for
to excepted.]
■
II
holidays
| am
is at once ridiculous, uncomfortable and
Carteret, N J, arrived at New York April 14.
■ ■ kkW
17teow43
nesday, June 17th_The Louisiana State
Sallie I’On, W H West, cleared from Wiland New Orleans city elections took place unhealthy.
And now as for getting up.
With a mington, N C, April 18 for Boston.
April 21st. The Citizens’ League elected
warmed apartment, convenTofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Darien April
its candidate for mayor by 10,000 major- comfortably
if
need
and
dressed
in a 3 from Charleston, S C.
iently lighted
be,
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, Brunswick,
a choice variety, at a very low price.
arrived at Philadel- Mixed,
Ga, for
revolution in

eountiy.

Senator Henry Cabot Lodge lias written
stirring article for the May Forum entitled “Our Duty to Cuba,” painting in
dark colors the story of Spanish tyranny
in Cuba, and advocating the recognition
of Cuban belligerency. In the same number of The Forum, Professor John Bassett Moore, professor of international law
and diplomancy, Columbia University,
New York, contends that the Cuban insurgents are not entitled to belligerent
a
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Children Cryfoi Pitcher’s Castoria*

Allyn’s Point,
phia April 16.

Seeds,

A. A. HOWES & CO.

of Castoria with the patronage
to
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of it without
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f
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I t_i^ unquestionably the best remedy for Infants and Childre.
the world has

ever

known.

gj'ves them^health._It

will

harmless.

It is

Children like it

their lives.

save

something which is absolutely

safe and

In it Mothers huv,

practically perfect

a

child's medicine.
Castoria

destroys

Worms.

Castoria allays Feverishness.
Castoria prevents vomiting Sonr Curd.
Castoria

cures

Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.

Castoria relieves Teething Troubles.
Castoria

cures

Constipation and Flatulency.

Castoria neutralizes the effects of carbonic acid gas
Castoria does not contain morphine, opium,
Castoria assimilates

poisonous

or

other narcotic prope

or

the food, regulates the stomach and bou

giving healthy and natnral sleep.
Castoria is put np in one-size bottles only.
Don t allow any
that it is

to

one

"just

good” and

as

It

will

on

answer

sold in bulk

not

is

sell you anything else

the

every

plea

or

prom

purpose.”

See that you get C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.
—*

is

on

every

wrapper

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Children

Reed Platforms.

The Iieed platform favors “that Republican policy of protection taught by Mr.
Lincoln, illustrated by the signal prosperity of the country for thirty years, and
rounded out by the reciprocity of Mr.
Blaine.”
This was the tariff plank of
the platform on which Lincoln was nominated in 1SC>0:
That while providing revenue for the support of tlm general government by duties on
imports, sound policy requires such an adjustment of these imports as to encourage
the development of the industrial interests
of the whole country; and to command that
policy of national exchanges which secures
to the workingmen liberal wages, to agriculture remunerative prices, to mechanics and
manufactures an adequate reward for their
skill, labor and enterprise, and to the nation
commercial prosperity and independence.
Lincoln stood for a moderate tariff, so
adjusted as to discriminate in the favor
and “encourage the development of the
industrial interests of the whole country*'
and not any particular class.
Extreme
protection he doubtless would have opas
unwise.
As
to
“the
posed
reciprocity
of Blaine.'* it will lie remembered that the
insertion of that into the bill of 1M»0 was
secured with considerable difficulty.
L
cost Mr. Blaine a hat. but it was woith a
good many hats. The gold standard and
a
reasonable protective tariff combined
with reciprocity
that is the platform on
which Mr. Reed stands.
[Portland Advertiser.
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Children.

and

millions of persons, permit

In The Youth’s Companion for April
-3d Andrew Carnegie tells how he served
his apprenticeship as a business man, in
an article which will prove
stimulating to
every boy and stirring to every friend of
boys. Mr. Carnegie started in life, as so
many other successful men have done,
without a penny; and has amassed a great
fortune, which has been wisely and generously draw n upon foi scores of public
purposes, designed to benelit his fellowIn this article he has told the story
men.
of his early struggles and successes in a
delightful manner, which will make his
paper an inspiration to every boy who
reads it.
The Companion for April 30th
will contain an article oil Arbor Day by
Hon. J. Sterling Morton, Secretary of
Agriculture, who tirsi conceived the idea
of setting apart one day in the spring as a
time of general tree-planting. Each issue
of The Companion contains one or more
articles of exceptional value written by
the ablest and best known men and w omen
of the age.
The Lincoln and

Infants

year»y observation

Thirty

A Lincoln paper in McClure’s Magazine
for May tells the story of Lincoln’s nomination and election to Congress, a story
very curious anti characteristic in its incidents; describes, from new material, Lincoln’s life in Washington, social and political, during his term in Congress; and
tells of an important campaigning tour
which he made through New England in
llS-k''.
A lately discovered report of a
i speech delivered in the course of this tour
is given, and there are a number of im! portant letters of Lincoln’s that have
never been published before.
The illusj trations are numerous and interesting.
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-1.
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u
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aii persons interested l-\ causing a copy <•! hi- >>r- -Air. till' wlioie ol he
Ordnrnd, That t lie -a in et it i. n.-r g n not mider !>> he published three week- smees-i\el\ in
all persons intnn--:<-d b> .imiii- a
.j>\ ot tin; the Repuhliean Journal, printed at P.ei t a.-t. t ha ? order
in.
w.-ei
to I..- pnblisih-.i
-u<
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they may appear at a Prohatt Court, to he held sir
1
lie Republican .1 m.n a
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a
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said loui
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second Tuesday of May uu m
the.
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should’
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not
why
prayer
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!
they
granted.
m
In’
why the prayer of -aid pt tenia’ -!.
GKO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest:
OLO. L. JOHNS! IN J- L.Jkre'h D. Parker, Register.
A true copy.
Attest
I dm
J i: i: 'ii 1 > l'.MtKi
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ol Waldo, on the second I'm .-.lav ol
In
1’ A 1.1)11 SS
In I
.i
o| p-.
at Id
April, A. D. 1 Six!.
1"."
fast. ..n the sc .ml I
of Ap>:
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
.i.
oi-io
KOI’.KliT S. K P.KN f d \ oii:i .i .:,
will and testament <>t
A.
HRIrtTOPHKR
I >. .e
on the estate of J AM P.S 11 1.1 J '. K ia t.KRSK1NK, late ol Palermo, m said County d niont. in said <
minty iicc.bcl. having :• i<•-. m. d
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for‘pro- liis first and final anc.ium ot a.itninist rat ion <>i
bate.
said estate for allow aim*-.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inhn-o
Ordered, That notic* th.-r.-.d l>. ^i\• ri.
terested by causing a copy o| this order t>> be
weeks suneessi", ely. in tlu- ltnpnbli. an Jou rua 1.
pnbli.-hed three weeks suceessively in the Repub- printed in Belfast, ii said county, li.it ,i:
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
interested may attend a; a Pn.oat. ( ..urt.
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel last,
! May j
held at Belfast, on tin- M-miid Tuesday
within and for said County, on the second Tuesnext, and -how cause, I
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1-d >. I. JOHNSON. Judy.
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
A true copy.
Attest
GK< i. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
P
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u k ei< Register
A true'copy. Attest:
Jere'ii 1). Parker, Register.
I Probate, held at He!
I u I ourt
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fast, on the senomi 1 m-sday ol \prn. IS'."',.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and :<>r i
FRKI) ATWOOD, Kxenic or oi tin-I'si.ilc.'l JP.RLthe Countv of Waldo, on tlie second Tuesday >i
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.., said
M
H
0OI.S! *N. late ot \\ 11
IA
April, A. i>. 18‘JC,.
ty deceased, having presented his tirst account of
A .< 1 Kl.KY. Administratrix of the estate
of
said
-;.u.- loi allowanm
administration
l Ilf EI.ZAUA U.8ARCKST. late ol M.mn.c. in :
Ordered. That notice then t be gi\di. three
said County <d Waldo, deceased. ha\ing present- I weeks
successively. ;11 the Republican Journal,
ed a petition for license to sell at public or pi ivprinted in Belfast. in sun county, t hat all piersor.i*
ate sale, so much of the real estate ol sain deinterested, may attend at a Probate! mirt.to he
ceased as will produce the sum <>t six hundred held ar Belfast, on the -"oud
Tuesday -t May
dollars.
next, and show cause.il any they have, why the
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to said account should not be allowed!
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
i, K< >. II. JOHN'S! >\. Judge.
order to be published three weeks successively in
A true copy.
Atte.-t
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
J F.Ki Ti ! >. Pauk Eli, Register.
they may appear at a Probate ( otirr, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
II7 A LIX) SS
n C"i r;
Probate, held at Bel
second Tuesday of May next, at ten of ‘the lock
>>
last, <-n the -e.-ond Tuesday id April, lS'.’C,
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not lie ROSE A. CII.l.l'.N A.liuini-t rail i\ ol••n 'In- estate
«»l ELZA ! >A
K SA R< 1.NT, la:.
Monroe, in
granted.
said Count y deceased. ha up: presented hit pri
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
vate account against said estate tor allowance.
A true copy. Attest.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
Jere'ii 1). Parker, Register.
weeks successively, in the Republican .l.-urnal,
in Belfast, in -;ii11 <•.unity that all pets,.ns
printed
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for i
attend at a Probate Court. t>> t.e
interested
the < ounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of j held at Belmay
mi Tuesday >d May
last on the
April. A. i). IrtlMS.
show
and
rmisc. i! any they have, why the
next,
I
V. MIMCI'S If. McliHAY, A< minist tutor of t he
said account should not lie allowed.
1/ estate ot KUSIIA 11. CA KTEli. late of .V.nntOEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
!
vdle, in said County <d Wald<», deceased, having j A true copy. Attest:
Jkbk’b I». I’akkkh. Register.
presented a petition for license to sell, at public I
or private sale, so much <d the real estate .1 *uid
deceased as will pioduce the sum '■( thirteen hun- rri-lK subscriber hereby gives jmblic not.iee to all
dred dollars.
on •erned.
that In has been duly appoinud
i
< >rde red. That the said petit inner give not ice to
and laken upon himself the t rust «.t Administ laall persons interested by causing a copy of tins
tor of t he estate of
order to be published thro- weeks successively in j
IN' 1 ELLA M 1). SMART, late ol Searsport,
the Republican Journal, printed .it Belfast. that
jug holld j
they may appear at a Probate t oiirt. to be held in t tie ('oiltit V I W III-.iceca sell. I V
h< ther.-loie reipiest a 11 prias ; lie law I.’i reels
at Belfast, within and lor said county, on the
second Tuesday o! May lit xt. at ten oi the clock I sons who are inn*!-led to said den a si d's .•-•ale to
before noon, and show cause, il any they ba\c, 1 make immediate payment and th-.-e who have
why the prayci of said petitioner should mu tie am demands thereon", t e Iti! i- t!,, -am. t u -<•!
\N II.Id N M I* SM NR I
tlement to him.
granted.
<;i:o. E. JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy. Attest
suhscriher here I y Lives | tlili. tintiec to all
jKHti'n D. Parker, Register.
eoneerned. that she has heeu duly appointed
and taken upon herselt the trust of Ndmiuistraof
At a Probate Court lieblat Belfast, within and for ! trix of the estate
M llddAM M. KUSK1NE. late ol Belfast,
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
A.
i>.
18SHJ.
April,
ill the County of Waldo, deeeased, hy i:
in.; 1-Uel
•as the law direct-; she th.erefore requests all per
V. LINSCOTT, widow oi NOAH I.IN
SCOTT, late of Troy, in said County of Wal- sons who are indebted to said deeea-ed's estate in
do, deceased, having presented a petition for an make immediate payment, ami those who have
allowance out of the personal estate ot said de- any demands thereon to exhibit the same lor settlement to her.
OLoROlA A. ERSK1NE.
ceased.
< n dered, That the said petitioner give not ice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this THK subscriber beret>y •_• v es pnhi ie not in* to all
order to be published three weeks successively in
1 eoneerned, that she ha- been duly appointed
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that and taken upon herself the trust of Administrathey may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at trix ol the estate of
Belfast, witlnn and for said County, on the second
RICHARD R. 1’A I I,, late ..f Wiililii,
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock before noon^and show cause, if any they have, why in tlu* County of Waldo, deceased, by giv ing bond
the prayer of said petitioner should not be grant- as the law directs; she therefore requests all per
sons who are indebted to said deceased's estate
ed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
to make immediate payment, and those who hav- j
A true copy. Attest:
Jeuk'h I). Parker, Register.
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for setPATIENCE B. PA1 E.
tlement to her.
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subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that he has been duly appoint
e«’
upon himself the trust of Executor
of the last will and testament of
CORELIA \V. AREY, late of Winterport,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore request all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, ami those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
FRED ATWOOD.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that lie has been duly appointed
and taken upon himsell the trust of Executor
of the last will and testament, of
WILLIAM HOI.T, latcof Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased; he therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same for settlement to him.
CHARLES H. BRAY.
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the prayer of the petitioner should not he grantAttest:—JERE’H 1). PARKER.
2wl 7
Register of said Court

^

l*i;i KilOUS THOUGHT.
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Eminent

sermons by
!irlou*> Denominations.

Clergymen

mildness is the fruit of
fils of the heaven in the
! icss is grounded on love,
is consistent and per
11
\\
T. Thompson. I’resby,-cm, S. C.
—

The saloon is the perseltishness, misery and
st amis only for seltishriliee of every other intercan’s great ally in crime.
>avis, rresbyterian, Nyaek,

or

self-murder,

is

me, because it takes life,
ll trust given to man- bec
y intrudes upon a right
>ol-ely to God. [Kev. S. J.
.sbyterian, Chicago, 111.

tin* State and city much
permit him to become an hamaker.
[Kev. K. A. White,
hicago. 111.
.>st

\ rioN
Ahmv.
The trouble
ovation Army is there is nothit.
Men are converted and
and then find there is nothsnhstantial for them to lay
Rev. W. Delalield, Episcoago, 111.

There

can never

be

a

aiinatiims excepting upon
iiusteney and consecration.
err- alike close to (’lirist in
i\-o;.y living, then union
!.c\. Dr. Euster. Mediae. Wash.
Wo.mkx.

than

Are not women
men:1 Kven at the

displayed
men: they

w omen

tban

more

re-

were the
the erucilix and lirst
esurreetion. 1 lies I).
I'niversalist, I’onawanda,

ve

at

lie

Nature is not one
Na'II iik.
<1 another.
\Ye do not see
see I •"(]. Nat Mi ** is not. as
bought.something which can
rhed. handled and Tested,
an ahstiae; ion.
[Rev. \Y.
'•: nan, Duxhui >. Mass.
IN'.
J he* public welfare
m**d at by the right -minded
An arrow barbed with malice
mere personal ambition
the mark of the people's
letory foi freedom and
< »e<> Batchelor. Unitarian.

lifetime

flultum in Parvo.

[Cowper.

Noble discontent is the

L lliggmson.

dermining

and overthrowing of cherished
beliefs aud institutions. Its stock in trade
is epithet and ridicule; it reveres no sanctity; it blushes at no vice; it follows virtue afar off; it engages itself
unhesitatingly to destroy what has required years for
construction.
[Kev. A. /. Conrad, Congregationalism Worcester, Mass.

(*enius is

A

slight

integrity

will never listen to

[Anon.

evidence of one’s own.

a

[Montaigne.
[Men-

ander.

lie can not be a
perfect mail, not being
tried and tutored in the world.
[$hakspeare.
No
who

will ever shine in
conversation,
thinks
of
saying fine things.

one

[Lockier.

is

nasty word,

a

applied
home, country
[Jewish Voice.
to

was

or

kroin
orders which are
springs resistance, which is

whether

religion.
improper
easily

not

[Basil.

overcome.

\\ ho stabs my name would stab
my
person, too, did not tlie hangman’s ax lie
in tlie way.
[Crown.
The art of conversation consists
much in listening
ns in

Hall’s Hair Renewer enjoys the confidence
and patronage of people ail over the civilized world, who use it to restore and keep
the hair a natural color.

politely

agreeably.

as

talking

| Atwell.

t b lue and
decency are so nearly related
tiiat ii is dilticult to
separate them from
each other.
[Cicero.

lawyer, “that

from your wife on
practice of throw-

1 he superiority of some men is
merely
local.
They are great because their associates are little.
[Johnson.

“But, great Caes tr, mister," said the man
with the haggard look and the black eye,
"nigh every time she throws at the dog she
hits me!"
[Indianapolis Journal.

Oiu doubts
lose the good

ing

One of our customers writes, “I never
risk taking a rough cure recommended
by
my friends I have always found yo ;rs an
immediate relief and after a few' doses a
positive cure. Why then should 1 take anvthiug but Adamson's Botanii Cough Balsam."

to

are
we

traitors and make us
oft might win by fear-

bShakspeare.

attempt.

The worst education that teaches selfdenial is better than the best that teaches
everything else and net that. [.Sterling.
When the savages wish to have fruit
cut down the tree and gather it.
rlhat is exactly a despotic government.

they

A little boy suffering from toothache, between the severe paroxysms of pain, exclaimed. "Oli, dear me. 1 do wish the Lord
bail made me a hen, then 1 wouldn't have
had anj teeth.
a

it will be

is conscious of
crime, however
Vf^at
hold
by nature, becomes a coward.

cause

.von l,an get a separation
account of her making a
ing things at the dog."

thy servant,
[Bacon.

see-

Confidence in another man's virtue is

came

To Offer

of

man

Infidelity

the

superior power of

a

any reason against conscience.

use.

hardly think," said

to heaven.

There is scarcely a good critic of books
born in our age.
[Bulwcr.

sick, and a friendly colored
in to see him, and asked what
of his illness. The darkey replied : “I’s feelin* poorly. My mule done
gone and got sick, and I went to de boss
doctor and lie tole me what to do. He tole
me to git er tin tube and
put de tube in de.
mule's niouf and blow de medersin down
his front.
I got everything ready to blow,
but de mule blowed fuss, and I tell yer.
brudder.dat ar mule medersin was too muon
for dis here nigger."
brother
was the

path

If money lie not

thy master.

Thousands have tested the great building-up power of Hood’s Sarsaparilla ami
have found renewed strength, vigor and viiu its

only
[Ruskin.

ing.

I’t hitamsm.
Puritanism in its logical
result, as well as historic eloquence, is
free America.
Its principles are the fountain whence flowed the Declaration of Independence. An open Ilihle, a free Church,
utterly separate from the State, social
equality, which knows no distinction but
merit, the sovereignty, not of prelates or
of princes, but of the people as expressed
in righteous laws.
[llev. P. II. Mowry,
Presbyterian, Chester, Pa.

tality

Ceremony is The invention of wise men
to keep fools at a distance: as good breeding is an expedient t>> make fools and wise
men equals.
[Steele.

Reward of 100 Dollars

case

possibly

>

[

degree

[('liesterlii

best;

heaping
Pliny.

1 don't like to talk much with people
you tell hie what 1
whipped you ford" said tin father, wishing who
agree with me. It is amusing
to impress the lesson.
“That's it," replied
to coquette with an echo for a little while,
the son, sohhingly, "you have pounded me'
but one s«»on tires of it.
unmercifully, and don't, know what, you did !
!
it. for."
A man—]* *ct.
u whatever he
“Now, my

son.

THE

[Montesquieu.

of catarrh that cannot, he cured,
creates the suspicion that the article so ad.No man can
improve in auv
vertised is
humbug. 1 ) you know of any company for which lie 1 as not respect
sueli reward being paid
Ely Bros, do not
to
he
>
under
me
of reenough
promise rewards in order to sell their well- I straint.
id,
known “Cream Balm." They off.-; the most
etfeetivo mcdie-iiits, prepared in romenient
for many dishes
•Simpic diet is
b»rni to us*-, and at the lowest, possible orice,
bring many diseases: and rich sauces are
do cents per buttle.
All honest and effecworse than even
several meats
tive remedy, winch is absolutely free from
mercurials or other harmful drugs
upon each other.
fora

The writer in Gunto pay.
ton’s thinks it is likely that the economic
principles on w hich the building associations are founded are destined to a much
wider and more varied application. They
could be, for example, just as effectively
applied to send American prospectors to
the Rand mines of South Africa, to set
up their individual members iu business
anywhere, or to expand the plan of Mayor
1‘iugree of Hetroit by establishing them
on small farms.
He points out that the vast deposits
now made in the savings banks, amonting
to 81,777,933,242 in 1894, would, if they
were all invested in mutual loan associations. enormously increase the relative
power and productive capacity of the
working classes as compared with the
capitalists and speculative classes. The
savings banks deposits are all substantially loaned to the rich, or to men who already have command of large capital.
Rut if the same vast sum were invested
in mutual loan associations it would be
converted into a potential or hypothetical,
but not actual, lending power of $4,500,000,000 in favor of their members,
each of whom would have a borrowing
power two and one-half times greater
that the par of the shares he held.
The knowledge that one can obtain a
loan on practicable conditions is often
worth more than the loan itself, and this
knowledge belongs to the non-borrowing
Such
as well as the borrowing member.
a chance,
therefore, would vest in the
working classes a borrowing power greater than is
now possesses by all the depositors in national, State and private
banks combined, and would virtually
relegate the leading power of those institutions to a secondary relative position.
Such a movement would accomplish a social transfer of financial power not unlike
that which manhood suffrage effected in
the cognate realm of political power.
It is worth noting that these co-operative savings and loan banks have gained
most popularity in the large manufacturThere
ing States of the north and west.
are 1,070 of them in Pennsylvania, 718 in
in
429
031
in
Indiana
and
Ohio,
Illinois,
In the distinctively
390 in New York.
fanning States they are not yet numerous. but they are multiplying rapidly,and
are evidently destined to play a large part
in the social progress of the country.
[New York Recorder.

large rentals

1 he lie that flatters I abhor
the most.

Infidelity. Infidelity is not distinguished for its modesty. Stone throwing
is its pastime.
Its occupation is the un-

“I
r v.

a

hardly rebuild. [Kev. A. Gunnison,
Universalist, Worcester, Mass.

A negro

something to propa criminal,

may cost
\ tiom becoming

\

character which

a

will

rite responsibility of man
;ing. but tlie responsibility
i.iUlren is a thousand times
Kev. Monsiguor Thorpe,
.■•laud, O.

neitle,

shatter

can

can

always

\
j
!

j
!
I

j
j

Carlyle.

The Baptists are a
■■ ,- iant
Tlie
religious body.
longs to them. They are
gots of bigots, but. on the
> are the Protestants of Prodissenters of the dissenters,
'is of the separatists.
[Rev.
ling. Baptist. Boston. Mass.
«

IIki.k.
There are just
iy hells and heavens as there
beings, and cf just about as
We shape ourselves the joy
hicli the coming life is made—
ids, each man makes his own
s life and the
next.* [Rev. L.
and

■>

Universalist,

Rochester,

Prayer is not of the lips, nor
<■< t.
If there is any reality in
asps the w hole being in its apPrayer takes hold on life,
hat can not be prayed is de
the prayer that can not be
uctivc.
Rev. Robert Meregatloualist, Brooklyn, N. Y
In

'I

"f

every

tlie consideration

question pertain-

dare «■[ this nation there
N *rtli, no Fast, no South,
aim should always he t<>
'eifare of the nation as a
iciion oi t ongress lias not
ahuiu this line, as may he
•'! hy looking into its tieat.uestions as the silver quesariiT question,
j Rev. R. A.
•nationalist, Nashua, \. II.
Rklioion.
Religion is not
hung about the shoulders
of the week, and to be
for the other six.
Men
that religion is a practical
>aat it can be taken as a I
oe

may be

lure For Headache.
As a remedy for all forms of Headache.
Electric Bitters has proved to be the very
best
It efleets a permanent cure and the
most dreaded hahitual sick licadaehi s yield

its inti lienee.
We urge all who are aillieted to procure a bottle, and give this remedy
a fair trial.
In cases of habitual constipation
Electric Bitters cures by giving the needed
tone to the l.»owi4s, and few cases long resist
the use of this medicine. Try it once. Large
bottles only Fifty cents at A. A Howes &
Co.' Drug Store.
to

Hubert: "Mamma, my stomach says it is
dinner time." Mamma: '‘You’d better go
and see what time it is.”
Robert (after an
inspection of the clock:) ‘‘Well, mamma,
my stomach's three minutes fast.”
[Life.
The Discovery Saved

His

Life.

Mr. G Caillouctte, Druggist,
Bcaversville,
I o l)r. King's New 1 )iseov ery I
III., says
owe
Was taken with La (irippe
my life.
am! tried all the physicians for miles about,
but

avail and was given up and told I
<'"iild not live.
Having Dr. King's New
Discov ery in my store I sent for a bottle and
began its use and from the first dose began
to get better, and after using three bottles
"iii up and about again.
It is worth its
"eight in gold. \Ve won't keep store or
(let a fre,- trial at A. A,
house without it."
Howes N Co.' Drug Store.
..I

no

Mrs. Strongmind. "Something .oust he
done. All over the country the men are rebelling against what they call ‘petticoat,
Mrs. Lighten.
‘‘Then we
government.’
the cause."
must
remove
Mrs. Sweetie.
‘‘But how '.’"
Mrs. Lighten.
Wear bloomers.”

Whon Bahr
When she

was

was a

sfolr,

wo

gave hor

Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria.

When she became
When she had

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
Children, she gave them Castoria

every-day lives. [Rev.
Methodist, Frankfort, Ind.

mo our
o

A

is

in the
oid nothing more.
All stand
level.
The Bible is a book
society to a common level,
is a true nobleman, if he is a
Kvery mail is a rich man, if lie
"f Jesus. [Rev. C. L. White,
Nashua, N. il,
man

man

Ini'lU'ii.
Christianity is
If the Bible lias any word
it—and it is all truth—the
Mureh is the only true Church,
k of salvation: the comforter of
d and what she was in the first
w
is now, and ever shall be.
•!

v

i-.

attci

son,Catholic,Columbus,O.

Books on comfort are very
ihtlcss one large reason is bempossible to write a book on
uiing of comfort which people
want, comfort in a hazy mysi\.
But the Biblical idea of
\<
ry plain and lull oi common
ut
means help.
[Rev. A.
(

ongregationalist, Brooklyn,

Brass is not made gold
Reform by legislation is a
i cishitive decrees can not make
in they are.
The need is to
and to make men brothers.
"M'inrss without brotherhood is
Brot herhood is not a product
It i> a product of love. [Ilev.
n. Baptist, Brooklyn, X. Y.
i.n.

There are two reasons why some people
don't mind their own business. One is that
they haven’t any mind, the other that they
haven’t any business. [Harvard Lampoon.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

Cascarets-Candy Cathartic, Guaranteed to
Constipation, sold by Kiigore& Wilson.

Cure

Invest

Money?

four tilings you wish
If so there
to know before you part with your money.
First.—Are the men who will handle
your money successful, capable, honorable business men?
oiler
the investment
Second.—Does
absolute security?
Third. Will the income be more than you
an*

are getting at present?
Fourth.— Is it probable that in addition
to the regular dividends you

original investment will appreciate in value?
Not many investments that offer all
these inducements, are there?
The stock of the Petit Hanan Land
& Industrial Company offers every one
of them.
A

SECURITY REDEMPTION

—B O N D—

guarantees every shaie of stock lore\er.
Pays Quarterly Dividends

and

The loss of character is
oddest of losses. It is lost by sudden
'd crime or
folly. A great temptation
1H'Rife is unguarded audit yields.
,(d will burn a
city which a century
“d not
build, and by a single act we

As the sword of the host tempered
metal is the most flexible, so the timely
generous are most pliant an 1 com toons in
their behavior to their inferiors. [Fuller.

Think of your own faults the first part
of thi night when you are awake, and of
the faults of others the hitter part of the
night when you are asleep. [Chinese
Proverb.
Faction

begins

when

the first iilea

oi

[C'benevix-

A certain

amount ol' distrust is wholebut not so much of others as of
ourselves.
Xeitlier vanity nor conceit
can exist in tlit* same
atmosphere with it.
me.
Xeckar.
[Hi
some,

If you suppress the exorbitant love of
pleasure ami money, idle curiosity, iniquit oils purpose and wanton mirth’ what
a stillness would there be in the
greatest
cities.
[Bruyere.
The ease, the luxury and the abundance
of the highest state of civilization are as
productive of sellisliness as tin- diflieulties, the privations and the sterilities of
the lowest.
[Colton.

Large enterprises make the few rich,
but the majority prosper only through the
carefulness and detail of thrift.
He is
already poverty-stricken whose habits are
not

thrifty.

[Mlinger.

The vain-glory of this world is a deceitful sweetness, a fruitless labor, a perpetual fear, a dangerous honor; her beginning is without Providence, and her end
not without repentance.
[Quarles.
none; adorns wit, renders humor agreeable: augments
friendship, redoubles
love, and united with justice aud generosity, becomes the secret chain of the
society of mankind. [M. de Scuderi.
No man, with a man’s heart in him,
gets far on his way without some bitter,

woven

°ver

0«m

and in all probability will increase in
value at least 50 per cent, during tin
next year.
Par value $10.00 per share. How mail}
shares do you want if every word of this
is true? A postal card costing one cent
will bring you the proof you ask for.

KK.

I!

PETIT MANAN LAND & INDUSTRIAL CO.
or

55 Church Street, Belfast, Jlaine.
Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.

together, gleam

out

so

the pattern of life that God
[Canon Farrar.

Building

brightly

Associations.

Itemarkable Urowih and the
I hey must Play In the Future Social
the Country.

Their

in

approves.

large Part
Progress of

Very remarkable is the rapid extension
in this country of building and loan associations has (1 upon the co-operative principle. According to the ninth annual report of the commissioner of labor (1895)
there were 5,858 of these associations,
with a membership of 1,218,442 persons,
who had invested their savings in them to
the aggregate amount of £450,007,594.
The total deposits in the savings hanks of
the United States are more than four
times as large, but then the savings banks
are much older institutions.
It is evident
that this new form of savings institutions,
which was only started in this country in
1850, half a century after savings banks
began to do business, is proving extremely attractive.
The competition between the building
associations and the savings banks is ably
discussed in the leading article of GunIt is pointed
ton’s Magazine for April.
out that the savings banks gather up the
small savings of poor people and lend
them in large sums on the securities of
State or city governments, or of property
owners who give ample real estate security. They pay a low rate of interest, varying from 2 to 4 per cent.
The main attraction of the building associations is that they pay their depositors a much higher rate of interest on
their mouey -from 10 to 12 per cent, on
Their deposits are loaned
an average.
out to members as fast as they are paid in;
hence the accounts are simple, the salaries small, and, as there are no large sums
of money to be locked up and guarded,
there are no iron vaults needed and no

Trade Mark
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Nature’s
Cure
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Skin is caused
ing of the

No pen can describe my sufFer-

particularly

Siduring
ngs,

the last
months of those
four weary years.
I
tried
finally

DR. J. H. WATTS,

Dr.

Miles’ New

Heart

Cure,

and was surprised at the result.
put new
1
life into and made a new man of me.
have not had a symptom of trouble since
and 1 am satisfied your medicine lias cured
me for 1 have now enjoyed, since taking it
It

Three Years of

Splendid Health.

might add that I am a druggist and have
sold and recommended your Heart Cure, for
I know what it has done for me and only
wish I could state more clearly my suffering then and the good health 1 now enjoy.
I

Your

Nervine

and

other

remedies

(thy

1',rit!l,":l

^11

MR. WILLIS,
SUCCESSOR TO

Stevens

Erskine,

&

Manufacturer and Dealer in

ARNESSES,
ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,

,

_xx
w

‘

J. C.

"4

®

of price
receipt
Elkhart, Ind.

it will be sent, prepaid, on
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co.,

Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure
Restores Health

PHEI’AliATIOXiS

‘

TRUNKS,
BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC., ETC.

first-class workman, is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and
with despatch.
a

Thompson & Son.

x'x
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1DKAL FAMILY
We furnish “The
Tribune” (!>•

t

PAPED.

Republican

Journal” and “New York

Weekly

h pap< rs).

ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY $2.00,

cash

in

\uvav 1;.

Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO,
your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of EH E NEW YORK WEFKLY

Write

TRIBUNE will be mailed to

you._

BARGAINS

TO GET

COURT OK INSOLVENCY

of .JOHN F. DYER of Rurnhaiu, in the
of Waldo, and State of Maine, Insolvent

case

County,

HIE

To THE NATION.

IF YOU WANT—WALDO 8S.

NEW

be found in the thickest of the tiuht. battling
III Si N Ess PUI.MTPI !■'.>.
i
!i will b

STATE OF MAINE.

In the

A

NATIONAL NKWsPAPKIL

\

r-.

In a plea of tin- case, for tint; -aid defendant, at
said Beltast. on the day of the purehase of this
writ, being indebted to the plaint ill’ in the sum of
twenty dolhirs and ninety one cents according to
the account annexed, then and there, in considerat ion thereof pr* mised the plantin' i« pay him
the <a;tic sum on demand.
(Account annexed amounting to ,«:2(»..* 1 J—as
appears by the writ in this action. And now it
appearing to said Court that this action was commenced by attachment of the defendant's property, and that at the time of the service of this writ.,
said William B. Rivers was not an inhabitant of
this State, and had no tenant, agent or attorney
within the State, and that no personal service has
been made on him, the said defendant.
It is ordeied that notice be given to said William B. Rivers, the said defendant, to appear at a
Police Court to he liolden at the Police Court
Room in Belfast, in said County of Waldo, on the
third Monday of May, A. I>. 18‘dB. at nine o'clock
in the forenoon, to show cause, it any he has, why
judgment should not. be rendered against him in
said action; and that said notice by given by publishing in the Republican Journal, three weeks
successively, the last publication to be seven days
at least before the day of said court, an attested
copv of this order.
REUEL W. ROGERS,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy. Attest:
3wl7
REUEL W. ROGERS, said Judge.

ELECTED, AND

I1E

THE NEW YOKE WE Eh 1A

Police Court of the Plly of Belfast,
hidden at the Police Court Boom in said Belfast,
the lliirtl Monday of April, A. D. 1S!ML
ex.

TO

Be}>ubiie!iii papei of the

or 31 nine.

WALDO NS.

r /;< 'Id

as

PDosPEDlTY

No. 59 31 a in Street, Belfast, 31 e.

<>.

NOE!.’ WAV.

I

ously tor SOI N I)

C. E. STE\ ENS,

(.'

KAI)V WELL

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

rates,

VI pr!soils having unsettled accounts wi:h the
late linn are requested i<> '-all and settle with the
14tt
undersigned at the old stand.

JState

A 1,11

President of the United States

Trimmer.

Harness repairing in all its branches and
carriage trimming done promptly to
order

AKE

*

Debtor:

is hereby given that said Insolvent
Debtor has filed in the Court of Insolvency
in said County a petition for his discharge from
all his debts provable under the Insolvent laws of
said State, and for a certificate thereof, and a
hearing upon the same is ordered to be had at the
Probate Office in Belfast, in said County, on Wednesday, the thirteenth day of May. A. D. 1896, it
two o’clock in the afternoon, when and when; you
may attend aim show cause, if any you have, why
the praver of tin* petitioner should not be granted. |
AttestJERE’H D. PARKER,
j
2wl 7
Register of said Court.

Hiving retir* I li>>m :!)•■ linn ci Ml!APS &
<1
•. n..
PITCH I; R. anil
>i.
acnmiit cl
tin- illtii's*. d niy wit**. I nilVr

m

NOTICE

FOR SAIF AT VERY LOff PRICES

IF YOU WANT——--

vi

TO RENT

Min;;:

«ii

Second-Hand Organs ami Pianos,
ALL IN (iOOl) CONDITION.

STATE OF MAINE.
COURT OF INSOLVENCY.
W ALDO NS.
In the case of 111RAM A. HCSTCSof Monroe, in
ol
Insolvent
Debtor.
the County
Waldo,
I> is to give notice that w ith the approval of
the Judge of the Court of Insolvency for
said County of Waldo the Second Meeting of the
Creditors of said Insolvent is appoint* <1 to he
held at the Probate Court Room m Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, on Wednesday, the thirteenth day'of May, A. D. 1896, at two o'clock in
the afternoon. You will govern yourself accord-

ion

Si

|

Organs from $15.00 I p.
,

Place your advertisement in the

Til

REPUBLICAN

< ALL AM) SK!

No. 60

JOURNAL,

Belfast, Me

I ll KM

High Street,

I nder VV. I.. Hall.

llOHATIO
April ", IM*tl. 14t I

\ I

Belfast.

Photographer.

MKAHS.

—

ingly.

Given under my hand and the order of said
Court this 15th (lav of April, A.I). 1896.
Attest:-JERE’H i>. PARKER,
2wl7
Register ol said Insolvent Court.

Notice of Apointment of Assipee.
Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, the 15th day of April, A. D. 1896.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment as Assignee of the estate of EDWARD J. STEVENS of Burnham, in said County
of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor, who has been declared an Insolvent upon his own petition by the Court
of Insolvency for said County of Waldo.
2wl7
JOHN McCARTY, Assignee.

Com nissioners’ Notice.

GEO.F.EAMES, M.D., D.D.S.
The Nose and Throat,

At

THE

also

give excellent satisfaction.” J. II. Watts.
Humboldt, Neb., May 9, ’94.
Dr. Miles Heart Cure is sold on a positive
guarantee that the first bottle will benefit.
All druggists sell it at 91 6 bottles for $5, or

Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than any time
Since we have been in business.

druggist this Kreatdisense-eonqueringdisprice is -f! f..r the complete treutment, one
lunt'wm. onehottieoC Puritana Pills, and on a
i,:1
:,u ,,no packageand you
Ide-s th" da\
y;hen v-di heard of Puritana. The
ri-.ua:
( mp .mol (,Concord, X. II.
vour

F. A. Robbins,

!

breath, palpitations, severe
pains unable to
sleep, especially
on the left side.

Stomach

ALSO SUCCESSOR TO

‘‘I wish to tell what your valuable medicine has done for me. For four years I had
Sevheart disea c of the very worst kind.
eral physicians I consulted, said it was

of

Extension Tables from S3 50 upwards.
Chamber Sets from St0.50 upwards.
Fancy Chairs at almost your own price.
Extra Soft Top Mattresses from $1 50 upwards.
Hair Top and Wool lower than ever before.

right.
C',rr of

buyers.

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from S3.50 upwards.

Puritana makes the
Heart Biglit,
Bungs Bight,
Blood Bight,
Kidneys Bight,
Nerves Bight,
Health Bight.
Because it makes the

JVtoving

Because it is offered at prices that tempt
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

by improper work-

Custom

I>r. J. H. Watts, druggist and physician, Humboldt, Neb., who suffered with
heart disease for four years, trying every
remedy and all treatments known to himself and fellow-practitioners; believes that
heart disease is curable. He writes:

shortness

Lungs,

neys,

Nerves, Brain, and

FINE LINE OF

YEARS OF INTENSE RAIN.

almost unwith

Our Furniture is

of all sickness and
all disorders of the
■*','00c'’ fj'ver> Kid-

Stomach

What in the world shall I do with baby,
John? She’s crying for the moon.” ‘‘That’s
nothing. Wait till she is eighteen, and then
she’ll want the earth.”

was

THESE AilE MOVING TIMES.

Puritana will positively give any
man, woman, or child Perfect Digestion;— the kind of digestion that
brings New Life.

*

your Liniment

tuck them iu bed. and the

cases.

croup disappears as
Ingalls, Dea. 2d Bapt. Ch., Bangor, Me. if by magic. Iv A.
Pekkenot, Roekport, Tex.
°"r Book •‘Treatment for Diseases and Care of Sick
Room," Mailed Free
Sold by all Druggists. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., as Custom House
Street, Boston, Mass!

O. H.

makeweight.”

It

used internal and external in all

icines;

“That will not do,” the judge would
sternly reply. “1 cannot listen to extraneous matters.
If you have no crafty
evasion of the law or ingenious subterfuge
to bring forward, you will be adjudged in
contempt for pretending to occupy the
time of this court.
[Harper’s Weekly.

endurable;

pain, every

For

LAW.

Rheumatism of the Heart.

««r

every

tV(!y

bronchitis..colds, coughs, croup, catarrh,
eoutharki ap 11
gout,
hacking, hoarseness, headache, hooping cough, inllueuza
and neuralgia.

more than forty years I ha\'e used
CROUP. My children are
Johnsubject to
son's Anodyne Liniment in
my family. I re- A" that is necessary i> to give them a croup.
dose,
gard it one of the best and safest family med- bathe the chest
and throat with

The grocers speak equally highly of the
grocery business.
They claim that selling a codfish puts them ahead of their
and
that
generation,
disposing of a crate
of mildewed raspberries after four o’clock
Saturday afternoon leaves' them without
companions in intellectual converse,
It is the pet sophistry of lawyers that
they are enabled by their special training
to look upon both sides of a question,
When lawyers fall to telling you of their
unbiased minds, you will have to ask
them to go slowly on account of the excitement.
But, in fact, lawyers see merit
on only one side, and that is
their own
That their side deserves the verdict
side.
they have an absolute belief. It is true
that in addressing judge or jury they employ such magnificent rhetoric that you
think their belief is affected and assumed,
but it is in fact real. Every lawyer thinks
he should win, if not on his case, then on
his almost sinfully ingenious way of presenting it.
It is said that the pursuit of the law
makes a fair man, but fairness law and
lawyers think little of. No little, indeed,
that if a lawyer should attempt t.> introduce evidence to show the righteousness,
and even holiness, of his cause, opposing
counsel would immediately object to it as
trilling and immaterial. The judge would
sustain them, saying, “Itis not pertinent.”
“I understand that, your Honor,” the
hopeless lawyer might say. “I wish to
throw in the righteousness of my ease
as a

,u

asthma,

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment

How difficult is the law!
One who
knows the !;i\\ must know how to choose
from its armories a spear to pierce its
own armor, or a shield proof against its
The law is long, and hath no
spears.
end: it is uncertain unto dumbness; often
silent or ambiguous for the future, yet
demanding rigorous observance of the
past, it is subtle to include the craft of
the ages; sordid, fierce, and unjust, bound
by the precedents of half-savage times,
yet holding latent within itself all the betterment of times tq come.
How difficult
is the law!
the
Strangeh enough,
practice of the 1
legal profession is often illegal. I have
known t\'o .>r three lawyers who succeed- j
ed in freeing their clients and. setting
them unbound in the primrose paths of
liberty whib* they tlumselves were detained to walk the thorny paths of bribery and subornation.
As a class lawyers are unusually vain,
being in this respect as vain as men in
other professions, and approximating to
editors and drummers.
“The law." say the lawyers, “sharpens the perceptions, cultivates the
judgment, and opens the mind to reason and

merely

wi"
to the
°r,r
.^,ch
,u‘lameness,

H

cures

Originated in 1810, by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician.

argument.”

private interest, preferred to public good,
gets footing in the heart, it is always
dangerous, yet always contemptible,

DO YOU EVER

Politics. There must
mipromise with evil. It is our
any our convictions into all the
J
life, into our business and into
“'hies. The man who doesn’t carry
^"i
into politics, in my opinion,
v"’ >
poor kind of religion and a very
"d of politics.
[Rev. II. L. Huutbaptist, Pendleton Hill, R. I.
I

[Hawthorne.

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, soul-scorching disappointment. Happy
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive- he who is brave enough to push on anly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is other stage of the journey and rest where
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
there are “living springs of water, and
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
threescore and ten palms.”
[Brown.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
Little self-denials, little honesties, little
Entering the house of one of his congregation, Rowland Hill saw a child on a rocking- passing words of sympathy, little namehorse. “Dear me!’ exclaimed the aged min- less acts of kindness, little silent victoister : “how woudrously like some Chris- ries over favorite
temptations—these are
tians! There is motion, but no progress.”
the silent threads of gold which, when

>k
I have heard
ok Books.
argue that in these times of
eking a man who keeps close to
will narrow himself.
It may be
•>thtT books, but the minister who
•se to the Bible has a wide knowlthe whole range of history.
It
ii all human experience. [Bishop
'■
Pa.
**s, Methodist, Philadelphia,
n

himself of his
worship that is voluntar-

Complaisance pleases all; prejudices

i'

1

to ail tin
tendered.

light

ily

prophet
readily persuade*

Puri tana

H. H.

No.

G41>

St.)
MAS!?,

«

“w

tf7

MAINE.

Fairfield

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hour by* app mitiu
s
Oct., 1895. —lyr45*

Licensed Auctioneer,
FREEDOM,

ok

BOSTON,

WE HAVE

LAMSON,

P. O. ADDRESS,

Newbury St.,

(Near Corner

\\
i.m•. S*i.
April 11. A. 1>. 1 >'.h».
UTI,, ilit* undersigned. having been duly appoint\\ cil h\ the Honorable Hen. K. .lohnsoii, Judge
of Probate for said County. Commissioners to receive :»nd examine the claims ot the creditors of
KI.1SHA 11. < A1JTKK, late ot Montville. in said
Count y, deceased, whose estate has been represented insolvent, herdo give public notice agreeably
to the order of the said Judge of Probate, that
six months from and after tin* second Tuesday in
April, lSS>t», have been allowed to said creditors
to present and prove their claims; and that we
will attend to the service assigned us, at the office
of Hotel Maine, m Freedom. Me., on Saturday,
f Ma \. and on Wednesday, the
the ninth lay
fourteenth day of October, lS'.MJ.at lOof the clock
in the forenoon of each of said daws.

W. B.

Pbatt, Secy

;ut

only

no agents.

but sel I

direct to the const! m-

anywhere for examination
before sale. Everyt hint: warranted. 100 styles of Car
riages, go styles <>t Har
\ ness, 41 styles RidingSadidles. Write for catalogue.
7
ELKHART
Carriage & Harness Mfg Co
Clkbart, lad.

3wi7

,-TKlt'!■•-»•-

CO.
BELFAST ILLUMINATING
notice

to all
undersigned herein gives
oki{.so ns x > k 11 r i;i> r<> said comiwsv that lie will
beat hisotlice in McClintock Work, at tin* corner
of Main and High streets, dailv, on and after
Monday, May 20th, from lo to 12 v. M.,to receive
N F. Hi >C3T« >NT, Receiver,
payment.
For itelfast Hiumiuating Co.
May 13, 1335. -23tf

The

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Some of
Williston Grinneil of Camden

Edwin Moore of Belfast
week.

in town

was

Tuesday.
John Murphy arrived home by steamer
last Thursday.

Black’s last week.

G. H. Kimball of Cleveland, Ohio,
town last week.

Daniel Robertson is
effects of a cancer.

There

in

was

Reading at the Congl. parsonage this
Thursday, evening.
Fred Gilkey and wife of Camden were in
town a few days last week.
Mrs. D. S. Reals has added to her stock
and spring beds.

wood

was a

in town

was

chopping bee

at

last

H. M.

Fred Scribner cut one of his legs last week
while splitting wood.
Black left last Saturday for Boston
search of employment.

Miss Bessie Eastman of Prospect lias been
recently visiting relatives.

a

Contribution next Sunday morning for
support of the gospel at the Cougl. church.

Our local fishermen made some good hauls
last week after the ice left the lake.

Al. Martz's variety company is billed to
appear in l nion Hall this, Thursday, even-

with

May-night ball
good music.

ing.
ton lor

a

Freda Black is teaching the spring
term of school in the Black district in Frankfort.
Asa Carter, who has been suffering with
rheumatism for the past four months, is im-

Ship May Flint, Capt. E. 1). P. Nichols,
arrived al New York, April 23d, 24 days

proving slowly.
The school committee and selectmen will
meet in District No.
May 2d to locate a
new sclioolhouse.

Avonnjouth.

Janet Sargent, manager of the W. I *.
Telegraph office in Boston, spent. Sunday
with her parents.
Miss

Stanley and Oarleton
Vickery of Augusta were at

Fish Commissioners

and Hon. P. O.
the Lake last week.

M. tolcord of Camden and P. E. Colcord ol Dixfield were called here
early this
w eek by the illness of their mother.
C.

J. Shaw and son d Hartlaud, who have
leased Sea-s Island, are meeting with very
A

is

movement

brigade,

w

of

foot to have our bicycle
assuming fair proportions,

on

hid: is

fur a parade.
Members will do well to
consult Fred Whitcomb in relation to an organization.

hands
nambuco.

were

Miss
known

Boston in
be employed in
tablishment.

uniforms consist

of

COUNTY
Palermo.

and

red

Staples; 2nd Corp., S. J>. Sargent; Privates,
A. I. Alien, E. L. Grilliu, J. \Y.
Ra-e, L. \\\
Sargent, L. M. Sargent, F. K. Sawyer, \V. F.
B.

F.

Young,

Geo.

;

pin
training, Miss Louise Leib, gave their third
aunuai exhibition at Saco
City Hail, Friday
evening, April loth, before a large and delighted audience. The B ddeford Record

|

“The other drills have attained a markhut the. one given last evening
w as far ahead of
anything of the kind that
has been given iu the Saco City Hal for !
sometime. The fact that the drill was given
for the benefit of the Athletic Association
aroused much interest, and the students have
drilled faithfully under the instruction of
their teacher, who is an enthusiast iu her

says

profession. It was most gratifying
that a generous sum was realized.

to

all

Miss
Leib received many llowers
among them
roses,crimson and y el low, from the Academy
Thornton Class colors.
At the close of the exercises the members of
j
tie- drill squad with the other students
rushed to the centre of the hall and
|
gave
three cheers, with the school yell, for Miss
Leib.
the.

Capt. Charles Baker was on hand Monday,
accompanied hy surveyor Brook, and measline of

posed
ed

elevation and distance on the pipe
of the sources of
Searsport’s pro-

one

water

the

supply. Thursday they measurfor preliminary location of

streets

hydrants.

They found the Sargent Springs
hundred and sixty-five feet above
a point on Main street
opposite the center
of Water street, near the
hotel, and the dislam e on pipe line about two miles.
When
the business, sanitary, and insurance advantages are explained, there will be no
doubt about the town voting for water
works, as all seem enthusiastic over the
question. It is to he left optional with the
town whether we own the works or
permit
a company to put them in.
From past experience in other towns the company asks
no guarantee of water takers and
only asks
the town to use it for fire
purposes, which
they can well afford as the reduction in insurance will pay
the cost.
Searsport is
most fortunate in
having two of the best
w ater
supplies in eastern Maine, both situated at an elevation that will
require check
valves to reduce the pressure.
Tnen the
water in both is of the
purest quality, and
ample for all purposes should the town double in population.
to

be two

A \\

hite

Luncheon.

paper thus reports
that city :
On

a

A

Brunswick, Ga.,

recent

social event in

Thursday

afternoon Mrs. William
1 upper gave a luncheon at her beautiful
residence, in honor of her visiting guests,
Mrs. Whittier of Boston and Mrs. Wells of
Brooklyn. A reception was held in the
white ami gold diawing room, after which
tiie charming hostess led the way to the
spacious oaken dining room, where the decorations were on a superb scale.
The affair
w'as a white
luncheon, each lady being presented with a massive bouquet of white
roses, tied with white ribbon, as a souvenir. The table was strewn w’itli roses and
maidenhair fern, which served as a background for the exquisite handworked linens.
From
the chandelier depended flowing
white satin ribbon, terminating in a loveknot at the plate of each guest. The dainty
idea of purity was further carried out
by

serving

cream

at

the

church

at

Carr's

Mr. anil Mrs. F. J. Oakes of
New York have recently been the guests of
Daniel Sullivan and wife. Mr. Sullivan lias
been seriously ill, but is now convalescent.
....There is a fine opening here now for a

j
j
j

:

physician. Dr. S. 1’. Strickland, who has
teen here nearly two years, is about to remove to the
adjoining town of Washington.
Dr. S. has built up a
good practice here; iu
fact, has had ail he could attend to. He
says he likes the people and he. and his estimable wife an very popular with the
young
people as well as the townspeople in general.
He has been very successful as a physician
and says he has been well
patronized....
The Newbert brothers, Charles and William,

shot two wild geese in Sennebec Lake last
week-Fred Davidson was at home from
Belfast Saturday, returning Monday_
Uriah N. Dyer lias gone to Concord, N.
H.,
where he will visit his mother and sister.
He
intends
to
he
one
or
two years,
I
away
and his brother, Mander will
carry on his

place (luring his absence_Mr. and Mrs. J.
T. Jenness of Cambridge, Mass., have recently been the guests of Albert Fuller and his
daughter Miss Katie Fuller... .Mrs. Nathan
Hawkes has had her barn taken down and
Tobias Wadsworth is putting
up a new one.
-U. S. Gushee has sold his stock in trade
to E. D.
ness

at

Gushee,

who

will conduct the busi-

the old stand,

Bkooks.

A. D. Horn of Waterville

was

Capt. Evander Hardand his son Lester arrived home from
Boston April 25th_Charles F. Ginn of Belfast called on his sister, Mrs. Rebecca Hardman, and his brother, Capt. A. A. Ginn, last
Sunday. .Mrs. Mary Smith arrived from Belfast April 25th and w ill stop at home during
the summer_Mrs. Jessie Harding has
a

to

Sunday.

Tuesday looking after

in the form of

roses.

In be-

tween the numerous courses of the luncheon
the hostess inaugurated the Boston idea of

holding conversational carnival and propounding rebuses. Mrs. H. H. Raymond
proved herself the quickest guesser, ami
won as a prize a real Sevres
pitcher, which
but lately came from Europe. Altogether
it was one of the most
enjoyable and unique
afternoons ever given in Brunswick. The
ladies present were Mrs. Wells of Brooklyn,
Mrs. Whittier of Boston, Mrs. Cornell of
Chicago, Mrs. Raymond, Mrs. Blain, Mrs.
Elder, Mrs. Whitefield, Mrs. Godfrey and
Mrs. Sparks.

|

|

ALL
BLOOD
TONICS

merits of Dr. Swan’s
Nerve and Blood Tonic.

fool all of the people some of the
time, aud some of the
pie all of the time, hut you eanuot fool all of the people all of the time—Abrah.im Lincoln.

I was

completely

run

years.”
James K. Bonnett,
St. Johnsburv, Vt.

have

used

A

A.

BODY

Dalton’s Instant Relief Plasters
ARE THE

THE

Popular Remedies,

ENER-

Cameron,
GIES
Harbor, Me.

Bar

Scates Hectical Co.,

Freedom.

A. B.

Westbrook,

Brown of Palermo

Thursday.Joe Bartlett recently
line yoke of oxen.... Paul Young
Thursday-A. F. Plummer
passed through this vicinity Tuesday, on

several

the farmers in this section have begun their
spring work.... Alton Morrison, who has
been ill for a long time, was moved last Sunday to the home of his grandparents.

Monroe. The remains of Mrs. Helen
Piper, whose death in Dixmout is elsewhere
reported, were interred here in the village
cemetery last Sunday. Her death was a
great shock to the people of this town, in
which she was born and
brought up and
where she had many friends. She and her

daughter-in-law were both widows and
lived together in Dixmout. Deceased was
Miss Helen Wildes aud leaves an
only sou
and three sisters, Misses Annie L. aud Sarah
Wildes and Mrs. Harriet Piper, to mourn
their loss. They have the
sympathy of the

community....Henry

R. Dawson has been
the staff of Commander Carver
of the Maine G. A. R.... Franklin Chase has
built a fine piazza ou his house_The Odd
Fellows had their anniversary ball last Mon-

appointed

on

day evening.

There was a good attendance
good time. .Miss Louise Mayo has been
sick the past week, but is now convalescent-Charles Colson is moving his family
aud goods here this week,
preparatory to
aud

a

some

ABSOLUTELY PURE

^

was

UP-TO-DATE.

a

F.

Williams is building a barn for Capt. C.
Dodge, to replace the one burned last
fall. It is 50x35 ft. with cellar under it, and
will be first class in
every respect_E. F.
Williams lost a valuable cow last week.

and

in town

bought

II.

as

Truthfully Advertised

was

drews

bright

:>

RFflAIISF1 Theyare Honestly Compounded,

He.

when a girl. It is interesting to converse with the old lady.
She has been stopping the past winter with
her daughter, Mrs. G. D. Pendleton_Geo.
as

j

^—DALTON’S
sarSapAr,lla
nerve tonic,
Dalton’s Family Pills ^

BUILDER

Dr.

IN mend it to all who artrun down in health and
TI1E need a tonic.’’

can

IT’S

down and tired out.
Now, after taking GREAT
your medicine, I feel
like a new man. I have NERVE
not
felt so well for

“I

a small
boy and speut the most of
his days on the water. He leaves a widow,
three sons and one daughter. He was a
ffuiet and much respected citizen-Capt.
Charles Rami let leaves Monday by boat to

intellect

“You

ACTS Swan's Nerve and CREATES
UPON Blood Tonic and con- HEALTH
sider it the best spring
EVERY medicine in the market. AN It REIt proved so in my dasc.
NERYE I can
heartily recom- STORES

when

take command of his vessel, sell. Henry R.
Tilton.... Your correspondent a few days
ago made a cal! on the oldest person in town,
known by everyone as Aunt Jvaty Sherman.
She will be P5 years old in July. VVe found
her enjoying remarkably good health and her

cash the check.

Dr. Swan’s Nerve
and Blood Tonic.

partial shock about about two weeks
ago and had been a great sufferer since. He
was buried
Sunday. He began going to sea

...

in
April is pretty good-Miss Annie
Twitchell will have her millinery opening
May day. She has a new and fresh stock of
goods direct from Boston and has secured
the services of a first class milliner, Miss
Blanche Fitield of Dexter. We expect soon
to see'the ladies of this town converted into
perambulating flower gardens, as is the
case already in the cities and larger towns.

OF

a

nice beginning cheese-making for the summer.
horses. We have them here. Lane & Jones -The school in this village will begin next
Prospect Village. Mary J., wife of I.
have a nice pair of high bred matched
Monday, Miss Carrie. Robertson of Detroit,
greys
H. Gould and daughter of the late Horace
teacher-Dr. Curtis of Dixmout, who has
for which they want $1500.
C. E. Lane has
and Mary Littlefield, died April 20th after a three
or four good ones that he will sell
practiced in Old Town and Kittery, is comlong and painful illness. The funeral ser- cheap, as his attention is taken
ing here-C. A. McKenny was in town
up with the
vices were held at her late residence Tuesbusiness of the Yankee Blade office, and he two days last week.... Work has begun at
day afternoon and were very largely attend-' is going out of the horse
Park, where much will be done this season.
business. M. ,J.
ed. She leaves to mourn their loss a hus- Dow
would give a man the pick of five
Sandy point. Mr. and Mrs. Elden Moran
good
band, one son, H. L. Gould, one daughter, ones at reasonable prices. C. A.
Stimpson left last week for Mount
Mrs. Maud George, an aged mother and two has a mare for which he has been offered
Desert, where they
prints, hut which he still keeps. A. will remain for the summer. They received
brothers, Charles H. and Hosea B. Little- good
W. Rich has a good business horse
the,
by
many valuable and useful presents from
rield all of Prospect: one brother, H. W. great Nelson, Hun.
Isaac G. Reynolds has
Littlefield of Washington Territory and one some high bred colts. John Gibbs would their friends-Mrs. L. K. Perkins has
a man a
good bargain in some young moved here from Massachusetts, where she
si-ter, Mrs. Joseph Philbrick of Roxbury, give
horses, one or more by Old Gideon. Wen- has been living the last two
Mass. Mrs. Gould was a devoted wife and dell S.
years_Miss
Reynolds is handling some trotting
mother and an excellent neighbor. The stock. E. C. Boody is training some good Jennie Black K'.s been visiting relatives in
colts. Harry E. Staples
always has a nice Orland.... Capt. H S. Black and his daughfamily have the sympathy of the. entire one. James
CaLes has ten or lifteen horses
ter, Mrs. O. F. Staples and children, have
community.... The S. B. I. Society met with at his stable, etc., etc. It will
pay horse
1
Mrs. M. E. C. Lihbv
April 23d and were buyers to come to Brooks... Dr. A. W. moved from Montpelier, Vt., and will live
royally entertained afternoon and evening. Rich is progressing finely with the new at Capt. Black's home here. Mr. Staples
house he is building on what was the James has
Mrs. Libby received a basket of
gone to New York, where lie has emmayflowers
W. Junes place.
It is a two storv
building
for the occasion from her
Mr. A. A. Shiite and family of
with bow windows, 1, ami
Grace
M.
daughter
stable, and will ployment.
Libby, who picked them a few days before be a neat and pretty bouse when linished. Belfast spent Sunday with relatives here, j
A. B. Hull is
the stone foundation
in the vicinity of Plymouth
.Manley Grant, who has been at work in
Rock, where our for the bouse riuisliing
be is to build
Sonic of the
fore-fathers lauded-Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Brockton, Mass., during the winter, arrived
lumber is on the spot anil the,
will
building
L. Hatch of Morrill*are
visiting their brother soon he erected. J. R. Irving, our well home Saturday.... Mr. Lucas of the Bangor
known blacksmith, 1ms the lumber
and sister, Mrs. Ella M. Littlefield and C.
ready for Seminary will preach here again this season,
his new Shop.
It is said that Blin Stantial
O. Hatch-Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hamlin of
3d. He will move his famwill
build here this
season.
Harrison beginning May
Brooks are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Roberts is sawing the frame for the house ily here as soon As a suitable rent can be
he is to build this summer.There had-Mrs.
Hawes.
Robert French, who has been
"ill he a dramatic entertainment at the
in Massachusetts during the
winter, arrived
Liberty. The services of Dr. A. J. Bil- G. A. R. hall to-morrow, Friday evenlast week and has opened her house at the I
lings of Freedom have been secured by G. ing, May 1st, when the popular farces “Boston Dip’ and “Jumbo Jim" will he
present- Point-The fisherman have about comII. Bradstreet Post, G. A. R., for Memorial
ed by local talent, after which there will he
day.... Hattie Knovvlton, the blind girl of a social dance. The entertainment is gotten pleted their weirs here, and several salmon
have been taken in them_Rice & Snow
up to heip defray the expenses of Memorial
this village, is now m Portland
undergoing Day exercises
and should he. well patronized
are repairing their wharf,
damaged by the
an operati'-u
with a view to having her
especially as much pains lias been taken to Hood-C. F. Snow
recently received one
s>ght restored. We understand that she was make it worthy of the patronage of the puhii,:.Mrs. A. E. Dow, tile milliner, has thousand bushels of grain from Boston...
net blind at birth, but that her
eyesight was returned from a week’s
visit to Lowell and
Sell. Charlotte Morgan, Capt. Turner, arrivdestroyed by the use of some kind of a wash Boston, where she obtained
the very latest
ed Saturday from Boston and left
fur sore eyes when she was hut a few
Monday
months iu that line....Hard times have struck us
old. This is the third time she has been hard in Brooks, but we must have some- for Bangor-Rain is needed in this vicinwhere to live just the same and there is not
ity to wash the ground and give the grass a
sen* to see what could he done for
her, the a decent tenement vacant in the
place at. start-House cleaning, painting and pacitizens always contributing liberally to this time. Several more
would
he
cottages
help lighten the burdens of her parents. She occupied if erected anil there will be consid- pering are in order now.
erable building dune here tills season_\Vwas sent to the
Eye & Ear Inlirmary in reeeived
Winterport.
Mrs. E. P. Curtis died
a call from
Joseph Williamson, Jr.e
Boston several years ago, hut
they said she Tuesday. We well remember “Joe” twenty, Tuesday morning at the home of P. C. Rich,
was too young to have the
live years ago as a clmbbv anil
operation perrosy-faced after a lingering illness of several months.
formed. A few years later she was sent to baby whom bis sisters Ada and Fanny de- -Mr.
Joseph Curtis died at his home
to wheel about t he streets of Belfast.
lighted
Portland, with the same result. This time ....Mrs. Delia M.
Hussey of Vassal boro is Thursday, having been an invalid for a long
the physicians concluded to make the at- visiting friends in town...
.Special religious time. His age was about 72 years. He
tempt. The report is that they have operat- services have been held here for the last left a wife, four sons and two
daughters.
three weeks by tile Misses Washburn and
ed on one eye and the
The funeral services were held at his late
prospects look very Hale, evangelists. Next
Sunday at 10 a. m.
satisfactory for happy results. She is now they will be at tile schoolhouse in South home Sunday afternoon, conducted by Rev.
about 1(» years of age, and if her sight should Brooks, and at 2 p. nt. at the Union church J. P. Simonton-The remains of Mr.
John
iu the village. Last
Sunday morning they
be restored what a new world it will be to
accompanied Rev. F. S. lioliiff to his church Cliadbourne, who died at his home in Halher. ..Dr. C. 0. Whitcomb of Monroe has loiu Jackson. These meetings have been well
lowed last week, were brought here for incated here, taking the
place of Dr. Porter. attended and have proved interesting_ terment Wednesday-Capt. E. F. LittleMiss
Grace
E.
Dow
is
He conies highly recommended and has
teaching school at held and family returned from Florida
\\ est Brooks, where she cun board with her
made a favorable impression. We are
high- grandfather, John M. Dow_Most of the Saturday.. .Rev. J. P. Simonton has returned
ly pleased to have one among us who is so town schools will begin next Monday_ as pastor of the M. E. Church for the 4th
Mrs. Hannah Hussey of Waldo visited her
Miss Grace Harlow has returned
highly respected in the place from which he friends
here last week.... It, is said that year...
came-Dr. Porter of Pittsfield spent Sun- Charles Lord of Thorndike
from
her visit to Massachusetts_Mrs.
lias bought the
day with his family in this village.... Henry Isaiah Gould stand at the village and is to B. F. Bussey and her her daughter Clara
Fosdick, our novelty man, wishes us to an- move here-Emery Whittier of Pittsfield, left for Lynn Tuesday.A very inwho bought the Isaiah Gould
stand, lias teresting lecture was given in the Methnounce that owing to age and infirmities he
moved here.
Mrs. Whittier, formerly Miss
is obliged to give up the
odist church Friday
evening by Miss
novelty business, and Haskell, at one time lived in Brooks
extends his thanks to all his friends who Mrs. T. A. Elliott has been quite ill for sev- Mabel Hartford, a returned missionary from
eral weeks-John H. Gordon and wife athave so liberally patronized him for so many tended the funeral
China-Mr. Albert Verriil was taken sudof Mrs. Gordon’s father,
years....The Georges River Trotting Park Mr. Roberts, m Belfast last .Monday_Ma- denly insane last week and was carried to
Rose is at home with her father, who the
poor farm-Miss Minnie Welder reAssociation, or West Waldo Agricultural bel
will have to submit to a
operation turned on Saturday’s boat from Boston,
Association, has been turned over to a new for the removal of cancer, surgical
it is feared.
Miss
where she has been for a few weeks_Mrs.
set of officers, who will make an earnest efRose is one of our best, known school teachfort to keep lip the high reputation this asso- ers-Frank Hubbard of Thorndike lias L. C. Atwood anil infant son is visiting her
been employed to look after the Dow homeciation gained in the past for fair
dealing and stead at West Brooks this season. Miss husband’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Atprompt payment of all demands against it. Eila Mathews of Cutler has been housemaid wood....Mrs. Annie Dean and two children
Frank Bunker is president, G. H. Cargill, for the, past year.... Nathaniel Evans and of East Boston are visiting relatives m j
family, who have lived iu Whitelield for town.Mrs. Margaret Atwood is at i
secretary, and A. C. Crockett, treasurer. A several
years, will reside on their farm iu
trot will he held in June, of which due noBrooks this summer.... Mrs. W. A. Fen la- home from Boston for a short visit....
A special town meeting was held April 22nd
son has been quite ill for some months
tice will he given in The Journal from time
past.
....Mrs. J. C. Lane has returned from Oroto consider the question of the water works,
to time-Mrs. Susan Knovvlton has bought
no, where she visited tier parents_Mrs.
the Dr. Brown house-It is understood
resulting in a vote of 208 for to 185 against it.
Susan Holbrook lias spent the winter here
that the Adventists will hold a quarterly with her son, E. C. Holbrook. Her farm in Quite a large number who were present did
Knox is rented to Edward Leonard_We not vote either way. The
young men and
meeting in this village some time in May.
recently called upon William L. Leonard of boys turned out in the
evening and cele-Mrs. Abbie Daniels, having bought the
Knox, now 84 years old, and found both
him-and his worthy wife, in good health and brated the event in great style, with a band
stock of millinery of J. W. Knowlton, has
active for people of their age. Mrs. Leon- of music, procession with shovels and picks,
rented the dining room of St. Georges Hall
ard does the housework for the family.
We
bonfires and fire works. The baud sereon the second floor of the Lowell building
also called upon our old friend George etc.,
Leonard and found him busy at his cobbler's naded Hon. Fred Atwood and Mr. Hayden,
and will open a millinery store-Walter
bench, where lie has worked so long.
the contractor, who responded with speeches.
N. Cargill closes a successful term of high
school here this week-J. It. Larnson of
West Liberty has a lamb seven weeks old
Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
that weighs 00 pounds, and Anson Moody
has three about the same age that weighs
We think a 50-pound lamb
over 50 pounds.
in town

BEST

Islesboro.
Capt. Charles Hatch died
April 24th, aged 74 years and 2 months. He
had

cure you,

It gives me great
pleasure to testify to the

sea

interesting sermon at the school house in
this place last Sunday. Services will be
held each Sunday and all are cordially invited-Miss Fernald of Bucksport visited
Miss Martha Harriman last Saturday and

^

r

If it don't

with her husband, Capt.
trip
F. E. Harding_The Misses Emily and
Ruby Wilson visited their aunt, Mrs. Mabel
Shute of Stockton, last week-Rev. J. T.
Richardson of Bucksport preached a very
gone

...

ed success,

ured the

A.

lower school.

Prospect Ferry.

man

...

The students of Thornton
Academy, under !
the direction of their instructor in
s:eai

hoys representing

L.

Corner at
2.30 p. m-Mrs. Ruth Young, who has been
sick four weeks, is still confined to her room.

preparatory to an appearance Memorial
Day. Some of the movements in the late
l 11 ited States tactics astonished the old soldiers. The precision of
every movement
showed the marks from West Point, in the
orill. The drill squad consisted of the following members: Capt. Fred F. Black; 1st
Sergt., W. B. Trundy; 1st Corp., W. K

Whitcomb,

CORRESPONDENCE.

..

The old veterans were pleased and surprised by the exhibition drill given last
Thursday evening by the Light Guard Cadets, who have been drilling a short time

Smart. F. L.

few weeks where she will
first-class dressmaking es-

Bowler is having his
buildings painted by Ruel Baleolm «*f Palermo and Samuel Lunt of Montville_John
Blaek’s family were sick last week. Dr.
Delaney attended them and they are all better.
Rev. C. E. Harden will preach at the
South church next Sunday at 10 30 A. m.

blouse, blue trousers with a narrow red
stripe, and the regulation cap with the insignia of the Prince of Wales.

Porter, Fred Park.

a
a

Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Smart, who have been
Connecticut and Massachusetts for the
past winter, with their daughters, Mrs.
Clara Holmes and Mrs. Lizzie Rich, returned home last week.

John Murphy, who recently returned
from New York, whose vessel put into Bermuda in distress, lias
quite a curiosity in
two English infantry uniforms,
given him
b> two deserters from a regiment of English
regulars stationed there, who stowed away
The

salesman.

in

A telegram received here
Tuesday announced the death of James Davis at Dix.tield. Mr. Davis was in trade here for several
years, and left at the time the spool mill was
moved to Dixtield.
He lias s’sce made his
home with his son, James B., there.

hoard.

is their

May Kingsbury of Frankfort, wellhere as a popular dressmaker, will

go to

saved and landed at Per-

John Kane, who has been clerk of the
Millard Avenue. Hotel, Chicago, for several
years, writes that C. C. Roberts has sold his
inteiest in the hotel and will devote all his
t’uie to his newspapers, which have a
large
circulation.

on

e

We have ten old ladies whose united ages
hundred years. Who can
beat this? In the near future we shall give
a sketch of some.

Tuesday that ship
Charles K. Flint, Capt. C. F. Carver, which
!t-lt New \ ork March 14th, loaded with oil
for Shanghai, was burned at sea
Apr. 21st.
Al!

Lov\

amount to nine

received

was

Clias.

the

Appleton.

yard.

out

Ni-w\s

goods.

At the annual meeting of the directors of
North Searsport Cemetery Association it
was voted to put an iron fence around the

the early catch of salmon.

in

Kelley

White & Co. of West Winterport have
quite a trade in this vicinity by the delivery
A.

<L

success

the new grange hall,
Come and see us.

at

Miss

Ship Henry B. Hyde, Capt. P. Pendleton,
arri*'t-d at New York April 21st—32 days
from Liverpool.

good

Unity. The Ladies Sewing Circle w’ill
meet with Mrs. R. B, Cookson at music hall
Thursday, April 30th_Rev. E. C. Burrill
preached his first sermon, and a very able
one, last Sunday. We think he will be liked
very much-Mrs. Albert McMannus is
slowly recovering-Mrs. Gerrish is on the
sick list-There seems to be quite an epidemic prevailing among horses. Mr. A. R.
Myrick has a nice one very sick-James
Pillsbury is ou the sick list_Mrs. L. W.
Moulton, who lias been in Waterville visiting
friends, returned home April 27th....Mrs.
Edgar Harding is quite sick....Dr. Blanchard has gone to Richmond to practice dentistry. We are sorry to lose him, as he is a
tine dentist-Mrs. Laforest Webb has gone
to Belfast to visit friends.... The
village
schools will begin May 4th.
Miss Lucy
Hunt has the upper school and Miss May

Geo. Partridge is very ill and at this writing there is not much hope of his recovery.

B. Nichols, who has been in Bosfew weeks, returned home Thurs-

day.

from

with a full line of millinery goods-Leland
Sherman has returned to Massachusetts
after a ten weeks’ visit at home_Mrs.
Amy Whittier of Camden is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Heal.

Irvin
in

in town

J.

...

quite low from the

tine line of mattresses

Capt.

Centre Lincolnville. Mr. Edwin Heal
is at home from South Boston, where he has
been working for the past few months_
Addison Elms left Friday for Massachusetts.
Rev. T. S. Ross, the Methodist pastor for
the ensuing year, will preach at the Free
church next Sunday at 2 30 P. M_C. J.
Ross is at home for a short vacation... .Miss
Dora Moody arrived from Boston Saturday

farmers have begun planting.

our

in

town

I HEY ACT in harmony with nature's I’ll YSIi) I ,* u; lr.\ I, I.AW
1 111-A i’l lilts THE HEOOl) and eliminate disease
by assistine’ :1
vital organs in TUKIIi LEGITIMATE FUNCTIONS. by'
toning up li
nervous system, and
by increasing the powers of digestion and assim
tiun Of food.
I0

his way home from Augusta....('. A. Anhas been confined to the house for

days

with

Swanville.

a severe

Mrs.

visiting her daughter,

cold....

Katliie

Many

Coleord

of

WE DO NOT INVENT SPURIOUS PHYSIOLOGY. CLAIM MIR \
Cl.ES or resort to any medical nonsense to sell our medicines.
IT Iwhat our remedies do that lias made them
popular. They are, plan
before the public on their SOLID, COMMON SENSE 'MERITS
THEY UUHK.

is

Mrs. .1. M.

Nickerson.
-H. M. Chase raised the frame for his
new barn last Saturday-Zenas Hartshorn
left Saturday for Boston, where he lias employment. ...Capt. Nehemiah Smart has returned from Portland... Fred P. Nickerson
has returned from Olamon_Will Brown
of Chelsea visited his old home last week.
-Albert Moody, Wallace Grant and R. R.
Mardeu left for Vinalhaven last week_
Wallace H. Grant of Castiue is visiting in

FOR SALE III

Snow, in Castine, April 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
John S Snow, a daughter.
Stinson. In Deer Isle, April 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter H. Stinson, a son.
Wallace. In Washington, April 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. Washington Wallace, a son.

MARRIED.

town.

Union. George A., aged 16 years, the
youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Alden
of this place, was drowned in Seven Tree

be

it

an

was

strength gave

out and
he went down.
Search was at once commenced and the body
was recovered about 7.15 by
Rodney Thompson.
Young Alden was much liked by all
who knew him, and was a general favorite.

SHIP
PORT OF

t>

both of Ellsworth.
Gray-Wkbhkk. In Bueksport, April 14, Harrison Gray of Bueksport and Miss Gretha Webber of Ellsworth.
K a van a<i ii-W as<! att.
In Bar Harbor. April
8, Miles T. Kavanagli ol Boston and Miss S. Elizabeth Wasgatt of Bar Harbor.
Mosher-Grav.
in Bueksport, April 14. .John
Mosher of Rome and Mrs. Betsey Gray of Bucksport
Webster-Carter. In Rockland, April lh, Alvin H. Webster and Mary E. Carter, both of Deer
Isle.
Williams-WEsr. In Castine, April 8, Herbert
M. Williams and Miss Hattie E. West, both of
Castine.
Y<>fN<;-Si*eau. Ill Rockland, April 20, Walter
C. Young and Mabel Spear, both of Rockland.
York Lewis. In Rockland. April 15, Albert H.
York and Einilic L. Lewis, both of Belfast.

unsafe alTair. When the boat
about 100 feet from the shore.
The young man succeeded in swimming to
within about 50 feet of the shore, when his

capsized

After thefoot bait
Froy inyour Throat t £}

\\

Dams-Wardwell.
In Ellsworth, April 20,
George E. Davis and Miss Blanche E. Wardwell,

pond, about 5 p. in., Monday. He was out
rowing in a boat and was alone. The cause
of the accident is not known, but the boat is
said to

ALL DEALERS.

4

104

Puzzle,
YES !

Puzzle,
Put the ball in tlu* frog’s mouth without
Rending the paper. It iun be done.

DIED.

NEWS.

It
Caldek\vooi>. Iii North Haven, April 16, Ezra
Calderwood. aged 07 years and 7 days.
Cooper. In No th Haven, April 2, .Miss Emma

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

Cooper.

P>. Dunton. The remains were taken to Center
Lineolnville tor burial.
York
(iot i.d.
In 1'nion, April 20, Daniel Could, aged
April 23. Sells James Holmes. Ryan, Boston; 07 years and 18 days.
Cay.
In Koekland, April 20, Albert <
Fannie N: Keith, Ryder, do.; S. L. Davis, PatterCay,
shall, do.
aged 46 years and 10 months.
Cross. In Koekland, Apiil 18, Abide J.. iKobsailed.
j
wife
of
Charles
Cross, a native of Camden,
bins)
April 23. Sell. Fannie N Editli, Ryder. Boston. ageo 37 years, 2 months ami 11 da\>.
April 24. Sell. Anna 1). Price, Nash, Bangor.
Holland. In Merchant’s Isle, Isle an Haut.
April 2b. Sell. Abraham Richardson, Wade, April 0, John Holland, aged 1 months and 8 days,
Bangor.
Hosmek. In Camden, April 20, Nathan H Hos !
April 27. Sells. Minetta, Crockett, Boston, Wil- mer, aged 37 years
lard Saulsbury, Hardy, Bangor; Maria Webster,
LiTTi.Ki'iitin. In Castine, April 3, Flora Little- !
Turner, Alt. Desert.
field, aged 0 years.
Marshall
In Belfast, April 2* Lois K. MarAMERICAN FORTS.
•;
New York, April 21. Ar. sells. Mabel Jordan, shall, aged 58 years. months and 1: days.
Daniel K.
Balano, Turk's Island via Boston: Henry R. Til ! Maiidocks. In85 Belfast, April
Maddoeks. aged
years and 5 months.
ton, Dodge, Jacksonville: sld, sells. Annie P.
OIM.K.
In Bartlett's Island, April in. Daniel
Chase, Norfolk; Flora Condon, Yirginia; 22, ar,
sell. Fawn, Robert's Harbor, Me.: sld, sell. Wm. Ober, aged 73 years, m months and 2s days.
Patterson. In Walla Walla, Washingt- n. Apiil
H. Sumner, Pendleton, Savannah; 23, ar, sells, j
Emmas. Briggs, Osborne, Long Cove, Me.; Car- ! 12, at the residence-d liis daughter. James i;_ p;i|.
terson, a former resident ot Belfast, a2en si years
rie L. Pickering, Haskell. Green's Landing; eld.
and 10 months.
sell. Florence Leland. Spoll'ord, Fernai dina: 25,
1’ikk. In Cambridge, 27t h inst., Frama->
ar, sells. Hattie H. Barbour, Erskine, ( ity Point,
Atherton, widow of the tat.e K<*\ Knhard l*iko f
Ya.; Charles E. Raymond, Pendleton, Alt. Desert;
and daughter ot tin
a;* c
Dorchester,
a. w.
cld, brig Telus, Coney, Maeeio; sld, bark Henry |
ol Searsport. aged 75 years.
Norwell, Savannah; 2b, ar, sehs. Henry Whitney : Atherton
K<*ith.n
rs.
In
.1
"25.
Daniel
K«>b
Belfast,
April
and Izetta, Bangor; David S. Siner, Clark’s Island', !
aged 70 years.
Ale.; 27, ar, sens. July Fourth, Newport; Briga- ! erts,
Small.
In Deer Isle, April 11. Mrs. Hattie
Aux
dier,
('ayes
Small, aged 27 years.
Boston, April 21. Ar, sehs. Isaiah Hart, WilSuiiu.es.
In Thoinaston. April 20, Martha
liams, Philadelphia; Alary Ann McCann, Gates,.
of John Shi hies, aged 72 years. 2 m> on h» and
Norfolk, Ya.; Yale, Baltimore; Hattie S. Collins, ! wife
14 days
Greenlaw, Deer Isle; 22. ar, sells. Janies Holmes, i
Stephenson
In Knox, April 2'.- Susi«
A.
Ryan, Belfast; David Torrey, Drinkwater, Portaged 52 years and :» months
land; 23, ar, sell. Sarah L. Davis, Belfast; eld, Stephenson,
VNillkv. In Thoinaston, April 16, <
1,1.11 u h
sell. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell,
ter of Ichabod and Almeda W iiley, aged 1 war I
24. ar. sell. Sadie Corey, Lowe, Bangor; 25, shl,
sehs. James Holmes, Belfast; Sarah L. Davis, do.; and 27 days.
Hattie S. Collins, Deer Isle; ar, sell. Aliantono- !
mail, Belfast; 27, sld, sell. Daylight, Kennebec' To the Honorable County CommissionRiver and Washington, D. (’.
ers of the County of Waldo :
22.
bark Tims. J. I

peo-

pure base
tlieir..

Groceries,
Canned Goods,

j

>

puzzle to

why

ple

j

Davis. In Dixtield, April 28, James Davis, for- i
merly of Searsport, aged 75 years.
Di NTon. In Jamaica Plain, Mass., April 15 E

April 23. Solis. Hector, Bray, Isle an Haut;
Light, McCay, Swan's Island.
April 24. Sells. Abraham Richardson, Wade,
New York; Minetta, Crockett, Boston.
April 2t>. Sells. Lester A. Lewis, Kimball, New
Western

is no

know

Flour,
Crain,
...OF THE

O'

—

'W

Courteous

treatment
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to
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j
Fernandina;!
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Philadelphia, April

Cld,

Stewart, Portland; 24, ar, sell. Kit Carson, Somes’
undersigned, municipal officers and citizens
of the town ot Waldo respecttally represent
Sound; cld, sch. Henry Crosby, Stubbs, WilmingCommencing Honda*, Ha* 4, (80t>,
will leave Belfast ;»s ;
ton, N. (’.; 25, ar, sch. Annie R. Lewis, Lewis, that public, convenience requires that an altera
ows
1
F* >r Camden, Hoe I
n
B
Sullivan; 2b, ar, sell. Horace G. Morse. Plymouth ; tion he made in the county road leading from lie!
fast to Monroe in order to avon. tin- dangerous and Fridays at ;».4d c m
28, old, sch. Daniel if. Fearing, Boston.
lacs,lays. |
and Saturdays at
c
Baltimore, April 23. Ar, sell. Senator Sullivan, railway ciossings in the town ot Waldo.said altr:
m.
For Searsport, \\ cdne-ilay.- amt Snuduv
ation in said county road to he located a> b. lows
Crockett, Fernandina.
Portland, April 22. Cld, sch. Eliza J. PendleCommencing at a point, on the said county road -V *t
ton, Fletcher, Kennebec and Philadelphia; 24, north oi' the house ot tiro. W
Walls
-.'hence I For Bueksport, W interporl and Ban_
cld, sch. Wm. B. Palmer, Dyer, Louishurg, C. B., j northerly, across land of Georgia H. Carter, lying days, Thursday> and Saturdays at 7 ;t«*
to load coal for Portland or Boston; 25, cld, sch.
to the westward of the main track ol tin; lU-itast
nesdays and Sunday at s. H* a. m..oi up
Olive T. Whittier, Whittier, North Booth bay; 2b,
ami Moo.-ehead Lake II. II.. and crossing the lint* of steamer from Boston.
of same northerly ot the .present crossing where
ar, bark Carrie Winslow and brig J. ('. Havilah,
KETI’kmm;.
the present highway branches toward Waldo StaJr., Boston, to load for South America.
1
From Boston every week day except
Bangor, April 22. Ar, sell. Isaac Oberton, Trim, tion; thence northerly, across land of Wm 1\
Boston; sld, sch Izetta, New York; 2b, ar, sell. Smith and (Jeorgia 1L tarter, to a point, in the at r» e. m
From Hoeklaml. Tuesday-, Thursday.Odell, Boston; brig Katalulin, Saco.
present county road leading t< Monroe beyond,
m., Wednesday and Sum
Charleston, S. ('., April 22. Ar, schrs. Jennie F. amt northerly of the present crossing oil the i urdays at d
A M
Willey. Bulger, West Indies; 25, ar, brig H. B. branch track leading to Oak Hill.
From
Bangor, .Monday.-ami Frniay.Wherefore your petitioners respectfully ask
Hussey, Boston.
Apalachicola, April 22. Ar, sch. Herald, Low- your i.onors to view the rout- set iorth in the Tnesdays, Thursday s and Sat urdays at 'J
ell, Barbadoes via Carabelle, Fla.
petition and alter the said county road and dis- P. From Searsport. Mondav.- am Frida*
M.
Newport News, April 25. Sld, sch. Gov. Ames, continue the old road when the new road is open
Providence.
for travel, according to the law in such cases C. F. .1 (HINSON, \cting Agent. Bel fas’
Wiscassett, Ai»ril 22. Ar, sch. Alary Farrow, made and provided.
CAiAIN A FS IN (Jcn'l Supt
Bostoi
Boston.
V\ 1 Lid AM H. HILL, Hen 1 Manage!.
Waldo, April 2<>, l HIM,.
El > W A lit > EVANS,
Darien, Apiil 23. Cld, sch. Tofa, Wilson, Bath;
Selectmen
N.E. CLARY,
of
2b, ar, sell. Joel F. Sheppard, Welch, Boston.
To the Honorable t’oimty i'ommi
WARREN Johnson, ) Waldo,
Pascagoula, April 24. Cld, brig H C. Sibley,
And Thhee Others.
Doane, Boston; sell. Lucia Porter, Farrow, New
era of tilt* County of Waldo
York.
STATE OF MAINE.'
Fernandina, Fla April 21. Ar, sch. Edward 11
V|rK, the undersigned, munieipal oilier:Blake, Smith. Boston.
V?
town of Km-v
uthori/ed I*y a v.
Waldo, SS. Coi nty Commissioners Court, (
Savannah. April 24. Cld, sch D. I). Haskell,
town at our annual meeting March
1
April Term, a l>. 18'Jb.
Pressey, Boston; 27, ar, W. H. Sumner, N. York.
On the foregoing peril ion, ordered, That the
respectfully represent that the road ie.
1
25.
sell.
P.
Annie
Norfolk, April
Ar,
Chase, County Commissioners meet at the house of Frank Thompson's house in Kimx t" '1
Ellis, New York; 27, ar, sch. R. W. Hopkins, 1
(leorge Walls, in Waldo, on Thursday, the 4th line, commencing at the dnveway <d 1 I
Hichborn, Carteret. N. ,J.
of .June, next at in o'clock \. m.; and thenee sou's and continuing t.o .Montville line
Wilmington, N. (
April 25. ('1<1, sell. Isaiah proceed to view the route set forth in the petition
tinned. We the re lore request your Hon
K. Stetson, Trask, Port de Pai.v, Hayti.
after which, at someconvenient place
you have caused due notice to he idvn
Satilla River. Ga., April 23. Shi, sch. Huma- immediately
in the vicinity, a hearing oi the parties and their said road and make surli r.isconiinuam
rock. Yeazie, New York.
witnesses will he had, and Mich tint her measures may deem expedient and proper and .*Bath, April 2b. Ar.sch Tims W. Carver,Darien, taken in the premises, as the < ’ommissioiiers -dial
l*ouml will ej«-r pray
Ga., via Bermuda; 27, sld, sch. Eliza J. Pemile !
Date* 1 at Km.x this ‘J’Jd *la\ of \pi il. v
judge proper. Ami it is further Ordered, That
ton, Philadelphia.
notice of the time, place and purposes ol the < >m
KDW \ HI > .1 \ OSF.
Clark’s Island, April 24. Sld, sell. Hattie Paige,
W II.LIS KITH VHDSON
missioners’ meeting aforesaid, he given to all per
New York.
I
sons and corporations interested by serving an
S. K. Til.TUN.
I,
2b.
sell.
Jacksonville, April
Charlotte T.
Ar,
attested copy oi said petition with this order
Sibley, Bartlett, Boston.
STATE < >1 MAI N'F
thereon, .upon the Clerk ot tin- town of Waldo,
FOREIGN PORTS.
and by posting up the sunt- in three public places
I
\VALMO, SS. i'i
in said town, and by publishing the sum- in the
Macons, March 30. Ar. sell. S M. Bird, St.
Vplil Tern:. \ l» I
Republican Journal, a pi..mu newspaper publish
On the Ion-going petition, iinintii
•Johns, r.B. (to sail for New York about April 10.)
in said ( ounty.sai. publieation ami each of
( .Minty r..inniissi.'ii.-is iij.'.'i a
|.
,i
Tarifa, March 13. Passed, hark Teresa, Point-a- ed
i
the
other
he
notices
dav
be
ton1 t lie t i rethirty
Pitre, tor Marseilles, thence for Trapani to load
!;■•
Thompson. !M Km-\. ..i.
inlay
.1 mi.1 la1
for Bucksport, Me., Rockland, Gloucester or Port- appointed foi sain \nu, that all may appeal and
at 1<»
.rk
m
.111.1 hei
be
heard
if
ihe\
think
proper.
land.
t"
ii-u tJi«* i.' ii.1 set i. .i
Ii in the p.-: r.
Attest
TILKSTON W \1»LIN. Clerk
.>i;\ .mien
Cayenne, F. G. Ar, sell. Arthur Y. S. Woodruff,
Imtely a I i.*r which at soon
Copv of petition ami order ol Court
the i.-11 itv, a Immi Iii: <•[ the parlies
Heagan, Boston.
Attest -TILES ION WADL1N. Clerk.
Los Palmas, April 9. Sid, sell. S. G. Haskell,
witnesses will he had, and s1 n• 11 Ii rlhei
taken in the premise'*, n- the < oiumi-n.
Richardson, Bahamas.
Belfast Price Current.
judge proper. And il is lm thei •; m
marine miscellany.
notice of the time place and purposes-..i
missioners meet ing- aforesaid, he given tCORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOCKNAL.
Spoken. Ship Josephus, Gilkey, from New York
•sons and corporal ion
for Shanghai, March 2, hit. 25 8\, Ion. 30 W.
interested hy >.
Produce Market.
Prirc Paid /‘rotivcer,
New York, April 27. siliip Chas. R. Flint, ( apt
attested copy ol said petition with
OO
d
1
on
7(0/
00
m
(lav,
ton,
12
bu,
Apples, j.>
);>
tin*
rierk
cd
h. town ot In.
Carver, from New York March 14 for Shanghai,
thereon,
upon
4 a 5
dried, fct 11).
3//4
|> II.,
was burned at sea April 21.
All hands saved ami
hy posting up the same in tlnve pub!i< ;
1 85 // 2 oojI Land), jj> tt>.
Beans, pea.
f> a 7
said town, and hy puhlishing the same in
afterward landed at Pernainhue
1
u
OO
75 iLand) Skins,
30m45
medium,
publican .Journal, a public newspaper p
4 n 5
yel’wevesl 40 a 1 50 Mutton, |;> II.,
in said County, said
publication and a
10 // 20 (»ats, | * bu, 32 tb, 3<im3.)
Butter, j:> ti„
other oticcs to be thirty days Indore the
5,»/7 Potatoes,
Beef, fc> lb,
211 n 25
BOM.
pointed for said it w. that all may appe
5(0/55 I Round Hog,
4 12 m:’)
Barley, |> bu,
1(0/ 12 Straw, |:> ton, 5 oomoYio heard if they think propel
Cheese,
lbAttest
TILKSTON \\ A hi.IN
12// 14 Turkey.
10m is
tt..
Ames. In Rockland, April 18, to Mr. and Mrs. Chicken, {;> tl»,
Copy of petit ion and (Haler ol Court.
Calf Skins,
1 OO Tallow,
50//
2«4
Preston Ames, a daughter.
Attest
TILKSTON \\ UH.1N
1O Veal, fc> lb,
(l m 7
Duck,
lb,
14a,
fr>
Beckett. In Elkhart, Ind., April 12, to Mr. and
11 Wool, unwashed, 14// 15
E^gs. D doz,
Mrs. B. G. Beckett, a son.
Boston
Produce
Market.
lO//12 Wood, hard, 3 f><' // :’> 00
Fowl, j.) lb,
Cummings. In Union, April 15, to Mr.and Mrs.
14a 10 W'ood, soft, 3 0()«3 50
Geese, fc) lb,
Wm. E. Cummings, a son.
28
Boston, April
The butter mark,
Itetuit Price.
Clark. In Rocklanc, April 10, to Mr. and Mrs,
/{etuiI Market.
firmer tendency yesterday with sales <>t V
J. E. Clark, a daughter.
bo a l 00 I creamery at 1<» to IB 1 2 cents, and fresh
Beef,corned, t> lb, 7aS Lime, 1> bbl,
Cain. In Brooksville, April 16, to Mr. ami Mrs.
18 Oat Meal, fc> 11., 3 12m t were held at 1 7 cents.
Butter, salt, fc> box,
Albion Cain, a daughter, Cora Agnes.
47 Onions, t> Ih,
2I-2mO
Corn,
bu,
Cheese was quiet and easy on basis ol
Callahan. In Rockport, April 18, to Mr. and
Cracked Corn,
bu, 47 Oil,kerosene, gal, 13 // 15 cents for choice fall.
Mrs. George Callahan, a son.
Corn Meal, |> bu,
47 Pollock, fc> II.,
4m4 1-2
Eggs were lirm at 11 12 cents for he-:
Hoag.
In Belfast, April 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
11.,
7 m.s in packages for cold storage, and 11 t"
Cheese,
lb,
14,alO Pork,
Frank H. Hoag, a son—Langley J.
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster.
1 20 cents lor ordinary Western. Fresh Easin'
bbl,
Morrison. In Bluehill, April 13, to Mr. and
OaO Rye Meal, £> Ih,
Codfish, dry, |> lt>
03
The potato market is quiet and it is
Mrs. .John G. Morrison, a sou, Oliver Clifton.
IK) m i»5
make sales of best Eastern hehrons at o\.
Cranberries, p qt,12.al4 Shorts. |> cwt,
Richardson. In Aurora, April 15, to Mr. and
(.'lover Seetl, p lb, 11 a 12 Sugar, fe> lb, 5 1 2ia0 1-2
bush in carloads. Small sales at 28c
per
Mrs. Ebon Richardson, twin sons.
40
Flour, |> bbl, 3 75^4 75 Salt, T. L, p bu.
Apples We quote No. I bald wins at f
Saunders. In Surry, March 29, to Mr.and Mrs.
4m f* 3.50; fair to good. $2.50^3.00; Roxbun
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 15(a2 25 Sweet Potatoes,
Fred K. Saunders, a daughter—Elsie May.
Lard |> lb,
2 1-2^m3 $3.00(a3 50; No. 2 varieties, $2.00^.2.75.
SialO Wheat Meal,
1
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